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ABSTRACT
SHIFTING DEPENDENCY ROLES: A STUDY OF LATER-LIFE FAMILIES
SEPTEMBER, 1989
DORIS ANN STEIN COHEN, A.B., BRANDEIS UNIVERSITY
Ed.M., HARVARD UNIVERSITY
M.Ed., Ed.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
Directed by: Dr. Janine Roberts

This is a constructivist case study of how family members experience the shift
in dependency roles between elderly parents and their adult children in order to identify
some variables that affect the family’s ability to make a successful transition to this new
developmental stage. The researcher used a series of semi-structured interviews to talk
with four families in which an elderly parent was recently experiencing the need for more
support in activities of daily living. The families were seen in two rounds of three
interviews each, with a three month interval between the third and fourth session. Within
each round the interviewer met with each generation separately and conjointly. Informed
by the literature, the researcher focused on the following areas: family dynamics, past and
present; beliefs and rules; sources of stress; strengths and supports; and expectations.

The resulting family portraits confirm the durable nature of the parent-child
relationship beyond the child-rearing years; giving numerous examples of the sacrifices,
resentments, and satisfactions experienced during this stage. They also suggest a number
of factors that affect the family’s ability to successfully meet the challenges of later-life
including quality of past relationships, rate of onset of dependency, expectations
regarding aging, the state of balance of the “loyalty ledger”, beliefs about the nature of
the elder’s impairment, the availability of temporary relief of responsibility, the extent of
family agreement, and the quality of in-law relationships. The observations concerning
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different generational needs with respect to the sharing and withholding of information,
the role of in-laws, the place of support systems, and the need for improved
communication between medical personnel and family members have implications for
family therapists both in their work with later-life and younger families, hospital
discharge planners, doctors and nursing home personnel, as well as for public policy
makers. The study also presents some questions for future research with an expanded
number of families.
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CHAPTER I

THE PROBLEM

Introduction

The purpose of this dissertation is to provide a heretofore unavailable
description, from a family systems perspective, of the process family members, as
individuals and as a system, undergo when there is a shift in dependency roles between
the two oldest generations. Studies have shown that family members from all socio¬
economic classes tend to stay connected with their adult children, even, or most
especially, when the children are living under separate roofs with young families of their
own (Butler and Lewis,1983; Shanas, 1980; Brody,1974). These connections are often
evidenced in the form of support or assistance from parents to their adult children
(Sussman and Burchinal; 1968). A lifelong pattern is established whereby parents see
their role as supplying goods and services to their children. As the children age, the type
of support may change, but the general direction of aid from parents to children remains
fairly constant. Thus it is that in most families, the expectation is maintained that the
parents will do more giving and the children more receiving, with the children assuming
the same expectation with regard to their own offspring. However, as the life expectancy
span increases, there comes a time in the lives of many parents when they are unable to
maintain the weight of being the giver; they must have some kind of outside assistance
with daily living tasks. Shanas (1980) has shown that parents turn first to their children
for care and services even when outside agencies are available. For the parents who
haven’t expected to live so long or to require such a level of assistance, and for the
children who expect to support their own children, but may not have thought much about
supporting their parents, this phase of the family life-cycle produces its own stresses.
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Moreover, families undergoing this stress do not have available to them the same level of
information and help as do families struggling with earlier life issues (Cohen, 1987).
More specifically, family members are rarely educated about this phase of the
family life-cycle. Our society has never been very interested in an open discussion of the
aging process. In this youth-centered age, courses are offered in child development,
marriage, and parenting. Individual and family therapists focus their energies on younger
individuals or families struggling with issues of self-actualization, marriage, or parenting.
Neither adult children nor their parents have been prepared for the very real possibility of
family members requiring long-term, on-going care from which the only release may be
death. Old family conflicts and dysfunctional patterns of interaction, lying dormant
throughout the years when family contacts could occur at the pleasure of its members,
often resurface under the stress of an unwonted and unwanted level of interaction.
Unspoken fears of dependency and death, conflicting demands of aging parents and
young adult children, evaporating hopes for a carefree retirement can generate feelings of
desperation and despair for all concerned.
Professional family counselors have been slow to respond. Recently, The
Family Therapy Networker. a popular family therapy journal, addressed some issues of
aging (July/August, 1988). The dearth of articles in other family therapy periodicals
reflects the paucity of research being conducted in this area. Yet, if family therapists are
to be helpful to families struggling with the changing roles and new demands of later life,
research on this stage of family life must be conducted with as much zeal as has been
expended on earlier life transitions.

Statement Of Purpose

The primary focus of family therapy research has been on marital and parenting
issues. When the literature has dealt with older family members, it has been for the
purpose of “straightening out” the nuclear family by setting clearer boundaries around it
and/or by breaking old, “dysfunctional” family patterns. This author believes it is
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important to recognize the changing dependency status of elders and their children as
another normative stage in the family developmental process and to give it the same level
of attention accorded earlier life stages. In order for family therapists and other
professionals to help families negotiate this stage successfully, it is necessary first to
identify those variables that appear to allow some families to cope and grow sometimes
even in the face of debilitating illness, while other families appear trapped and defeated.
This dissertation was designed to allow the researcher an opportunity to
experience how families function at this stage of development in order to discover which
variables make a difference in ability to adapt and grow at this life stage. The research
design entailed a constructivist case study of four families who were currently facing a
shift in dependency from the oldest member(s) to the adult child(ren). The exploration
focused on several areas: family dynamics, past and present; beliefs and rules; sources of
stress; strengths and supports; and expectations.
Information was gathered through a series of in-depth interviews with families
for whom some recent precipitant had alerted the adult child(ren) to the fact that the
parent(s) could no longer continue to manage without an increased level of support. The
precipitating event was either a sudden and unexpected event such as a fall or a stroke, or
it was the result of a chronic illness requiring a greater level of care than before. The
sequence, chronology, and subjects of the interviews will be detailed in the chapter on
methodology.

Significance Of The Study

As stated above, later phases of family life have thus far not received the same
level of attention and interest as the early marital and child-rearing years. This lack of
interest was perhaps less of an issue when fewer family members survived even into their
seventies. However, between 1950 and 1980 the population of persons age sixty-five and
above doubled, from 12.3 million to 24.5 million; or from eight percent to eleven percent
of the population; or to one out of every nine Americans (Shanas, 1980). Today the
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figure stands at twelve percent and continues to grow at the rate of 1600 a day. By the
year 2020 it is expected to equal twenty percent of the population. There has also been a
concomitant increase in the old-old. The ratio of persons over eighty to those sixty to
sixty-four has doubled since 1900. The average life expectancy has gone from 46.3 years
in 1900 to 79.3 years in 1985 (Brody, 1985) and the over eighty-five group is the fastest
growing segment of the population (U.S. Bureau of Census, 1987). Thus we now have
two significant categories; the old and the very old.1
These statistics translate into very real ramifications for the American family.
In the first three-quarters of this century the number of middle-aged couples with two or
more surviving parents has increased from ten percent to forty-seven percent. By
1980,forty percent of all persons in their early sixties, and three percent of those in their
seventies had a surviving parent. Furthermore, ten percent of all those aged sixty-five
and older had a child over the age of sixty-five (Brody, 1985). The 1990 census will
undoubtedly show a continued increase in this direction.
Concurrent with the rising life-span, there has been a decline in the birth rate
resulting in a lower ratio of potential care-givers to care-receivers. Due to earlier
marriages, earlier first births, and fewer offspring, there has been a narrowing of the span
between the generations, lessening the age gap between the third and fourth generations
(Townsend, 1968). Thus the odds of having to provide parent care is increasing rapidly
and for increasingly older parents and children. Simultaneously, medical “advances”
now result in people living longer after the onset of chronic disease, thereby necessitating
more long-term care and involvement of family members (Brody, 1985).
For a time the myth prevailed that the demands of an urban industrialized
society have led to relatively isolated nuclear families without much support from and for
the extended family (Sussman and Burchinal,1968). More recent research supports the
finding that most older persons are important members within an extended family
network (Bild and Havighurst; Butler and Lewis, 1983; Shanas, 1980; Sussman and
1. Some gerontologists now classify three groups of elders; the young old (65-75). the middle old (75-85), and the old old (over 85).
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Burchinal, 1968; Townsend, 1968). Most elders live within a few miles of at least one
child and have frequent and regular contact that involves an exchange of goods and
services, as well as social interactions (Brody and Sparks, 1966; Butler and Lewis, 1983;
Shanas, 1980; Sussman and Burchinal, 1968). The research further shows a pattern of
mutual aid and support, mostly in the form of financial aid from parents to children and
an exchange of other kinds of services up and down the generations (Sussman and
Burchinal, 1968). However, it is only when the financial or physical health of the parent
declines that the parents receive more than they give (Horowitz, 1978). Thus for the
greater part of their adult lives they give to their children in far greater amounts than they
receive from them, and the shifting balance is almost always associated with misfortune.
When the need arises, parents do turn first to their children for care and services
even when outside agencies are available (Shanas, 1968). Eighty to ninety percent of the
personal, household, and medically related care of the elderly is provided by families, the
principle care-givers being adult daughters. However daughters-in-law, sons, sons-inlaw, and even grandchildren are often involved. If the care of a helpless infant, yet one
with the potential for increasing independence, is often perceived as stressful; how much
more so must be the situation of caring for an increasingly dependent family member, one
who has heretofore been perceived by self and others as a giver rather than a receiver of
care?
The old-old haven’t expected to live so long. Their children haven t expected
to look after their parents when they are, themselves grandparents. Daughters or
daughters-in-law may have begun new careers after launching their children. An
additional source of stress may by the return of adult grandchildren into the household,
sometimes as single parents, themselves. The grandparent generation may find
themselves in the middle. Instead of having the expected freedom from child-rearing and
career, they find themselves caring for aging parents, as well as having their own
concerns regarding health, retirement, widowhood, and even parenting their own
grandchildren (Shanas, 1968). In older phases of life, as in younger, there are scapegoats,
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rejected or parentified children (who may themselves be sixty years old), dyadic
alliances, and “distant” members (Sparks and Brody,1970; Brody and Sparks,1966).
Often one child is the “burden bearer” no matter how many siblings. These family
patterns which may have appeared dormant in the years since all members lived under
one roof, can suddenly sprout in bean-stalk like strength, when families face decisions
regarding an elderly parent’s future care. When unresolved family problems from earlier
stages are reactivated, they constrain resolution of “normal” life crises in aging families
just as they may do in younger families.
Alleviating a family’s current stress is only one aspect of the problem. How
well a family negotiates this transition has implications beyond the present, as well. The
family’s reaction to the aging and dying process affects future family growth and
development, just as its ability to deal with earlier developmental stages affects its
capability to meet present demands. How adult children experience the dependency of a
parent will influence their own expectations of aging and the ability to accept what needs
to be accepted. How children or young adults see their parents give care and their
grandparents receive care, in turn affects their own management of this stage. Helping
families negotiate this phase is as important as helping them manage marriage, parenting,
divorce, etc. The literature supports the idea that successful resolution of these crises can
provide the impetus for growth for all family members (Blenkner, 1965; Brody, 1974;
Brody and Sparks, 1966; Butler and Lewis, 1983; Sparks and Brody, 1970).
Thus, the information generated by this study, while not definitive, broadens
the current level of understanding of the later-life family experience. This, in turn, can
inform human service providers in their attempt to assist families struggling with the
above cited issues. It provides individual and family therapists, long focused on the
earlier life stages, with some information about family dynamics, issues, and
development in later-life. The expectation is that they will see extended family issues as
normative and more readily acknowledge intergenerational connectedness, beyond its
utility for “fixing” young families. It is, thereby, hoped that the study will contribute to
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the development of a family therapy model appropriate for work with older families and
their specific issues, with an eye toward the future growth of the family, as well. It should
also prove useful to geriatric care providers, social workers, and others who are
concerned with helping elderly individuals maximize the benefits of this stage of life by
pinpointing resources within and without the family that help individuals and families
cope with the day-to-day problems of this stage. Another goal of this study is to provide
family members with a better understanding of this stage of the life cycle process. The
author believes that by normalizing some of the family members thoughts and behaviors,
she may reduce the guilt that characterizes this stage (Brody, 1985).
This study is exploratory. It is not intended to provide definitive answers;
rather it is to shift some of the attention to a hitherto under-serviced, but increasingly
large, part of the population in order to better understand their issues and concerns, and
stimulate further interest and research in later-life stages of family development. It is
hoped that with this identification of some preliminary variables, future studies with
larger samples and over a longer time span will verify, expand upon, or challenge the
results of this work.

Methodology

As mentioned above, the data was gathered by means of a constructivist case
study. Four families who are currently facing shifting dependency needs were
interviewed at length. The first round of interviews took place shortly after the family
realized the need for increased support to an elder. The second round of interviews
occurred three to four months later. Each round involved separate interviews for each
generation and a combined family interview, as well. The constructivist approach was
chosen as well suited to in-depth exploration of a little known area in which the
researcher sought to understand the experience of the subjects rather than to prove or
disprove specific hypotheses. It was also consonant with the author’s conviction that it is
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not possible to know an objective reality and that all of what is known to be “true” is
constructed out of the experience of the knower in interaction with the object of study.

Limitations of Study

This study is subject to the weaknesses of an in-depth, qualitative study. It is
limited in its generalizability. The sample of four families cannot be seen as
representative of any larger population. For example, no attempt has been made to
control for ethnicity, type of precipitating event, or family structure. Because the subjects
participated by agreement, the sample may be biased toward families who are more
confident or inter-active. The interviewing process, itself, may have caused families to
become more reflective. The way in which the data was organized influenced what was
observed. Constructivists readily acknowledge that the choice of questions, as well as the
act of posing them, affects the perceived outcomes. The researcher further acknowledges
that with the volume of observed and recorded material generated from twenty-four indepth interviews, the potential existed for failing to take note of some phenomena and
overemphasizing others. The choice of a three month interval was arbitrary. A longer
term study might have yield some quite different results. However, the study was not
intended to verify or disprove any hypotheses. The author was attempting to reconstruct
a family’s experience of a certain stage of life in order to better understand it and,
possibly identify some elements that may affect a family’s ability to make a successful
transition. For these purposes, richness of material rather than quantity of respondents is
more appropriate. Any perceived connections, therefore, are not to be viewed as proofs,
but rather as speculations subject to confirmation in future studies.

Definition of Terms

Circular questions: questions asked in such a way as to form a connection
between people, people and events, events and time, people and time. Some examples of
the above are: To whom are you closer, your son or your daughter? When you cry, what
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does your father do? Where do you think you will be living six months from now?
Which of your sisters were you closest to when you were a child?

Constructivist Case Study: A case study approach based on the principals that
all knowledge, rather than being a “discovered reality” is a construction of our collective
experiences and that the observer is an inseparable part of the system being observed. In
this approach the researcher does not seek to prove or disprove pre-formed hypotheses,
but rather to order his/her experience in such a way as to establish repeatable events and a
reasonably reliable connection between them. Hypotheses or speculations are
“constructed” out of the researcher’s experience with the subject(s) under study.

Disengaged: A term used to describe families whose members appear
uninvolved or unaffected by the behavior of other family members. (See enmeshed.)

Enmeshed: A term used to describe families whose members appear highly
reactive to the behavior of other family members. (See disengaged.)

Extended family: The members of a family other than the marital couple and
its children. This usually refers to grandparents, adult siblings, etc., not living under one
roof. (See nuclear family.)

Family boundaries: The rules defining which members of a family (and which
outsiders) participate in family matters and on what terms. Boundaries may be clear, i.e.
well defined; rigid, i.e. inflexible; or diffuse, i.e. poorly defined.

Family developmental process: The normative stages a family can be expected
to go through including the formation of the couple, the various stages of parenting, the
“empty nest”, retirement, and supporting elderly parents. The concept is similar to
understanding individual change in terms of a developmental model. However, the
family developmental process can be seen to be in various stages simultaneously,
depending on which family members are included in the focus.
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Family of origin: The family in which one was raised and in which one
learned “rules” about “how to be” in a family.

Genogram: A diagram or “map” showing the members of a family in relation
to one another. It includes information about important events such as births, deaths,
divorces, as well as which relationships are especially close or distant or confrontational.2

Nuclear family: The parent(s) and child(ren) living together in one household.
(See extended family.)

Parentified child: A child on whom expectations more usual for an adult are
placed. This can variously mean a child who is expected to take responsibility for
younger siblings, as used by Minuchin; or it can mean a child who is expected to give the
parent what the parent never received from his/her own parent, as used by BoszormenyiNagy and the Milan team.

Sub-system: A sub-group of the extended or nuclear family such as the
parental sub-system of mother and father or the sibling sub-system comprised of the
children.

2. See Appendix E for key to genogram symbols
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CHAPTER II

LITERATURE REVIEW

Introduction

There are several areas of inquiry that provide an important backdrop for a
study of later life families. An historical overview of aging and the elderly in American
society attests to both the need for and the ability of elders to successfully adapt to later
life stages, as well as provides some insight into why this population has been so slow to
attract the interest of researchers. The gerontological literature on the elderly as extended
family members verifies the mutual importance and connectedness of extended and
nuclear family members to one another even when no longer living under the same roof.
The family therapy literature is reviewed for its perceptions of the role of extended family
members as well as for its understanding of family dynamics and how that understanding
can inform a study of later life families. Finally, the literature on family developmental
stages and transitions is sampled with regard to later life tasks and issues.

Historical Overview Of Aging And The Elderly In American
Society

Prior to the mid 1900’s, when the elderly were not much in evidence since so
few people actually survived to old age, aging was viewed more as a disease than a
natural process (Spark and Brody, 1970). In contrast to an eastern philosophical view of
death as a natural part of life and the self, the western view has been that it is an affront to
our emphasis on control and individuality. Later life phases of the individual and family
have consistently been neglected due to our avoidance of the unpleasant topics of disease
and death. Despite the fact that today the aged are very much in evidence, very little has
changed.
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Our society does not see old age as a time of potential health and growth
(Butler and Lewis, 1983; Halpem, 1980). Rather, the elderly tend to be perceived as
“unintelligent, unemployable, crazy, and asexual” (Halpern, 1980, p. 473). In fact, early
psycho dynamic theories of personality and development reflect a consonant point of
view. Beginning with Freud (Freud, 1927; 1966 (originally 1920)), personality theorists
emphasized the early life stages of development, viewing basic personality as established
in adolescence and remaining essentially stable thereafter. In fact, Freud believed that
psychoanalysis was of limited use to the elderly because they were too rigid to change
(Herr and Weakland, 1979). Piaget (1970), too, said most true development occurred
before adulthood. Erikson, however, formulated additional stages past genital maturity,
defining an adult stage of integrity vs despair as one which, if successfully negotiated,
leads to a new, different kind of love of one’s parents, feelings of satisfaction with life
and work, and acceptance of responsibility for life (Erikson, 1959). Levinson described
developmental changes in adult men through the middle forties; a period in which,
according to this theory, some men make new strides, but others lose their virility
(Levinson et al., 1974). Jung (1971 (orig.1930)) looked at later life stages, but believed
that significant development was unlikely in old age.
By the late sixties, more developmental psychologists were willing to consider
the possibility of continued growth and development past mid-life. Gould (1972)
extended the developmental stages through age sixty, defining a time of increasing
mellowness and contentment. Peck (1968) expanded Erikson’s last phase into two: a
middle age period and an old age period. This latter phase he characterized as a time of
body and ego transcendence; a time when death “looks and feels less important than the
secure knowledge that one has built for a broader, longer future than any one ego ever
could encompass”. By the mid-seventies, Brody (1974) noted that the literature
supported a developmental view in which the capacity to adapt and cope is continuous
and dependent more on the presence or absence of such abilities previously than on the
age of the individual.
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Despite Brody s claim, Cohen (1987) found that popular beliefs and therapy
models often run contrary to the idea that there is continued capacity for growth and
development throughout the life cycle. There is a bias against treating the elderly that is
evidenced by the perception that the aged are poor candidates for therapy. Psychiatrists,
psychologists, and social workers don’t see many older clients and when they do it is
usually for purposes of diagnosis and disposition. A 1980 study found psychiatrists
believed older clients were less ideal to work with, treated them with less psychotherapy
and more medication and gave them poorer prognoses for recovery despite the lack of
supporting evidence (Butler and Lewis,1983).
Not only is there no evidence to justify this negative view, the literature
actually supports the position that aging entails a natural process of change that includes
possibilities for increased functioning and development (Birren and Renner, 1980; Brody,
1974; Butler and Lewis, 1983). Aging is not synonymous with decline or merely a
moving away from youth. It is a moving toward something in its own right and with its
own tasks. Personal and cultural history are of greater importance in determining
capacity for adaptability and development, than is age. The elderly have the same
capacity for growth and change as other family members. There is little evidence of
rigidity of personality except as a defense against some threat or crisis.
In fact, there is evidence that the elderly may be especially well suited for some
kinds of therapies (Birren and Renner, 1980). Erikson defines the task of later life as
integrating one’s life experience and accepting one’s life as having been appropriate,
worthwhile, and meaningful. lung thinks in terms of reviewing, evaluating, and
integrating. The emphasis shifts from outer directed achievement to the inner life.
However, achieving an acceptance of the life one has led is predicated upon a resolution
of unresolved conflicts. Butler and Lewis (1983) citing the fact that older persons
spontaneously begin reviewing their lives in a process that parallels psychotherapy,
believe the process is natural to later life stages. The normal review process can be used
for re-evaluating and re-integrating unresolved issues, for mitigating fears of dying, and
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for giving new meaning to life. An unsuccessful life review can end in regret, despair,
guilt, terror, and feeling that life has been a waste. A successful review, on the other
hand, can lead to reconciliations, serenity, feelings of accomplishment, and acceptance of
one s mortality. Butler and Lewis believe that a more integrated and eclectic use of
personality theories and practice will better serve the complexities inherent in helping this
population.
Birren and Renner (1980) cite some additional reasons why the elderly are
excellent candidates for change. Because they have fewer social and job-related
obligations, the elderly can be less constrained and more self-directed. They are freer to
take risks. They have more time to engage in relationships and with fewer restrictions. If
they have the mental health that permits their taking advantage of the above mentioned
opportunities, there is tremendous potential for new learning of skills, emotional
expression, and interpersonal relationships.
In other words, there is an abundance of evidence that elders have continued
capacity to adapt and grow. The later life stages are not something to be endured
stoically, at best. Rather, they present the same challenges for successful adaptation as
earlier life stages. This researcher is confidant that family growth and development
remain a possibility at all stages of life. The purpose of this study is to ascertain which
variables facilitate and which hinder this growth.

Gerontological Literature On The Elderly As Extended Family
Members

A myth of long standing holds that the industrial revolution irreversibly severed
extended family networks and created relatively isolated nuclear families who have few
ties to a larger family system. The gerontological research disputes this, however, finding
instead that the family continues to be central to the social interaction and support of its
members and that most older people are integral members of the family system (Brody,
1985; Shanas, 1980; Sussman, 1968; Sussman and Burchinal, 1968; Townsend, 1968).
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Family structure has changed more as a result of the changes in medical technology and
the declining birthrate, than by the effects of industrialization (Townsend, 1986). Today,
the vast majority of elders, rather than being alone, have close living relatives. Eighty
percent of those over sixty-five have living children. Ninety-four percent of these have
grandchildren and forty-six percent have great-grandchildren. Thus, more than one third
of the elderly are members of four generation families. In 1975, eighty percent had living
siblings and one-third of the marrieds and three fourths of the unmarrieds were in weekly
contact with a sibling. Furthermore, fifty percent lived within ten minutes of a child and
saw at least one child each day or two (Shanas, 1980). In addition, five percent of the
elderly shared a household with an even older parent (Brody, 1974).
Over one million families live with a frail elder and over five million
adults are involved in caring for an elderly parent. Care-givers tend most often to be
daughters, but daughters-in-law, sons, sons-in-law, and grandchildren are often also
involved (Brody and Sparks, 1966). Even when outside agencies are available, parents
turn first to their children for care and services (Horowitz, 1978; Shanas, 1980). Far from
abandoning the elderly, family members maintain regular, ongoing contact across the
generations. The extended family has become a source of support for the nuclear family
and vice versa (Sussman and Burchinal, 1968). Horowitz (1987) further reports that for
some family members the care-giving role provides an opportunity for an enhanced
relationship between parent and child. What is not clear is why in some families there is
an opportunity for growth and not in others.
The research shows that prior to a deterioration in the financial or health status
of the parent, there is a pattern of reciprocal aid with the parent usually giving more than
s/he receives (Horowitz, 1978). There is a great deal of assistance in the form of jobs and
money from parents to children of the upper economic classes. Among the lower
economic classes family support is provided via services and sharing of resources across
the generations. In most American families, then, there tends to be an exchange of goods
and/or services up and down the generations; with the parents doing more giving than
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receiving as long as they are able to do so. There is also a large measure of family
contact and socializing, aided by modem communication and transportation systems.
According to Brody and Sparks (1966), family support is as important to the
elderly person as it is to the child. The availability of such support has been shown to be
more important in the elder’s adaptation to stress than is the kind or amount of stress
(Butler and Lewis, 1983). Blenkner (1965) writes about “filial maturity” as a
developmental stage in which one realizes that one’s parents need support and comfort
and that one is capable of being dependable to those parents. It requires an ability, on the
part of the elder, to be dependent; and on the part of the child’s spouse and children, to
support the filial role. This stage of development can only be successfully attained if
there are no serious unresolved family issues that get in the way of genuine mutual caring
and assistance across generational lines.
Sparks and Brody (1970) believe that the mental health and continued
maturation of the entire family, not just the elders, depend on mutual involvement and
that the growth and development of one generation should not, and can not, come at the
expense of another. The nature of the older person’s relationships with family influence
those of succeeding generations in their own progress toward old age. How a family
manages the dying process has implications for the psychological development of the
following generation and its ability to handle death, loss, and separation in its time.
Successful resolution of family issues enhances the possibility for growth of all family
members, now, and in succeeding generations.
As cited in the above studies, family members’ ability to provide support for
aging parents is a critical factor in the elders ability to adapt to stress. It is also a critical
factor in how a family deals with loss and separation now and in the future. Yet there are
many models for families with young children and few, if any, for aging families. Little
is known about what enables some family members to be supportive while others are not,
what enables some elders to accept support while others can not, and what would be
useful in helping families change from unsupportive to supportive behavior. The
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proposed study identifies some factors which may play a part in families’ differing coping
styles and abilities.

The Elderly Within The Context Of The Family: Family Therapy
Literature

The next section of this chapter reviews the theory and practice of some of the
leading figures in family therapy, focusing on their perceptions of the role of extended
family members, as well as their understanding of family dynamics among later life
families. The writings of Murray Bowen, Ivan Boszormenyi-Nagy, and James Framo will
be reviewed because these three have built a substantial part of their theory and practice
on the role of extended family members within the nuclear family. The works of the
structural, brief/strategic, and
systemic/strategic therapists will also be cited as they represent the major schools of
family therapy. These will be examined both with an eye toward their understanding of
the place of extended family members as well a for the ways in which their understanding
of family dynamics can inform a research study.

Murray Bowen

To be sure, the extended family is considered important to the nuclear
family’s present level of functioning by almost, if not, all family theoreticians and
practitioners. Murray Bowen has erected an elaborate structure for describing an
individual’s, and subsequently a family’s functional ability based on the degree of fusion
with or autonomy from family of origin (Anonymous, 1972; Bowen, 1961; 1976; 1978;
Kerr, 1981). According to Bowen, the human relationship system is a balance between
two forces; autonomy and fusion. Individuals differ in their balance between the two,
according to how well differentiated they are. Low differentiation is characterized by
someone who is dominated by emotion and subject to other people s opinions and
actions. High differentiation is associated with a good ability to distinguish between
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emotion and rational thought processes. Highly differentiated individuals exhibit the
most flexibility and adaptability in coping with life stresses and the most freedom from
problems of all types. All relationships entail a tension between a need for, and an
aversion to, closeness. However, the struggles around this issue are more pronounced in
the relationships of those who show a lower level of differentiation (Bowen, 1976).
Accompanying the concepts of higher or lower differentiation, is Bowen’s
“Differentiation of Self Scale”, a continuum which ranges from 0 to 100, the higher end
connoting an optimum balance of togetherness and individuality. At this end, individuals
are more adaptive under stress and less likely to develop symptoms. At the lower end of
the scale, individuals appear less flexible, more emotionally dependent on those around
them, more easily stressed into symptomatic behavior, and less likely to alter
dysfunctional behavior. The scale is not used to define normality, but to indicate the
likelihood of developing significant symptoms under stress. A poorly differentiated
individual can appear balanced under low stress and a highly differentiated person can
become symptomatic if the pressure is great enough.
Along with his concept of differentiation, Bowen defined two kinds of self; the
solid and the pseudo. The first is that part of the individual which is made up of
convictions based on reasoning from life experience and is not at the mercy of emotional
pressure from others. The second is that which will surrender under pressure from others.
Highly differentiated individuals have more solid self than lower differentiated ones,
although the level of pseudo self is much higher than the level of solid self in even the
most differentiated individuals (Bowen, 1976). Poorly differentiated persons are those
who constantly seek approval from others, who go from one dependent relationship to
another, who act more on instinct than on well considered opinion. Such individuals are
likely to see others as responsible for their happiness and to blame others when things go
amiss. Well differentiated persons are less other-directed, don’t blame or credit others for
their own successes or failures, and are reasonably well balanced between reason and
emotion. In between these two types lies an entire continuum of people who show some
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signs of solid self, but are mostly pseudo self and behave either as rebels or conformists,
in either case reacting to others. According to Bowen, the upper end of the scale exists in
theory only, individuals never really achieve a level of differentiation above about
seventy-five (Bowen, 1978).
Bowen’s theory has wide implications for family researchers and therapists.
He asserts that one s basic level of differentiation is fixed by adulthood and is directly
dependent on the degree of fusion with or autonomy from one’s family of origin.
Furthennore, people tend to marry others on the same level of differentiation as
themselves. Adults, in their future relationships then, tend to replicate the life style of
their families of origin. Changes in later life can only be of minor degree and only
through conscious, systematic effort to begin to know the difference between emotional
and intellectual functioning (Bowen, 1976). A large part of Bowenian therapy consists in
coaching individuals to act (using reasoning) rather than to react (being subject to
emotions).
Bowen describes “emotional cutoff’ as a direct consequence of one’s level of
differentiation. The term refers to how individuals handle the unresolved emotional
attachments to their parents. The lower the level of differentiation, the more intense these
attachments are likely to be. They are dealt with in a variety of ways: physical distance,
brief or infrequent contact, withdrawal, avoidance of emotionally charged issues, and
over involvement (Kerr, 1981). The more intense the cutoff, the greater the likelihood of
the individual having an exaggerated version of the parental family problem in his/her
own marriage and the greater the likelihood that his/her child(ben) will experience a
cutoff with him/her. Extreme examples of cutoffs are the adult child still living with
parents and the child who runs away and ceases all contact. On the other hand the better
the emotional contact between the generations, the more functional family members in
both groups are likely to be (Bowen, 1976).
Bowen stresses the need to think in terms of family unit when doing
psychotherapy with individuals. As a therapist, he initially tries to improve the family s
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level of function by reducing the anxiety, since symptoms are seen as a reaction to stress.
This is a short term goal, followed by an attempt to improve the basic level of
differentiation, something which can be done only in incremental steps over a period of
years.
For Bowen, then, relationships within the extended family are seen as
containing both the cause and the potential cure for dysfunctional individuals and
families. Therapy will succeed only if one or both members of a couple can reestablish
emotional contact with the respective families of origin. The extended family is seen as
important because it is a means toward resolving issues in the nuclear family. As
members deal with their fusion at this level, the fusions in the nuclear family are resolved
as well. Bowen stresses that these issues are easier to resolve in the extended family than
they are with people with whom one is currently living (Kerr, 1981). He, therefore,
works toward reestablishing a viable emotional contact between the generations as a way
of reducing symptoms in the nuclear family. He coaches individuals on how to achieve
the “correct” degree of contact and then sends them out to do the work on their own. He
stresses that the effort in extended families is not to change the others or other
relationships, but to gain enough knowledge about oneself and one’s family system to be
able to change oneself in relationship to others.
Bowenian theory, with its concept of better differentiated adults being more
adaptive under stress, is temptingly attractive for explaining why some families appear
more functional during difficult transitional stages such as the one under study here. As
Bowen explains, well differentiated family members have the right amount of
connectedness, and levels of differentiation tend to replicate themselves throughout the
generations. Therefore, it is to be expected that families who cannot negotiate this
transition, are more likely to be less well differentiated. Yet the above argument borders
on the circular:

-

Poorly differentiated families are less adaptive under stress.
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This family is having difficulty in a stressful situation.
This family is poorly differentiated.

In fairness to Bowen, it must be acknowledged that he further defines well differentiated
individuals, stating that they are less emotionally reactive and less likely to blame others
for their misfortunes. The latter is a useful concept for assessing how families view this
stage of family development. This researcher will explore whether some families blame
outside forces for their difficulties, and, if so, how that affect their ability to successfully
deal with those difficulties? However, there is a danger in attempting to assess whether
families are too emotionally reactive or whether they have the right degree of
connectedness. What may appear as overly emotional to one ethnic group, may be quite
appropriate to another. Therefore, to explain a family’s particular adaptation to an elder’s
increasing dependency need by citing the degree of differentiation, may not be explaining
very much at all and this study seeks to avoid the pitfall of setting an a priori standard for
the correct amount of connectedness for each family.
There is another limitation to Bowen’s work. The fact that the extended family
members are not invited to family therapy sessions, combined with Bowen’s belief that
only incremental change is possible and only over a long period of time, suggests that
Bowen offers little hope for any significant growth and adaptation in the oldest
generation. Indeed, the focus is on the nuclear family and any expectation for change is
placed there, although such change usually involves altering one’s relationship to one’s
extended family. Nonetheless, to the extent that Bowenian theory informs our
understanding of how dysfunctional family patterns replicate themselves, it is a utilitarian
tool in understanding family functioning especially in this stage of increased
intergenerational interaction. His perception, that over involvement as well as too
infrequent contact are symptomatic of emotional cutoffs, is a useful reminder that family
members find a variety of ways to express their degree of connectedness. And his belief
that adult children can establish a viable relationship with the extended family, a
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relationship in which the adult children feel neither the need to totally divorce themselves
from contact with their parents, nor accept unrealistic burdens of family care give hope to
those who believe that families can only successfully negotiate the caring for a
dependent, elderly parent when family problems from earlier stages are resolved
(Blenkner,1965; Brody, 1974; Butler and Lewis, 1983; Sparks and Brody, 1970).
Furthermore, Bowen s attempts to improve a family’s level of functioning by reducing
their anxiety is probably a useful concept for those working with later-life developmental
stages as well. Yet, it should come as no surprise that any family, no matter what its level
of differentiation, should become more functional when less anxious. The key will be to
learn what is useful in helping families reduce anxiety stemming from concerns about an
increasingly dependent relationship. The interview format includes some questions on
ways in which the family is able to reduce anxiety.
Despite having some difference of opinion with Bowen on how much change is
possible, this researcher has incorporated several other useful Bowenian concepts and
techniques into the study. Perhaps most helpful as an assessment tool and descriptor is
the family genogram or map which includes questions about alliances, cut-offs, past
nodal events, intergenerational conflicts, and painful issues. Also incorporated into the
assessment format are ideas about a family’s level of reactivity and questions about
where the family assigns blame for the current situation.

Ivan Boszormenvi-Nagy

Ivan Boszormenyi-Nagy is another respected theoretician and clinician who has
come to see family relationships as inextricably bound up with intergenerational issues
(Frank, 1984; Boszormenyi-Nagy and Sparks, 1973; Boszormenyi-Nagy and Ulrich,
1981). Whereas Bowen sees level of differentiation to be the key variable, BoszormenyiNagy speaks of a sense of loyalty and obligation. He conceives of a tension between a
conscious motivation to gain power and independence, and an unconscious or invisible
sense of indebtedness. He postulates the existence of a “mental ledger of obligations”
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that each person carries about and in which s/he keeps careful, though not necessarily
conscious or well-reasoned, accounts as to which family members owe what and to
whom.
The mental ledger has two components: expectations of filial loyalty, and
merits or parental accountability. The first pertains to acknowledging what one received
from one’s parents and their parents and even beyond them. A sense of loyalty results
because the child feels s/he owes the parents for raising her/him regardless of the quality
of parenting. The second refers to what one contributes to one’s descendants and,
therefore, what one is due (Frank, 1984).
Boszormenyi-Nagy states that the sense of either need or obligation is so
personal as to make it impossible for outsiders to assess the fairness of any action.
Different family members have different guilt thresholds and each person’s feelings of
obligation and style of complying is determined both by emotional make-up and by merit
position within the family system. No single family member can judge the fairness of
another’s actions since giving and receiving can only be understood in relation to all
other balances within the system (Boszormenyi-Nagy and Ulrich, 1981).
Just as Bowen believes no individual ever attains the ideal level of
differentiation, Boszormenyi-Nagy believes no one can fully resolve the issues of
fairness, justice, and loyalty within the family system. Sometimes, therefore, family
members resort to defensive avoidance of one another and to denial of obligations. In
fact, Boszormenyi-Nagy attributes “the crisis of the contemporary family” to the
tendency toward denial of loyalties, responsibilities, and their implied ethical
significance. Boszormenyi-Nagy and Ulrich (1981) define a “revolving slate” of invisible
family loyalties as those patterns repeated from one generation to the next. It is the chief
cause of family and marital dysfunction as it becomes the source of a repetitive cycle of
taking out on the next generation, the perceived wrongs of the preceding one.
Thus vertical and horizontal relationship loyalties may conflict. If a couple s
ledgers are in balance, each is free to consider the other’s (and their children s) needs
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unencumbered by excessive feelings of want or obligation. If, however, the respective
ledgers are not in balance, each spouse may try to exact from the other that which is felt
to be owed by the parents or due to the parents.
Parenthood provides a unique chance to repay internally sensed obligations,
since giving to one’s children can discharge some, though not all, of one’s debt.
Sometimes, however, parents exact from their children to compensate for perceived over
payments to their own parents. For Boszormenyi-Nagy, parentification is defined as “the
subjective distortion of a relationship as if one’s partner or child were one’s parent”
(Boszormenyi-Nagy and Sparks, 1973). Children, thus saddled with the expectation of
making up a parental deficit, react in one of two ways: by becoming the “burden bearers”
who try to give to the parent what they sense the parent has lacked or by becoming black
sheep who escape by being considered too “mad” or “bad” to make up the deficit.
The major source of stress in family life comes as the child moves toward
separation. Symptoms develop as the individual tries to disengage from the multigenerational accountability system. Thus Boszormenyi-Nagy views failure to achieve
autonomy as a signal to look for an imbalanced ledger where someone feels in bondage to
another. A proper balance between commitment and separation is necessary for
promoting growth and autonomy. In a well family one finds both separateness and
intimacy (Boszormenyi-Nagy and Sparks, 1973; Boszormenyi-Nagy and Ulrich, 1981).
Based on the above, Boszormenyi-Nagy has developed a theory of contextual
therapy which he describes as integrating the systemic view of family therapy with
individual therapy. The emphasis is on each individual’s subjective view in terms of
claims and obligations. The concept of trust building is central to the work. Each
person’s subjective evaluations of justice go into creating this climate of trust which is
ultimately more important in determining the quality of social interaction in the family,
than any other element (Boszormenyi-Nagy and Sparks, 1973). The therapist works on
encouraging open confrontation among the generations. Negative feelings need to be
recognized before the family can build trust. Boszormenyi-Nagy keeps asking himself,
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“How was the overtly offending member, himself, (sic) injured?” “By whom?” “How
do other members fit in?” Change occurs as children are helped to see the unfairness in
their parents’ own lives which led them to act as they have. This, of course, necessitates
including the elderly parents in the therapy process where an intergenerational dialogue is
encouraged. A more balanced view of merit and obligation may occur as family
members learn that a victimizer was once a victim (Boszormenyi-Nagy and Ulrich,
1981). Payment of relational debts can only be paid to the debtee; no substitutions are
allowed. Settling an obligation is seen as a step toward building trust and health.
Again, the motivation for contextual therapy, as with Bowenian therapy, is to
heal the nuclear family and free its children from the “revolving slate” of invisible
loyalties. However, as all the generations are included in the therapy process, the older
members are given an opportunity to reevaluate and grow along with the younger
members. Therapy provides the opportunity for each generation to air its grievances,
clarify and modify its attitudes and behavior, and create a new construction. According
to Boszormenyi-Nagy and Sparks (1973):
Family therapy explores how every parent has a chance for an improved,
more reciprocal loyalty exchange with his (sic) family of origin. A more
giving attitude can yield beneficial returns for the parent himself (sic),
even if his (sic) own dependence on the family of origin can never be
gratified. To liberate oneself from the original debt and the guilt of
unconcern, the parent can learn to get gratification from his (sic)
remaining, increasingly giving relationship to the aging or ailing
grandparent as if the latter were his (sic) child, -p. 106

The therapist’s job is to help the family members face loyalty feelings, change
the underlying source of guilt, and meet past obligations in order to balance out loyalty to
current mate and children. The adult child may need to repay in a different and perhaps
more responsible way than s/he was treated. The question for this child becomes, What
do I owe and what are the terms of repayment?” Thus, if the goals of contextual therapy
are realized, all generations benefit. By rebalancing the “loyalty ledger , the therapist not
only frees the youngest members, s/h also frees the adult children to be able to care for
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aging parents in a realistic manner, and frees the oldest members to be able to accept the
proffered assistance.
Boszormenyi-Nagy, then, lends a somewhat different lens to the study of laterlife family development. While his acknowledged need for a proper degree of both
intimacy and autonomy appears similar to Bowen’s proper degree of differentiation, there
are substantial differences. Boszormenyi-Nagy readily acknowledges that no one person
can judge the fairness of another’s actions. Rather giving and receiving (or degree of
involvement) can only be understood in relationship to all other parts of the family
system. This appears to allow for more flexibility in assessing families and gives the
individual family members more voice in defining what is proper for a particular family.
His inclusion of all generations in the therapy process also validates each member’s
perceptions, no matter what age.
Whether or not Boszormenyi-Nagy is correct in his assessment that the crisis of
the contemporary family is the denial of loyalties and responsibilities, it is clear that the
family members’ perceptions of who owes what and to whom is a key issue for both care¬
givers and care-receivers. Any assessment of this stage of family life needs to understand
how family members’ views and expectations may differ in this regard and how that can
add to a family’s sense of guilt, anger, and/or frustration. It is less clear precisely what
Boszormenyi-Nagy means when he says that the adult child can get gratification from his
or her giving relationship to the ailing parent as if the latter were his or her child. The
literature points to some possible pitfalls. Brody (1974) cautions against the tendency
toward excessive guilt and unrealistic expectations. There are many accounts of a least
favorite child sacrificing vainly to gain a parent’s love, up to the last moment. Also, the
parents, even if frail and elderly, never become one’s children. To perceive them as such
is to totally misunderstand the nature of the parent/child relationship. Thus, an
assessment of later life family functioning needs to distinguish between a care-giver s
realistic attempt to rebalance the ledger, and a fruitless attempt to gain what one never
had.
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Boszormenyi-Nagy’s ideas have influenced this researcher in several ways.
First his readiness to include or rather his insistence on including all generations in the
therapy process, lends weight to a conviction that all generations can learn and that the
learning is facilitated by having as many family members as possible communicate with
each other. His central question, who owes what and to whom?” has been directly
incorporated into the assessment format, as have his ideas about unresolved family
conflicts continuing to surface and interfere with a family’s coping ability. BoszormenyiNagy, along with other theorists in this review, has also contributed to the importance
placed upon understanding the parent-child relationship in its current context as
compared to earlier periods. More specifically, Boszormenyi-Nagy raises an interesting
question as to whether the family dynamics represent a viable means toward ledger
balancing or a doomed attempt to attain the impossible. The researcher paid particular
attention to each family member’s apparent motivation for his/her role in the caregiving/care-receiving process.

James L. Framo

Echoing some of the themes of Bowen and Boszormenyi-Nagy, James L.
Framo’s interest in the extended family stems from his understanding the nuclear
family’s marital and family difficulties as extensions of spousal problems in their original
families. Family of origin relationships influence mate selection and impose irrational
expectations on the nuclear family as ongoing attempts to master conflicts from the
original family are played out anachronistically through spouse and children. Going back
and dealing directly with the parents and siblings regarding the unresolved issues
provides an opportunity for reconstructive changes in the marital and parental
relationships with one’s own offspring (Framo, 1981).
Framo’s work consists mostly of marital therapy, since he perceives problems
with children to be metaphoric of problems between spouses. He deals with both current
and family-of-origin issues. Like Bowen, Framo does not see conjoint family therapy as
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including the grandparent generation in the on-going therapy process. But, whereas
Bowen coaches his clients on how to deal with their extended families outside the
sessions, Framo asks clients to bring their extended families into a session, believing that
Bowen’s approach results in clients stopping short of their over-all goals (Framo, 1976).
He also disagrees with Bowen s claim that only a small number of clients are capable of
significantly changing their basic level of differentiation. Family of origin session are set
toward the end of family treatment, as Framo believes that they work best after the couple
has already made some changes.
The family-of-origin work is usually accomplished in one session. If the
parents are dead, Framo will suggest siblings, aunts, uncles, even close friends. Each
client is helped to develop a list of issues pertinent to each family member. The emphasis
is not on blaming the family, but on raising things which have concerned them over the
years. Clients discover that anger often covers up deeper levels of caring. The focus is
on key events in the family’s history, roles, alliances, and correcting misunderstandings
and misinformation. Like Boszormenyi-Nagy, Framo believes that shaming or devaluing
the parents is detrimental. A more sympathetic view of the parents emerges after children
learn of their struggles with their own parents, corroborating Boszormenyi-Nagy’s work.
The healing process is begun at the end of the session when it is pointed out that caring
lies behind all the anger. The family members are then encouraged to renegotiate the
terms of their relationship, including the frequency and means of contact.
Framo understands the individual’s conflict or source of tension to be between
the need for love, especially from one’s parents and the need for autonomy. After familyof-origin work, the clients are more tolerant, have greater self-esteem, and are better able
to listen and take things less personally. Most marriages improve, though some end in
divorce as the partners understand whom and why they married. Sometimes the older
generation is motivated to begin its own couple’s therapy. So even though the therapy,
once again, focuses on helping the nuclear family by improving the relationship to the
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extended family, the extended family benefits and, sometimes even begins therapy for its
own sake.
For Framo, as for the preceding theorists, the impetus for including extended
family members in therapy, is to help the nuclear family. Yet his willingness to work
with older couples signals that he, too, believes real change is possible to the end of one’s
life. He also corroborates Boszormenyi-Nagy’s assessment that the competing needs for
love and autonomy are at the source of much family tension. How this is played out will
have implications for how family members respond to dependency issues. An additional
piece that is added here is the understanding of anger as a cover-up for caring. Clearly
much anger may be felt by family members on both sides of the dependency relationship.
Framo’s perception of the capacity for older individuals to benefit from therapy
lends further support to the concept of continued family growth and development
throughout the life-span. His focus on the tension between the competing needs for love
and autonomy are reflected in the interviewer’s questions about how families have
negotiated previous transitions such as adolescence and children leaving home. This
concept may also have interesting implications for how well an elder can adapt to a more
dependent role and is incorporated into the assessment format by ascertaining the extent
to which the elder is able to ask for and accept assistance. And Framo, like the other
theoreticians, has informed the researcher’s exploration of the extent to which previous
family patterns are replicated during the current crisis.

Salvador Minuchin

The remainder of this section is devoted to a review of the three major models
of family therapy; structural, systemic/strategic, and brief/strategic. Salvador Minuchin,
generally considered the scion of structural family therapy, first came to recognize the
importance of the extended family to the nuclear family in his work with families of the
slums (Minuchin et al., 1967). For these families it made more sense for Minuchin to
consider ways in which the family members could be useful to one another, rather than
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ways of disengaging them from one another. Dysfunction, in this context, was
understood not in terms of the quantity of contact between the nuclear and extended
family, but in the quality of contact. For Minuchin, disengagement and enmeshment are
transactional styles and either can be functional or dysfunctional (Minuchin, 1974).
Disengaged families are those who lack feelings of loyalty and belonging. The
members of such families are unable to give or seek support and appear isolated and
unaffected by the behavior of other family members. They have little contact with the
external world and the few relationships they may have are characterized by passivity and
dependence. The parents in these families tend to be uninvolved and their place is often
filled by a “parental” child.
Enmeshed families are those exhibiting a tight, interlocking system in which
each member is highly reactive to the behavior of any other member. Any attempt to
change, on the part of one member, is quickly met by “resistance” from the others. The
parents in these families are highly involved, fearing a loss of control. Relationships are
characterized by power conflicts involving escalations and counter escalations. These
families have no language for expressing affection and concern.
Normal families lie somewhere between these two extremes. They differ most
from dysfunctional families in the area of enmeshment, having clearer subsystem
boundaries than enmeshed families where one parent is likely to ally with a child against
another parent who is perceived to be overly controlling (Minuchin, 1978). And
reminiscent of Bowen and Boszormenyi-Nagy, Minuchin believes that it is rare to find
extended families who exhibit effective organization, clearly delineated yet flexible roles,
and are attuned to the protection and sharing of each other’s resources (Minuchin, 1967).
Nevertheless, perhaps because Minuchin’s early theories of family therapy
arose in his work with families where the fathers were either absent or minimally
involved and the mothers got their only support from their extended families, he doesn t
automatically see connectedness to the extended family as the cause of problems.
Instead, when the responsibilities are clearly defined and the boundaries clearly
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delineated, it becomes a functional adaptation to stress and poverty (Minuchin, 1974;
Minuchin and Fishman, 1981). Therefore, he considers it wrong to always aim for
strengthened boundaries around the nuclear family, believing that the extended family
can be a source of support and expertise. Before initiating any changes, it is important to
understand the complexities of each family with regard to who lives with whom, on what
terms, and how the roles are divided. Even the creation of a parental child can be
functional if the delegation of authority is explicit and the parent doesn’t abdicate
ultimate responsibility. Minuchin emphasizes the strengths of the family, looking for the
positives he believes are always present. He believes that therapy should explore and
highlight the strengths rather than the deficits and help families become more functional
within the possibilities extant within each family’s cultural system.
Despite his respect for the interdependence of the nuclear and extended family
system, he is aware of the potential for dysfunction as cited above. In particular, he
worries that the failure to evolve, which distinguishes dysfunctional from healthy
families, transmits a certain inflexibility of roles to the third generation. Like Bowen he
sees stress as the catalytic agent which causes dysfunctional families to increase their
rigid interactional patterns and boundaries. Successful therapy is aimed at increasing a
family’s coping repertoire, by developing greater ranges of affect, increasing acceptance
of the parental role, strengthening spouse and sibling subsystems, promoting more
effective parental control, and encouraging more flexible means of communication
(Minuchin, 1967). All members of the household, including grandparents, are invited to
participate in the therapy.
If the families are disengaged, Minuchin works on increasing parental
competence and freeing the parental child. He believes that the inability of some parents
to take control is a form of rebellion against their own parents who are seen as extremely
controlling and restrictive (Minuchin, 1967). If the families are enmeshed, Minuchin
tries to decrease the family’s reactivity in order to allow for increasing autonomy. The
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children are described as over dependent, rather than rebellious, in order to lessen
parental anxiety about control.
Minuchin sees the newly formed couple as struggling with separation from
family-of-origin and the formation of new loyalty bonds. Each partner will bring to the
marriage certain expectations as to how things should be done. Each will have areas in
which s/he is more or less flexible. The birth of a child necessitates the renegotiation of
boundaries with the extended family. In some cases the extended family becomes more
involved and supportive. In others, the boundary around the nuclear family may be
tightened. Children can strengthen a family or they can become the battleground for
parental issues. Family members must learn how to be supportive and protective, but also
to foster independence and individuation. The children need clear, yet crossable
boundaries to the outer world, with no unrealistic expectations of family loyalties
(Minuchin, 1974).
Although Minuchin does not directly address working with elderly clients,
some of his strategies for working with disorganized families are relevant for doing
therapy with elders. He emphasizes a “here and now” rather than a long term view. He
suggests giving direct advice, paying attention to physical problems, and giving warmth
and support. He suggests helping clients define short-term goals, cut through red-tape,
and gain access to information and services. Rather than being insight oriented, therapy
is aimed at getting family involvement, financial aid, and coordination of social services,
as needed. Minuchin suggests brief sessions, home visits, and encouraging clients to act
and do (Minuchin and Fishman, 1981). All of these suggestions can be equally useful in
dealing with frail elders and their families (Cohen, 1987).
A drawback to Minuchin’s work is his narrow view of how a healthy family
should be structured. His case studies show a tendency to rebalance more middle-class
families so that the father is in charge, the mother less so, and the grandparent still less so
(Minuchin, 1974; Minuchin and Fishman, 1981). In working with older families around
shifting dependency issues, it is particularly important to recognize the areas in which
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the elder still retains power, and in which the care giver (who is most often an adult
daughter) needs to be empowered. It is hoped that the same flexibility toward the “ideal”
father-centered family structure which Minuchin was able to apply to the families of the
slums would also be seen as applicable to families with other sorts of issues and for
whom a traditional patriarchal structure would also not be “ideal”.
Minuchin s family assessment model, though created for use with younger
families, appears equally useful in assessing the difficulties of later-life stages. He
appears to refine Bowen’s poorly differentiated families into two types, enmeshed and
disengaged. This researcher formulated a series of questions for understanding how these
two interactional styles may play out in later-life stages. Could differing family
responses be linked to traits of enmeshment or disengagement? Would an enmeshed
family have more difficulty allowing an elder to retain some measure of control? Would
an elder in such a family have more difficulty surrendering some measure of control?
Did disengaged families find it more difficult to respond to a needy elder? Minuchin’s
concept of family boundaries influenced the following set of questions. How did the
family’s boundaries change with the dependency changes of an elder? Were outsiders
allowed to help or were they kept away? Did these behaviors replicate earlier family
transactional styles or not? Minuchin observed that the arrival of children can either
strengthen a family or turn it into a battle ground. Was the same true for the presence of
a frail elder? If so, how did this occur? Minuchin also found that defining clear
boundaries and clear responsibilities reduced stress? How did this apply in older
families? In addition, his understanding of how, under some circumstances, the extended
family became a source of support was certainly relevant to the families that formed the
focus of this study, as was his attention to who lives with whom and on what terms. In
short, Minuchin’s structural assessment format and his ideas about transactional styles are
as useful in studying later-life families as in working with young ones and have been
incorporated into this study where possible.
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The Early Milan Group

Systemic/strategic family therapy is closely associated with the early Milan
group comprised of Mara Selvini Palazzoli, Giuliana Prata, Luigi Boscolo and
Gianfranco Cecchin (Selvini Palazzoli, 1986; Selvini Palazzoli et al., 1978; 1980; Tomm,
1984a). This model of family therapy evolved out of cybernetics and communication
theories and views the family as a “self-regulating system which controls itself according
to rules formed over a period of time through a process of trial and error” (Selvini
Palazzoli et al., 1978, p. 3). Each family member acts on the system and is influenced by
communications received from it. The system evolves its own rules for behaving and
responding out of solutions learned in previous systems, i.e. the family of origin. In this
way rigid and dysfunctional behavior is often transmitted down the generations.
In dysfunctional families control is maintained by withholding approval,
leading to a cycle of constant frustration and ever more seeking of approval. The
children of these families perpetuate the same need to control and gain approval.
According to the theory, these children often select mates with the same problems as a
way of repeating the original challenge; in hopes, this time, of succeeding in gaining
control of the definition of the relationship. The solution becomes an avoidance of any
definition of their relationship. Neither can appear fully committed, neither can
withdraw, and neither may comment on the paradoxical situation. This results in what
has been called schizophrenic transactions; disqualifying messages, avoiding the real
issue, using non-sequiturs, and discontinuing one’s partner or one’s self in a quest to gain
supremacy over one’s partner.
The Milan team observed that most families with psychotic children were
intensely involved with their extended families. The parents of these children were
locked into a hidden struggle for unconditional approval from their parents, an approval
which they would never receive. As a result they would parentify their own children in a
dysfunctional way with the appeal to them for the approval and parenting they could not
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get from their parents. They sent paradoxical messages such as, “help me even if it’s
impossible and be on my side, but not against anyone else”.
The goal of therapy is to free the parentified child (Tomm, 1984b). The
therapist works to convince the children that it is not their job to improve the relationship
between the parents or to substitute for their parents. Many interventions are aimed at
defining the nuclear family as distinct from the extended family in order to help the
parents define their relationship to each other. The therapist maintains a neutral position,
refusing to take sides, and positively connoting the symptom as a way the family has
found to stay together. Extensive use is made of paradoxical prescriptions such as urging
a family not to change, or prescribing the parenting role to the child, in order to provoke
the adults into becoming the real parents. Despite borrowing from Bowen, Jay Haley,
Gregory Bateson, Boszormenyi-Nagy, and others; the Milan group has invented its own
unique style of therapy. Circular questioning, a technique designed to underscore the
interconnectedness and non-linearity of action, has been widely adopted, as has its
positive connotation of symptom, and its neutral stance and non-blaming of family
members.
As with the aforementioned therapy models, the emphasis is on helping the
youngest generation and possibly their parents. While recognizing the importance of the
extended family to the nuclear family, this model’s response has been to urge a clearer
delineation between the two families, with little or no emphasis on working through the
relationship with the older generation. The grandparents are seen as a hindrance to
therapy’s goal and, therefore, to be kept at a distance. It is disappointing that this model
which has contributed so much to the concept of respect for and non-blaming of family
members, seems to encourage the scapegoating of the oldest generation by holding them
responsible for the ills of the nuclear family and keeping them at bay. By failing to apply
the same rules of non-linearity and inter-relatedness to the family-of-origin s
dysfunctional behavior, the extended family is deprived of the opportunity to gam a
greater understanding of their process and to work toward a more functional relationship.
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The healing process is, thus, confined to the younger generations at the expense of the
older, thereby depriving the members of an important opportunity for reconnection, and
of important lessons about forgiveness, reconciliation, and capacity for change. As
Brody (1974) states, all generations are legitimate family members and continued
intergenerational contact is healthy and desirable for all. Families can not be expected to
move to higher levels of maturation unless the extended families are also considered and
selectively included in the therapy process (Brody and Sparks, 1966). Sparks and Brody
(1970) caution against having the change and growth of one generation come at the
expense of another. Excluding the oldest generation and making scapegoats of them
results in the “bad parents” of individual psychotherapy becoming the “bad grandparents”
of family therapy with the result that everyone loses.
Although the Milan group’s treatment of extended family members may not
seem helpful to the researcher of later-life, non-clinical families, the model has something
important to offer in the way of technique. Selvini-Palazzoli and colleagues’ technique
of circular questioning is well suited to conducting in-depth family interviews. Questions
which probe relationships between family members, which ask about past and future
happenings, which point up individual differences, and which allow the interviewer to
continually go wider or deeper without seeming to make judgments is an invaluable tool
for gathering information. This technique has been incorporated into this study in the
following areas. Questions about who talks to whom, for whom and how often; who is
informed and by whom; who has made what decisions and who agrees or disagrees, are
all examples of circular questions. Further examples are questions about who visits
whom and how often, who is more or less involved than formerly. Particularly useful for
this author were temporal questions comparing present to past and asking about
expectations for the future. A more complete set of circular questions can be found in
Appendices B and C.
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The Mental Research Institute

The Mental Research Institute, or MRI, is the home of strategic therapy.
Among its best known expositors are Paul Watzlawick, John J. Herr and John H.
Weakland (Watzlawick et al, 1979). Although most of the writings of this group have
dealt with doing therapy with individuals or with families with young children, Herr and
Weakland have applied the model specifically to the needs of elders and their families
(Herr and Weakland, 1979). Counselling Elders and Their Families is the first, and
perhaps only, volume by major family therapy researchers or practitioners that focuses on
the later phases of family life. In the book, which is a compendium of brief therapy
techniques applied to an older population, the authors state that counselling is designed to
help clients deal more effectively with situational problems. It is not designed to alter a
client’s personality or values.
Despite the title of the book, Herr and Weakland present general counselling
techniques associated with strategic therapy rather than techniques or theories specific to
issues of aging and intergenerational development. For example, they advise the
avoidance of argument and over involvement, and advocate the use of unconditional
positive regard. The assessment questions are standard MRI tools such as: who makes up
the family system, what are the family rules, is there an “Identified Patient”, how is
power exercised, and why has the problem not been solved.
Brief therapy is advocated because “some relief from problems is better than no
relief...” and “success often breeds success” (p.2). The aim is to help clients find
satisfactory solutions to situational difficulties, thereby causing reverberations that will
make life better in other parts of the system, as well. Brief techniques are recommended
because, according to the authors, gerontological counselors are not likely to have the
time, resources, or expertise for in-depth psychotherapy. In fact, the recommendations of
this book are the same as those suggested for younger clients in other MRI publications
(Watzlawick, 1974).
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The authors see the problems of advanced age as similar, though opposite, to
those of adolescence; that is to say, as a redistribution of power phase. Whereas
adolescence is a time of increased vigor and independence, old age is a time of decreased
vigor and independence. Adolescents are gaining power and the elderly are losing it.
The authors believe that power is rarely yielded without a struggle, hence the family
problems. They point out that common family syndromes such as scapegoating,
parentifying a child, forming dyadic alliances, and blurring boundaries can be equally
operative between the older two generations as between the younger two.
Standard interpretations of family dynamics are applied by substituting the
elder for the child or adolescent as follows. Usually when a family member desires
his/her partner to be motivated, i.e. manipulated, it is a signal that an unresolved power
struggle over how to deal with an elder exists. Marital frustration over issues of control
are expressed indirectly through over- or underconcern about the well-being of an elder.
The model interprets difficulties with an elder as symptomatic of marital problems in the
same way that difficulties with an adolescent are seen as symptomatic of a parental power
struggle. This is a stark departure from the previous models cited in this paper, which see
unresolved conflicts with the elders as responsible for conflicts in the marital couple.
Intergenerational conflicts are viewed as power struggles that continue until a
clear winner and loser emerge. As the elder ages and loses power economically and
physically, the child becomes more assertive, introducing a role reversal where the
middle-aged child becomes responsible for the elder who acts like a rebellious
adolescent. Bitter bickering is a common symptom. The counselor is advised to help by
having the family understand that there can be no winners and by encouraging members
to speak and listen to one another. How this addresses the power issue is not clear.
Following standard MRI procedure, therapists are told to work with families to identify
the smallest amount of change they believe would indicate progress has been made. They
are also encouraged to identify helpful neighbors, out-of-town kin and avoid being
seduced into inadvertent alliances. These are all standard brief therapy techniques as are
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the use of reframing, symptom prescription, letting the family take credit for solutions,
and anticipating future difficulties. Rather than use initial success to further engage the
family, therapists tend to get out” after the initial success has been achieved. Therapy
tends, therefore, to be brief, lasting anywhere from one to twelve sessions.
The authors do not see the difficulties of aging as being permanent or
untranscendable. How problems are handled can make a difference. They cite
hypochondria as an example. The more the complainer is disbelieved, the more s/he tries
to convince family and doctor of the seriousness of the problem. This leads to more
skepticism which, in turn, leads to further deterioration in interpersonal relationships.
This is an example of standard MRI practice which sees the family often creating the
problem through an attempted solution or by trying more of the same solution. The
therapist would help the family find means of establishing and maintaining contact other
than physical complaints.
Herr and Weakland devote a brief chapter to the strain a disabled or gravely ill
elder puts on a family. They encourage quiet listening in which the elder is encouraged
to express fear and concerns about dying and they urge all counselors to familiarize
themselves with Kubler-Ross’s stages of dying. They emphasize the need for families to
feel acceptance even if they can’t always do what they believe they should.
This book on counselling elders and their families contains nothing new and,
therein, lies both its strength and its weakness. Given the paucity of focus on this phase
of family life, the authors have done a service by acknowledging this stage of family
development. Indeed they are almost unique among family therapists in attending to
adult-child/older-parent conflicts as causing stress in their own right and not just as
atavistic holdovers in the parent/young child relationship. Especially helpful is the
recognition that family dynamics at this stage may involve some of the same mechanisms
as scapegoating or parentification that occur in young families and that Sparks and Brody
wrote of as early as 1966 and 1970.
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Brief therapy can also be especially practical in cases where the condition of a
frail elder makes time of the essence. When a family is experiencing despair over a
chronically deteriorating family member, focusing on small, manageable, improvements
can provided a needed uplift in an otherwise seemingly hopeless situation. By looking at
what can be done, rather than dwelling on what can’t be done, the family is helped to
achieve a something we can live with” solution rather than being bogged down in an
unrealistic ideal.
There is a danger also in this emphasis on small, behavioral changes, in that the
reader might infer that this is the only change possible. Counselors and researchers need
to be aware that these are standard MRI techniques, and not reflections of the fact that the
elderly have limited potential for change. It is not to be seen as the model of choice for a
population that is incapable of better. It is simply a useful means of generating hope,
trust, and encouragement in families that have not experienced these in a long time.
A more serious flaw, in my view, is the fact that the authors make no mention
of the special strengths that the elderly possess, as cited in the earlier sections of this
chapter. No appreciation is expressed for the special capacity for growth through
reviewing, evaluating and integrating. No recognition is given to the wider options the
elder might have due to freedom from other obligations. It is simplistic and incorrect to
see elders in a role reversal situation. The literature disputes the contention that the
children become parents to their parents (Blenkner, (1965; Brody 1974). There is almost
certainly a diminishing of physical powers in the elderly. But psychological power does
not decline. Seeing the elder as an adolescent in decline fails to recognize the
fundamental parent-child relationship in all its complexities. Such a misperception can
compound, rather than relieve, the family’s frustrations. Thus, while the authors are to be
commended for paying attention to a long neglected stage of family development and for
normalizing it to some degree, practitioners and researchers are encouraged to recognize
the book’s limited use in understanding the fundamentals of later-life family
development.
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MRI concepts had less utility for this author’s research than the aforementioned
theoreticians except where they, too, focused on repetitive family patterns. There was,
moreover, no acknowledgement of how the family’s past history might play a role in the
meaning members assign to the current situation. The emphasis on “the here and now”
and on inducing small degrees of change, had no utility for the researcher. This author,
however, did find some support for the notion that concerns about an elder reflect
underlying marital frustration. Another area in which Watzlawick did make an important
contribution to this study is in his ideas about what constitutes reality. This will be taken
up in the methodology chapter of this paper.

Family Developmental Stages and Transitions

The idea of a family life cycle is implicit in the thinking of most family
theorists (Bowen, 1980). Just as individuals are perceived as facing, at certain times in
their lives, certain tasks whose mastery is essential for future growth and development, so
families are conceived as having to master certain skills in order to ensure the future
growth of the family system and its individual members. For Erikson a developmental
crisis was a “turning point, a crucial period of increased vulnerability and heightened
potential” (Golan, 1981, p.26) which occurred at certain points in the individual life span.
As the emphasis shifted from individual to a family-contextual focus, the idea of
developmental crisis became less associated with age and stage of the individual, and
more associated with the events that occur within most families, i.e. as a function of the
structure of the family system (Hadley, 1974).
The family life cycle is not a linear event, but is woven out of the threads of the
individual life cycle events of its members. Any given family may be simultaneously
struggling with issues of birth, death, retirement, etc. Combrinck-Graham (1985) sees
families as alternating between centripetal and centrifugal periods. The former is
characterized by coming together as in courting, starting a new family, drawing closer to
one’s children during the leisure of retirement, etc. The latter occurs when families are
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dealing with changes in structure such as children leaving home, and separation or
divorce. In order to successfully negotiate the cycles of separation, a family will have
had to be successful during its cycles of togetherness. And if a family has left-over
problems from the separation stages, it will interfere with its ability to rebuild closeness.
There is no agreement as to the number of life-cycle stages a family
experiences (Hoffman, 1980), but usually included are: coupling, birth of children,
adolescence, children leaving home, post-child rearing, and growing old. It is important
to understand how the family experiences the transition from one stage to the next.
Hoffman (1980) describes family development as a discontinuous process characterized
by second order changes in which more functional behavior suddenly occurs. But, she
cautions, a prerequisite for these creative leaps is often a period of confusion, and
inconsistency. She talks about a “sweat box” in which family relationships must be
threatened with dissolution before individuals are pressured to change.
Symptoms surface when families have difficulty negotiating the transition to a
new phase (Golan, 1981; Haley, 1973; Hoffman, 1980). The reasons given for this are
varied. Unresolved issues from previous stages, such as failure to successfully launch
one’s children, can contribute to this difficulty (Combrinck-Graham, 1985; Golan, 1981;
McCullough, 1980; Walsh, 1980). Walsh (1980) also sees problems arising from the
clash between the need for individuation and the need for support. McCubbin and Figley
(1983) describe a conflict between individual members who may be in different stages of
development. They see the need for family members to “cog wheel” or find a fit
between their differing developmental cycles. Being “off-time” or experiencing an event
at an unexpected age has been identified as contributing to the family’s difficulty making
transitions (McCullough, 1980; Neugarten, 1976). Golan (1981) believes the degree of
unexpectedness of the event is directly related to the amount of stress experienced by the
family. Carter and McGoldrick (1980) conceptualize a dual axes system. The horizontal
axis represents the family’s developmental stage and external events. The vertical axis
represents the family’s patterns, myths, and issues. They find that the degree of anxiety is
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directly related to the amount of stress felt at the intersection of these axes. Therefore, it
is imperative to know not only the current life cycle stress, but also how it connects to
family themes, triangles, and labels the family has evolved over time.
While transitions are crucibles in which the family’s stress may become
explosive, they also provide the opportunity for families to resolve their issues. Hadley
(1980) views them as periods of stress that stimulate changes in the family group. Walsh
(1980) writes that the transitions of later life hold potential not only for loss and
dysfunction, but also for transformation and growth. For McCullough (1980) transitions
represent a time when families either get stuck in issues of the past or resolve them and
move on. Furthermore, it is generally agreed that the greatest motivation to adapt and
grow occurs at the beginning of each new stage (Golan, 1980; Hoffman, 1980).
Combrinck-Graham (1985) faults family developmental models for failing to
look at changes in the configuration of the family. Family evolution is defined using
children as the markers: couple formation (pre-children), families with young children,
families with adolescent children, families with grown children. These models do not
address changes in families without children, in adoptive or remarried systems. This
researcher would like to point out that they also fail to address changes in the relationship
with one’s grown children.
Walsh concurs that insufficient attention has been paid to understanding the
later stages of individual and family life.
Clinicians are trained and accustomed to evaluate families from a model
based on early developmental stages when structure, roles, and
functioning are geared to child rearing imperatives and integration of a
two generational household....We must be careful not to transfer
assumptions unquestioningly to family functioning in later life. Clearly
the later life challenges and the diversity and changes in family networks
require that we develop new and more flexible conceptualizations for
understanding family functioning and dysfunction as they bear on the
accomplishment of later life tasks. (1980, p. 216)

How family members cope appears to depend on their past interactional style over the
years and their capacity for adjusting to new demands and losses. Successful transitions
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at this stage require elders to accept realistic interdependence with other family members
(McCullough, 1980; Walsh, 1980) and younger members to accept filial responsibility
and recognition of what they can and cannot do (Blenkner, 1965, Walsh, 1980). For
Golan (1981) successful transitions require families to have the capacity for obtaining
needed services and for recognizing their own level of internal anxiety.
Several researchers have attempted to identify, in more specific terms, the
variables that affect a family’s coping capacity. Golan (1981) defines two categories of
tasks that are necessary in negotiating transitions: material or arrangement tasks and
psycho-social tasks. The former include admitting need, finding solutions, using
solutions, and adapting to new ways. The latter includes coping with feelings of esteem,
dealing with anxieties and pressures, adjusting to new roles, and developing new
standards or expectations.
Antonovsky (1979) identifies a “sense of coherence” as being of prime
importance. This he describes as a “pervasive, enduring though dynamic feeling of
confidence that one’s internal and external environments are predictable and that there is
a high probability that things will work out as well as can reasonably be expected” (p.
123). When events are perceived as capricious or arbitrary, the family’s frustration and
pain may become intolerable. The more generalized resistance resources (GRRs) a
family can muster, the greater will be their sense of coherence. These GRRs come from
two sources, psychological and social-structural. The former includes individuals
learning how to take help from the environment rather than withdrawing. Habitual
withdrawal, especially during the first six years of life, leads to “learned helplessness”
and a weak sense of coherence. The latter includes gaining a feeling of power over one’s
environment and having a sense of order. Antonovsky believes that these are difficult to
develop among the lower socio-economic classes where individuals are more subject to
positions of powerlessness and experience the world as more arbitrary.
McCubbin and Figley (1983) have developed a model, based on a previous
model by Hill, for understanding the different pieces involved in a family’s adaptation to
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stress. The model called the double ABCX model, adds past crises variables to the
family’s present adaptation. They view crises as creating pressure on families to balance
individual, family, and community demands. For them the crucial factors are varied and
complex. One variable is the family s demands over time including initial stressors, prior
strains, normative transitions, and consequences of the family’s coping efforts. Another
variable is the family’s adaptive resources which are made up of individual, systemic, and
social components. A third factor is the family’s definition and meaning of the event.
McCubbin and Figley believe that if a family can redefine and give meaning to a situation
and can view it as a challenge, it will be crucial in its adaptation. Solving crises depends
on a family’s ability to create a good climate of communication and organization, to
enhance individual self-esteem, to maintain a sense of family unity, to develop
community supports, and to control the impact of demands and the amount of change.
The family developmental model, then, is widely accepted as appropriate for
and integral to understanding family functioning. As with other aspects of the mental
health field, the later life stages remain the most poorly researched and understood. The
understandings that have arisen, largely from studying earlier life transitions, point to a
complex interplay of interpersonal, intrafamilial, and community dynamics; as well as
historical interactions and collective myths and meanings as contributing to the family’s
ability to successfully negotiate life transitions. The importance to all family members of
a successful transition is without question. This study has sought to contribute to an
understanding of the role the above mentioned variables play in later life transitions .

Conclusion

The demographic studies cited above show a dramatic and unprecedented leap
in both the actual number and the percentage of elders in the United States, with every
expectation for continued, if not accelerated growth through 2020. The gerontological
literature provides evidence of both the mutual connections between the extended family
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and the nuclear family, as well as of the continued capacity for growth and development
of the elderly. Yet little attention has been paid to understanding the family dynamics of
this stage of the family life-span. Family developmental theories, too, have kept their
focus on younger families, usually in connection with child-bearing and rearing. As
recently as 1983, a volume dedicated to exploring stress in family transitions covered
marriage, sexuality, parenting, dual-careers, divorce, single and stepparenting; but
omitted any reference to the stresses of later life (McCubbin and Figley, 1983). The
family therapy literature is replete with examples of the importance of the extended
family to the healthy functioning of the nuclear family. However, this latter literature is
also remarkably lacking in studies of later-life family issues. The July/August 1988 issue
of the Family Therapy Networker is the first this author knows of that is devoted to
family therapy with the elderly. In it, several therapists describe their work with elders.
The emphasis is on helping the care giver and care receiver accept their respective roles.
It is a long overdue attempt in a field that has been remarkably slow to put its energies
into understanding this stage as another family life transition whose successful
negotiation may have equally important ramifications for the family as dealing with
adolescence or learning to “let go”.
The literature that does look at the increasing dependency of elders on family
members is sparse and tends to focus on the individual care-giver (with little mention
even of the care-receiver). Brody and Sparks were among the first to acknowledge and
study the stresses experienced by the care-givers of the elderly (Brody, 1985; Brody and
Sparks, 1970; Sparks and Brody, 1966). Horowitz (1978) also explored the costs to the
care-givers and how formal services can be used as supports to the family members. She,
further, speculated that care-giving may be more tied to life-long patterns of aid and the
desire to repay obligations a la Boszormenyi-Nagy, than to the presence or absence of a
positive relationship between parent and adult child. She believes that a positive
relationship may, however, mitigate some of the care-giver’s feeling of stress. Other
variables which she suggests may affect the care-giver are the kind and degree of
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competing demands on the adult child and whether or not the parent’s dependency is
sudden. Another possible factor, according to Horowitz, is the degree of “fit” between
the expectations and goals which the family members have for that period of life and the
reality of this time period. The current study investigates these ideas in an effort to
further define which variables are relevant to a successful transition.
In sum, the current study is an exploration of the interpersonal dynamics of
later-life families dealing with new dependency roles. Demographic studies have
established the fact that more and more families are likely to find themselves with
concerns about caring for many more and older members. Gerontological literature has
provided evidence of the unbroken connection between extended family members and of
the possibilities for continued growth and development of individuals and families “until
death do them part”. Theories of family dynamics developed over the past thirty years,
specific techniques evolved to gain information about families, and knowledge of earlier
life transitions have all informed the research as well. Grounded in these readings, this
researcher has endeavored to understand which variables affect a family’s ability to
successfully negotiate this later-life stage in order to afford families the same
opportunities for healthy development that are available to families struggling with earlier
life issues.
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CHAPTER III

METHODOLOGY
Introduction

The purpose of this study is to explore and understand the experience of
families negotiating a life-span stage in which the members of the two oldest generations
are undergoing a shift in their respective dependency roles. Until recently this has been a
largely ignored area, and even the more recent studies that have acknowledged the
stresses on the caretakers, have focused little attention on the stresses of the care-receiver
and the interaction between the two. The literature suggests that how well a family
adapts to this stage may depend on several variables, such as prior family relationships
and patterns of support, presence or absence of competing pressures, need, and
expectations. In order to obtain first hand information on family process and which
variables contribute to the successful versus non successful negotiation of this stage, the
researcher has designed a constructivist case study based on a series of in-depth
interviews with four families who are currently in this stage of family life.

Epistemological Rationale For Doing A Qualitative Study

According to Miller (1986) an exploratory or descriptive study is in order when
little is known about a subject and the researcher’s goal is the generation of ideas and
insights into a relatively little understood area. Gregory Bateson believed traditional
research methods to be inappropriate for researching interactional patterns and social
organization since there can never be uniformity of sample when dealing with behavior
(Keeney and Morris, 1985). Rather qualitative research seems the method of choice for
the study of particular social situations, events, roles, groups, or interactions (Locke et al.,
1988). According to Patton (1987), a qualitative study of people in situ is a process of
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discovery in which the researcher learns from the subjects on their own terms. The
researcher’s role is to learn those terms, not impose others. The fundamental task is to
discover what is important to those being observed. It is a desirable technique for getting
information on subject s hopes, goals, and values (Good, 1963). The focus of attention is
on the perceptions and experiences of the participants. Based on a relativistic world view
which assumes that individuals make sense of their own experiences and thereby create
their own reality, this study seeks to understand both the content of that reality and its
construction.
The qualitative process relies heavily on induction, attempting to understand
without imposing pre-existing expectations. By beginning with specific observations and
building toward general patterns, important dimensions emerge without presuppositions
as to what those dimensions will be (Patton, 1987). It is a naturalistic process with no
manipulation of setting and no constraints on the outcome (Locke, 1988; Patton, 1987).
The process is useful for both discovering and verifying data as it moves back and forth
between induction and deduction, between experience and reflection on that experience.
In-depth interviewing goes hand-in-glove with a qualitative study. The use of
open-ended questions enables the researcher to understand and capture the points of view
of others without influencing those points of view through the prior selection of
questionnaire categories (Patton, 1987). Good (1963) finds it especially useful for data
relating to personal history, family life, opinions, and attitudes. The interview format can
establish the confidential relationship necessary to get personal and confidential
information not readily obtained through questionnaires, and allows the researcher to
follow up leads. Useful information is also obtained by observing how questions are
answered and what is left unsaid. According to Patton, interviewing is the primary
method used for understanding perceptions, feelings, and knowledge of people. It is a
preferred method for gaining first hand experience and has, therefore, been the primary
data gathering tool for this study.
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On Constructivism and Objectivity

According to Tomm (1983), most family therapy research has adhered to the
traditional idea that objectivity is attainable. Davis (1987), too, has called attention to the
slowness with which family research has put into practice its acknowledged view that the
observer is an integral and inseparable part of the system. Accordingly, most researchers
strive to keep any personal biases or opinions from altering their observations. The
underlying premise of this ideal is that there is a knowable, objective reality “out there”.
In contrast to this view there lies the solipsistic view that there is no external reality and
all the world is merely a construction as each individual creates it. In between these two
extremes, is the constructivist view that the world of experience is neither entirely an
observer’s construction, nor is it entirely independent of his/her experience.
Constructivism does not reject the existence of an external world; it does dispute the idea
that with accurate enough instruments and rigorous enough controls, the researcher can
arrive at objective truths about that world (von Glasersfeld, 1974). Keeney (1983) says
that observers are always part of the system they observe. All observations involve self¬
reference and any description says as much or more about the observer as about the
subject.
Constructivists believe that everything we know is the result of our actively
constructing it according to our experience of it (Keeney and Morris, 1985; Smock, 1974;
von Glasersfeld, 1984). “There may, indeed, be countless ways of operating and arriving
at coherent structures that are no less recurrently imposable on our stream of experience
than the ones we have come to construct” (von Glasersfeld, 1974, p.12). Science,
according to Smock (1974), is a creation of the human mind according to freely invented
ideas and concepts. Keeney and Morris (1985) disclaim the idea that science can prove
anything, since all observations are self-verifying and, therefore, construct those
phenomena that fit the observer’s theoretical system. Reality, then is nothing more than
the relative permanence of certain structures, according to our repeated or ongoing
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perceptions. Even when the perceptions are shared by others, they are less the evidence
of an objective reality than of a collective construction.
Knowledge is useful, relevant, viable, if it stands up to experience and enables
us to make predictions and cause or avoid certain phenomena. “That is to say, from the
pragmatic point of view, we consider ideas, theories, and ‘laws of nature’ as structures
that are constantly exposed to our experiential world (from which we derived them), and
either they hold up or they do not” (von Glasersfeld, pp. 23-24). He adds that what
makes radical constructivism radical is that it is a theory of knowledge in which
knowledge is not the reflection of an objective reality, but an ordering and organization
resulting from our experience. “The world we experience is, and must be, as it is,
because we have put it together that way” (p.30). He talks about obtaining not a “match”
between our observation and an ontological reality, but about achieving a “fit” between
knowledge and reality, i.e. does it do or act as we expect. Knowing becomes an attempt
to order experience in such a way as to establish repeatable events and a reasonably
reliable connection between them. In this spirit, the author has sought to find the
“reasonably reliable connection” between events.
Cybernetics, which is the study of the process of organization in observed and
observing systems and its inherent circularities, is useful for arriving at a methodology
more consistent with the constructivist view (Steier, 1985). The key ideas of feedback
loops, self-regulation, and morphostasis and morphogenesis, have long been useful to
therapists in understanding circular patterns of interaction. Researchers have been much
slower to use the paradigm. Second order cybernetics, focusing on the observing rather
than the observed system, includes the researcher in the research process. Researchers
need to be aware that the content and process of the questions asked, will determine the
construction of the problem.
Research of autonomous family systems should not see families as passive
symptoms that produce an output when given an input, but rather should
involve a much closer examination of the relationships which make up the
family, the internal reciprocity of those relationships; all in the terms of
each particular family. This is the researcher counterpart to the therapist
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mocClh?i?r mther than as an expert dictatin8 specific solutions (Steier,
IVoo, p.32).

This researcher understands that the very process of asking questions may change the
behavior or perspective of the subject. She sees herself in the larger system of
interactions in which she exists and acknowledges that her entry into the system changes
that system and affects what she documents.
In a cybernetic approach to clinical research, non-neutrality is viewed as
inescapable (Acker, 1983; Kantor and Andreozzi, 1985; Keeney and Morris, 1985). The
latter stress that even if a perfect research design existed, the so-called findings would
still be subject to human interpretation. What results is a “dialogical paradigm” in which
description reveals the nature of the observer. Acker opposes the notion of imposing
definitions of reality on subjects, stressing the need to let subjects enter actively into the
research process. It is desirable to recognize the inevitable relationship that exists
between the researcher and the object of research in the social sciences. This relationship
contains an embedded power imbalance weighted toward the researcher who assumes the
power to make definitions in the process of the research. Acker advocates minimizing
this imbalance by giving the subjects more power through the use of unstructured
interviews in which they are encouraged to take the lead. Thus far, he claims, the
research process has been unsuccessful in achieving a real dialogue between subject and
researcher. He recognizes the difficulty of eliciting subject’s analysis or interpretation of
data when that differs substantially from the researcher’s view. And, since analysis is
really power of definition, in order to explain the lives of his/her subjects without
violating their reality, the researcher is encouraged to let the data speak for itself
whenever possible by presenting life histories in the subjects’ own words. He
acknowledges the inherent difficulties in trying to analyze process that occurs between
interviews, but presents no further suggestions for dealing with this. The researcher
sought to deal with this by letting the subjects comment on the researcher’s analyses.
However, this proved more difficult than she anticipated, as the analyses were not fully
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complete until after the last inteview and the family members often had other items on
their agenda for the last session. She also attempted to include the subjects own words,
wherever feasible.
In the cybernetic paradigm, negative feedback is the process of detecting
discrepancies between expected and experienced outcomes (Silverman, 1974).
Understanding becomes a search for coherence between expectation and experience.
Constructs are thus developed through hierarchies of feedback loops. “Reality” shows up
only when our constructs break down. But, since we can only understand the world in
terms of our constructs, when they fail us we have no means for understanding the reality
that caused the failure.
A constructivist case study approach is a method that attempts to incorporate
the above cited beliefs. It accepts that observers are part of the system and that
observations are interpreted and constructed by the observer. The object is not to deny
subjectivity, but to be aware of it and its affects on the data gathering process. In this
way it is much more consonant with family practitioners’ professed beliefs about circular
causality.
Thus, while qualitative research is not a perfect methodology, it is well suited
for studying interactional behavior and developing concepts in an, heretofore, little
researched area. It accepts the limitations vis-a-vis learning “the truth” and encourages
the researcher to provide a rich, detailed, if not statistically representative, description.
Moreover, it takes full cognizance of the role of the researcher in the research process and
understands that researcher and subject will inevitably engage in a process of mutual and
reciprocal influence. For these reasons, this researcher has chosen to do a constructivist
case study. The area of inquiry has been under-researched especially with respect to
those variables which may be affecting family interactions and ability to adapt to new
roles. Furthermore, the researcher believes that when studying complex human
interactions it is impossible to isolate and/or control variables in such a way as to
replicate laboratory conditions. This researcher’s experience as a clinician has
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strengthened her conviction that any intervention with families, even something as small
as posing a question, affects the family which, in turn, affects the response of the
observer. As long as this is acknowledged and accounted for, it can represent an
additional level of information, rather than a disadvantage. In a study such as is this,
rather than attempt to adapt procedures developed under controlled conditions, it makes
far more sense to acknowledge the complexities and provide as rich a description as
possible.

Population

Four families were chosen for participation in this study. The families were
selected according to the following criteria: an elderly (over sixty-four) family member,
as the result of sudden or progressive illness or accident, had within the last month been
identified as needing an increased level of support and services; prior to this time the
elder had been living independently and without daily assistance from family, friends, or
agencies; the elder lives within fifty miles of at least one adult child; both generations
agreed to be participants in this study. Phone calls were made to area physicians, hospital
discharge planners, and senior service coordinators requesting referrals to families who
met the above criteria. In some cases these were followed by meetings to further clarify
the objectives of the study.

Procedure

First Round of Interviews

Information was gathered through a series of tape recorded interviews
conducted in the families’ homes. A consent form (see Appendix D) was signed prior to
the start of the first interview. The elder and the adult child(ren) subsystems were
interviewed together, and then, each generation separately in two more interviews. By
seeing the entire family during the first session, the researcher was able to engage with all
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parts of the family system simultaneously, address collective concerns about participation
in the study, gather information about the family’s history from as broad a perspective as
possible, and observe the family dynamics, first hand. By meeting separately with the
elder and the younger members, the researcher gained a richer understanding of the
experience of both, minimized the potential loss of information due to family members’
protective feelings toward one another, and gleaned information about which issues
might be considered too difficult for members to discuss as a family. The interviewer
used Patton s model for a focused, open-ended, neutral interview format (Patton, 1987);
using Circular Questions as appropriate (Selvini-Palazzoli et al., 1980; Tomm, 1984b).
An attempt was made to end each interview on as positive a note as possible, in order not
to add to the family’s stress.
First Interview - entire family. The first questions (see Appendix B) were for
purposes of getting a description of the family and served to put the family at ease, since
the material was primarily of a factual nature. This was accomplished by the construction
of a family genogram, which led into questions about family communication patterns and
boundaries. The genogram was followed by an exploration into how it was decided
which family members would participate in this study. Next came questions about the
precipitating event. This topic alerted the interviewer to the individual and collective
levels of anxiety. It provided clues as to how the family understood their current
situation. It served as a check on the family’s reported communication patterns, as the
interviewer asked how information about this event travelled around the family. And, it
provided information as to how individual members were responding. This led the
interviewer into questions about previous family dynamics and how these were similar to
or different from present ones. The next topic to be discussed was the family’s beliefs
and expectations about aging, including family myths or rules about how things ought to
be. Finally, the interview closed on the topic of what strengths the family believes it has
and what resources it could call upon for dealing with difficult times. The interview
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lasted from one and a half to two hours, depending on how many people were present and
the stamina of the family members.
$econd Interview = the eider. The interview began by ascertaining the state of
well-being of the subject, as well as his/her assessment of the seriousness of the current
situation. The researcher asked about family contacts and visits, using this as a basis for
ascertaining who was most involved and who most distant. There was some questioning
as to how this pattern matched expectations based on past family roles. The interviewer
then looked at past transitional stages, asking about which appeared easiest/most difficult
and for whom. This topic led into an examination of the family’s past history of support
including who was most likely to provide it and for whom. The researcher asked how
things were the same or different in the preceding generation. Next the interviewer asked
what most concerned the elder about the current situation and what would be most
helpful to him/her. Finally the session closed with a question about what of a positive
nature could arise from the present situation. This interview generally ran from one to
two hours.
Third Interview - adult children), spouselsk grandchildren). as appropriate.
The interview opened with a discussion of the participants’ well-being as well as their
perceptions of the well-being of the elder. The family member(s) were asked about
number and types of contact with the elder and how this compared to earlier times. They
were also asked about past transitions and how these were handled. The researcher
sought information on past patterns and sources of support and their comparison to the
present situation. Next, the interview explored the options the family was considering for
dealing with the current situation, who was in charge, how the wishes of the elder were
considered, and who was being consulted. The family member(s) were asked about other
sources of stress and what resources s/he had for coping with them. The last part of the
interview focused on the family member(s) feelings about the current situation,
expectations for the future, and what of a positive nature could arise from the current
situation. This interview lasted two to three hours.
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After the first round of interviews, the researcher had information about the
following areas, descriptive data, the family’s developmental history, communication
patterns, past and present patterns of support, additional sources of stress, beliefs about
aging and family responsibility, family roles, and strengths or resources. Additionally,
the first round of interviews generated information about family dynamics, boundaries,
and levels of agreement or disagreement. It identified those areas the family was more
comfortable talking about in sub-systems, rather than as an entire family. It also yielded
information about how the family understands this life stage, as well as how the family
initially responds to a stressful event (See assessment format, Appendix A).

Second Round of Interviews

A second round of interviews, using the reverse format, was conducted three to
four months later. This afforded the researcher the opportunity to assess the family’s
initial reactions to the necessity for a change in the level of support given to a senior
family member as well as to observe the adaptations the family had made and the
resources it had drawn upon over a period of time following the precipitating event.
Practical considerations in terms of time and resources influenced the decision to
reinterview after three to four months. The researcher is aware that the family process
may again be different at six months or a year or five years after the event. However, this
study is intended to be exploratory, not definitive. The researcher believes that the
chosen time period is adequate for some reassessment and role change to have occurred,
and still be practical for a dissertation study.
During this round the younger generation was interviewed first; next, the elder;
and, finally, the entire family together. In this way the researcher had information as to
the health status and physical whereabouts of the elder before recontacting him or her.
By focusing separately on the sources of stress and support for each generation, the
interview afforded greater opportunity for open and in-depth exploration of feelings and
beliefs about the current experience. In bringing the entire family together for the last
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interview, the researcher avoided the appearance of departing with secrets from or
alliances with different parts of the family. Most importantly, this format provided a
forum for family members to hear positive as well as negative expressions about this
often stressful time, to share their final (with regard to this study) thoughts and
assessments, and to hear each other’s reactions. It further permitted the researcher to say
farewell to all participants at the same time. All of this contributed to a better feeling of
closure for researcher and family members, alike. (See Appendix C for questions for the
second round of interviews.)
Fourth Interview = adult child(ren). spouse(s). grandchildfrenl. as appropriate.
The interview began by asking about the decision-making process. What, if anything,
had been decided and how? What role did the elder play in the process? Next, the
interviewer asked about the family members’ general emotional tone - whether members
were more or less anxious, angry, resigned, depressed than during the last interview?
The inquiry then shifted to the roles played by various family members in assuming
responsibility for support of the elder. This led into question about family dynamics and
contacts with one another and comparisons with earlier family interactional patterns. The
interviewer asked about competing sources of stress on family members and about
sources of support. The family was questioned as to the extent to which the present
situation matched their expectations of how things would be at this stage of their lives.
Next, the interviewer asked about the family’s expectations for the future. It was of
particular interest to note whether the members were optimistic or pessimistic and
whether they could openly discuss negative outcomes. Finally, the family members were
asked about what had been most satisfying for each of them over the last three to four
months. This interview lasted from one to two hours.
Fifth Interview — the elder. The interviewer asked about the well-being of the
elder, any changes in daily living arrangements over the last three to four months, how
things were decided, and the elder’s level of satisfaction with the current arrangement.
Following this, the researcher focused on the family’s interactional patterns vis-a-vis
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amount and type of contact, as well as family roles. This afforded the researcher an
opportunity to learn whether or not the elder’s perceptions matched those of other family
members. The researcher was interested in how the current situation “fit” with the elder’s
expectations of this stage of life and how it compared to his/her own parents’ situation.
Next, the interviewer asked about the elder’s expectations for the future, as a point of
comparison with the younger generation. The elder was also asked about sources of
stress and sources of support. The interview closed with a question about what had
provided the greatest satisfaction over the preceding three to four months. This interview
generally required one to two hours hour.
Sixth Interview - entire family. The interviewer began with the researcher
sharing some of her observations with the family, and giving them an opportunity to
respond. She then asked family members to share with each other anything they had
learned over the past three to four months. Each family member was asked to articulate
any regrets; things they wish they’d known earlier or done differently. They were also
asked to share what they were most pleased about. The interviewer suggested that each
member think about what possible future events could exacerbate the current situation
and which might make things easier. Of note, here, was whether or not family members
perceived themselves as having any control over the situation. It also afforded family
members an opportunity to anticipate helpful responses in the future. The last question
asked family members to address what ways, if any, they had been affected by
participating in this study. Finally, the interviewer thanked the participants for their help
and offered to send them a copy of the results and a video tape, if one had been made.
The interview lasted from one and a half to two and a half hours.
At the close of the second round of interviews, the researcher had learned
something about how the family was experiencing the initial phase of shifting
dependency roles. This included information on how well the family dealt with stress, on
its strengths and resources, on how current family patterns and roles compared to those of
earlier stages, and whether family members had begun to adjust to the required role
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changes or whether their stress increased with time. After the interviews with all four
families were completed, the researcher looked at the data with an eye toward
understanding how different families used differing coping styles and mechanisms, in
accordance with individual family’s rules and organizational patterns. This
understanding led to the formation of some hypotheses as to which variables play a
significant role in the ability of family members to more or less successfully negotiate
this family transition stage.

Data Analysis

From the moment of first contact, the researcher began developing speculations
about the families and their process of negotiating the current life-cycle stage. The
interviewer took field notes along with audio (and one video) recordings of each
interview. The field notes took account of setting, time, participants, and social
interactions. They included observations on how participants were organized into groups,
patterns of communication and interaction, frequency of interaction, as well as such non¬
verbal behavior as dress, expression of affection, signs of boredom or hostility, and
physical distance. According to Miller (1986) and Patton (1987), data analysis happens
concurrently with field notes after a time. One process flows into another.
After each session, the recordings and notes were subject to inductive analysis
and reviewed for meaning, themes, and patterns. Despite acknowledging that the
observer and the process of being observed affects the family system, the author does
believe it possible to discern intra-family patterns and inter-family differences. The
researcher looked for what Patton calls “recurring regularities”. An attempt was made,
based on readings, past experience with families, and use of an assessment format
modified from Davis (1987) (see Appendix A), to identify some themes common to all
four families. Since the literature had suggested that prior patterns of support might be a
factor in how family members responded at this stage, the researcher was on the lookout
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for how this played out in each of the four families. She also looked at ways in which the
family s past relational history might be recreated at this stage and how it affected the
family’s capacity to respond in functional ways. This included taking a look at family
styles such as enmeshment or disengagement as well as the roles assigned to each family
member. Another variable that underwent close scrutiny was the presence or absence of
competing family pressures. Were the adult care-takers also holding outside jobs,
worried about teen-age children, going through a divorce, experiencing poor health, or
pressed with economic concerns? Close attention was paid to the ways in which family
members’ responses were affected by the meaning each family assigns this stage, as well
as by the fit between reality and their expectations of what life is supposed to be like at
this point in the developmental span. In sum, the researcher examined ways in which
differing family dynamics, pressures, expectations, rules, myths, etc. might affect the
family s ability to adapt and grow in this later-life phase. Aware that even this construct
would affect the research and that interaction with the families made her part of the
system, the researcher followed Patton’s advice and kept data on preliminary insights to
be checked against later ones, in an effort to lessen chances for bias.
Following Acker’s previously cited advice, the researcher has let the data speak
for itself by using direct quotes whenever feasible. This serves the dual purpose of
allowing the subjects their own voice, as well as allowing the reader to judge the validity
of the researcher’s analysis. Based on the experience of Davis (1987), the author used no
other peer raters. The data from each family underwent an individual analysis according
to the assessment form (Appendix A) as well as being included in a comparative analysis
of all the families. The material was originally analysed chronologically, and the data
recorded as it emerged over time. However, the transcripts proved to be too long and
unwieldy to be included in the body of the dissertation. Instead the study contains as full
a description as possible, accompanied by reflections and interpretations.
In sum, the author believes that this study adds to the current understanding of
how the family experiences this later-life stage. It also suggests which variables may
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influence a family’s ability to negotiate successfully through this transition, although in
the spirit of constructivist research the apparent connections between process and
outcome are to be regarded as hypotheses not proven results. The researcher hopes that
this information will be useful in future studies of later-life families. Last, and perhaps
most important, she believes that the results of this and further research can be of real
utility to the family members and their professional helpers as they deal with the day-today realities of continual adjustment and, hopefully, growth.
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CHAPTER IV

DATA ANALYSIS: INDIVIDUAL FAMILIES
Introduction

This chapter is a presentation of the observations made during and after the
interviews with four families all involved in shifting dependency roles. The observations
are organized according to topics that emerged from the literature review or that arose
spontaneously during the interviewing process (see Appendix A and below). Following a
brief description of the analytical procedure, the data is presented in a case-by-case
format.
After each interview I reviewed the audio tape and wrote a detailed
description of the session, complete with quotations and observations. The questions for
each interview were designed to elicit information on how family members on both sides
of the shifting dependency relationship were experiencing the process. I color coded
each transcript according to the topics under discussion. I also coded for unplanned
topics and themes as they arose. The data that emerged was rich with details about
family members’ thoughts and actions. I began to make observations about
communication patterns, boundary issues, beliefs and rules, family of origin roles, past
difficulties, current concerns, pleasures and supports, and themes such as power and loss.
Following the first round of interviews, I constructed a color chart summarizing
the topics within each family, thereby highlighting which areas had been extensively
covered and which were less discussed. I also noted which themes were emerging for
each family and followed them up with questions during the second round of interviews.
The recording and analytic procedures were repeated for the second round of interviews
and the material synthesized with that from the first round. The next section contains the
observations made for each family. Although the material was analyzed after the first
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round of interviews and again after the second round, the presentation will condense the
two observations, except where significant changes occurred between the two rounds.
The Peters Family: “A policy of non-interference”

Figure 1 The Peters Family Genogram3

Description of Family
A Council on Aging worker suggested that I contact Mary Peters, daughter-inlaw of Elaine, a seventy-seven year old woman with Alzheimer’s. The family is of old
Yankee stock and has lived in the same town for many generations. Elaine lives with her
eighty-one year old husband, Charles, in their snug, modem home a few hundred yards
from their oldest son, Chuck, and his wife, Janet. In addition, they have two other sons;
Mary’s husband, Hertry, who lives ten miles away, and John who lives sixty miles away.
The couple have numerous siblings and grandchildren as well. Elaine is thought to have
had Alzheimer’s for the past five years, but recently her personality has undergone a
change that makes it more difficult for her family to care for her.

3. See Appendix E for key to genogram symbols
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After initially phoning Mary, I learned that her sister-in-law, Janet, was the
person in charge of almost everything in this family. All my subsequent contacts were
through her and the interviews with the younger generation were held in hers and
Chuck s home. The older generation and all the conjoint interviews were held in the
home of the elder.
Present at the first and last interview were Elaine, Charles, Janet, and Chuck.
Elaine and Charles took part in the second and fifth interviews. The fourth and fifth
meetings took place in Janet’s and Chuck’s home with Henry and Mary present for the
fourth, but not the fifth session.
In the interval between the third and fourth interview the family experienced a
number of changes. A gruesome accident involving a garage door resulted in Elaine’s
losing the tips of two fingers on her left hand. Mary’s father died very suddenly during
the Christmas Season. Charles contracted and was under treatment for a urinary
infection. And on the happier side, grandson Randy’s wife gave birth to a daughter.
At the first meeting with the Peters Family I was both nervous at contacting my
first potential research family and grateful for their willingness to open their homes and
lives to me at this family life stage. I was concerned that I do nothing to add to the
family’s stress and reminded myself that talking about difficulties is often beneficial to
people. Within minutes of our first meeting, my nervousness was dispelled by the warm
and gracious welcome I received and by the strong sense I had that the family was in
charge of what they would tell me. I believed that their story would unfold in a way that
would make no one uncomfortable.
Another worry of mine was also dispelled almost immediately. I had originally
decided not to include Alzheimer’s patients in the study because I thought they might be
unable to convey their stories, and it was important to me to get the views on both sides
of the dependency relationship. However, the social worker who referred the family
assured me that Elaine Peters was competent enough to take part in the interview format I
had outlined. And although Elaine sometimes had difficulty remembering the details of
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her daily routine, and sometimes confused past memories with present events, she was
clearly able to follow the conversation and articulate her pleasures, her frustrations, her
concerns, and her feelings at this stage of her life.
My admiration for Janet Peters began almost from the first moment of contact.
Her appearance was that of a woman without affectation. She wore no make-up, no
stylish clothing, nothing that would draw one’s attention to her in a roomful of people.
However, when she spoke it was with thoughtfulness and a quiet authority. Her husband
was initially very reticent, answering with the fewest words possible, letting others do
most of the talking. Charles Sr., in contrast, did a great deal of talking, offering opinions
on everything from doctors to the weather to the best way to situate a house. He is hard
of hearing and often would change the topic. I was never sure whether it was discomfort
or hearing impairment that caused him to do so. In addition, he sometimes answered for
his wife, although he usually waited for her to request his input. As I spent more time
with the family I adjusted my questioning style in order to elicit information from as
many participants as possible and to cut down on extraneous material without appearing
rude. This sometimes necessitated addressing specific questions to specific people a
number of times in order to get the information I sought.

Current Family Interactions
Although Elaine and Charles have three sons, Chuck and Janet are the only
family members whom they count on seeing daily. This was the case even before Chuck
and Janet moved just up the road from the elder Peters. Henry, who lives just fifteen
minutes away visits only once or twice a month, about the same amount as John who
lives one and one-half hours away.
John has been spending time in the South, building up a business there. He
continues to visit as before when up north. His wife, Susan, who was once a favorite
with her in-laws, is now described by the elders as more involved with her son. Having
less time in the area seems to have created some small conflict about where to spend it.
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Nevertheless, John is perceived as available when needed and has offered to have a new
furnace installed in his parents’ home for next winter.
During the winter Henry and Mary spend three months in Florida. An
occasional card is their only contact with the elder Peters. Henry is perceived as being
generally unavailable for assistance, although as Chuck has been quicker to inform and
consult him, he has appeared more than willing to give financial support. The family’s
explanation for his distance is illustrated in the following conversation:
Charles: Henry was in the Marines. You know what that
is? You have your own life. You get away from
the family. That’s taught right to ‘em.
Janet:

You write yourself out of everything.

Elaine: After that, mom and Dad...
Charles: (They mean) Nothing.
Elaine: Not special like (they) was before.
Charles: I don’t think they do the same thing in the Navy
or the Air Force. They come back. In the
Marines they try to make them individuals.
If you read their things it’s right there.
Henry sums it up thus, “We have our life and they have theirs. But if there’s any problem
we try to help them, if it’s possible.”
Chuck, and especially Janet, are the elder couple’s mainstay. Although Chuck
accompanies his wife for coffee each morning with his parents, Janet is the one who
entertains Elaine on her daily drop-in visits, invites the grandchildren to cheer her up, and
worries about her general welfare. She helps with her mother-in-law’s medication and
hygiene, being careful not to impugn Charles’s capability in the process. Elaine refers to
her as her daughter. Chuck makes minor repairs in his parents household as he sees the
need. He is willing to take Elaine into his home in a rotating basis with his brothers, but
can’t get any of them to agree to share this kind of care.
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The elder couple agree that this pair is most helpful because they come by daily
and see what needs to be done. They help with bill paying and Janet sometimes bakes for
the couple. Frequently, they invited Charles and Elaine to dinner. However, the elders
perceive Janet and Chuck as somewhat less accessible of late. Charles ascribes this to the
fact that the couple has bought a camper and frequently go on short trips.
Henry s wife, Mary, is a nurse who has been in the family for only a few years.
Yet, she visits once or twice a week; provides expertise on medication, nursing homes,
etc; and supports Janet by sharing her concerns and occasionally taking Elaine for a drive
or visiting with her. She involves herself more than her husband and is more aware of
Elaine’s true condition. Charles and Elaine both commented on how odd it is that they
*

see so much more of Mary than of Henry, almost as if they had never thought about it
before. Several times during the first two interviews, Charles declared that Mary was a
good woman for Henry and that he hoped he appreciated her, after having been “burned”
twice before.
John was formerly in business with Chuck, but the venture failed and John
moved away to find other opportunities. His and Sue’s involvement has steadily
lessened, first dropping to monthly after their move out of the area, and undoubtedly
becoming even less frequent after a pending move to Georgia. When the family
discusses them, it is Sue’s involvement that is stressed; how often she comes and how
good she is with Elaine.
The grandchildren, most of whom live nearby “come when they can”, but
apparently not that often. Sibling contact continues with Charles’s sister living next door
and with Elaine’s sister and brother. Evidence of close family contact within the younger
generations is shown by the fact that the grandchildren have formed a cousins’ group and
by the fact that many of them work either for a parent or an uncle. Janet cares for a
grandchild one day and night each week and the couple do a lot of visiting with their
children. This closeness, however, is less evident where Elaine and Charles are
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concerned. It is clear that Chuck and Janet are the couple’s mainstay and within this pair,
it is clearly Janet who shoulders most of the responsibility.
In asking family members to sum up the strengths of this family, I was offered
different responses. Charles said it was compatibility and Janet appeared to agree as she
cited the large annual reunions the family had, necessitating the hiring of a hall. Chuck
thought that it was honesty, and that his father had set the standard for the family.
Boundary Issues
Within this family the subsystem boundaries appear to be clearly defined. Both
Chuck and Henry agree that their parents have never interfered in their adult lives. While
admitting his doubts about the wisdom of allowing Elaine to remain at home, Chuck said,
“To be honest, that’s why I hate to interfere with them (his parents).” And Janet says, “As
long as you don’t live in the same household as someone who needs you, you can do.
We’re not trying to butt into their business, but trying to help them help themselves and
keep her home because I think he realizes how lonely it would be alone.” Janet expresses
great affection for her mother-in-law, citing a long common history. Mary has only been
in the family for three years, and although she doesn’t have the deep connections to
Elaine that Janet has, she also has no anger or resentment. Elaine and Charles believe
that she is the best thing that’s happened to Henry in a long while. In fact the elder Peters
express no criticism of any of their sons or daughters-in-law. And they make no overt
demands on their children, rather doing without than asking for help. Elaine summed it
up, “If they (the children) can’t see it, it’s better not to ask. Charles added, “Also, some
parents take advantage of their kids. They act as if the country owes them something. It
doesn’t.” They both agreed that it was all right for children to ask help from their
parents, but not for parents to ask from their children. Although, in truth, they seldom
seem to do without, since Janet is quick to perceive any needs they might have.
The spousal boundaries appear functional, as well. Janet and Chuck are
supportive and appreciative of each other. Chuck is a man of few words, but clearly
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appreciates his wife’s position as the main burden bearer in the family. In discussing
how much vigilance is required in keeping Elaine safe he remarked, “Well she (Janet)
gets the brunt of it and that don’t seem quite right to me.” He and Janet make time to be
with each other by taking trips in their motor home. The other brothers and their wives
appear to lead their own lives without interference from one another, but with the
knowledge that they care about each other. And, although Henry and John seem much
less available for care-giving, neither Chuck nor Janet seemed the slightest bit resentful.
What sometimes appeared to me as almost too much “live and let live” works well for
this family. Chuck admits that although neither his nor Janet’s parents were particularly
encouraging or supportive of many of their ventures, they were always available when
they were needed. And it is the lack of his parents’ interference in his life that makes
Chuck reluctant to interfere in their lives now.

Family Beliefs and Rules
Charles repeatedly expresses a belief in heredity as accounting for Elaine’s
illness and his own. “I honestly believe that Elaine has a great many things that were
genies (sic) or hereditary and I believe a great many people go the same way.” Despite
the fact that she has not been definitively diagnosed by a doctor, the entire family
believes that Elaine has Alzheimer’s, citing the similarities between her behavior and her
mother’s. Henry said in reference to Elaine’s frequent wanderings and outbursts of anger,
“Even Grandma Brown, the whole damn family knew what she did, the same damn
thing.” Charles also believes Elaine’s father may have had it, and both he and Janet
believe that her sister, Stella, is also showing signs of Alzheimer’s.
The various family members expressed a variety of additional beliefs. As cited
above the older couple believe that Marine Corps ideology and training explain Henry s
more aloof posture with regard to the family. Both Janet and Charles believe in separate
residences for the different generations. Charles expressing it as, “You move in with
someone, you’re asking for trouble”, and Janet as, “It’s easier to do if you don t live in
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the same house . All the family agrees that physically Elaine is in good shape
or tougher n nails as Henry puts it and that she is likely to outlive Charles. Yet, as the
following exchange illustrates, the family agrees she’d be better off dead:
Henry: As far as my opinion, she should have died ten
years ago. She’d have been better off. We all
would have been. That’s my opinion.
Chuck: Five years ago.
Janet: She has.
Henry: Right now I just feel sorry for her ‘cause she
don’t know what she’s doing. She don’t want to
be doing what she’s doing now.
Janet: She can’t read or crochet or embroider or
do any of the things she loved to do.
Henry is the only one to express the philosophy that “we have our lives and they have
theirs”, but he tempers this with “we help if there are problems”. Janet expresses the
belief that the move next door was “meant to be” in order to be more available to Elaine
and Charles. Chuck disagrees, citing his belief that they would be available regardless.
Chuck and Janet do not believe that they are acting heroic and play down their
own roles in the family, claiming their absence would be no more noticeable than “a hole
left by drawing one’s finger out of a glass of water”. They ascribe their compassion and
strong commitment to the example of Janet’s mother, “a great lady”. Chuck views his in¬
laws as more generous than his own family, views their marriage as happier than his
parents’ union, and wonders whether Charles cares for Elaine more out of obligation than
love. He also states that the aunts and uncles are the best parts of a family. He evinces
great disappointment in his parents’ roles in caring for their own parents, insisting that
“they didn’t do right” and sees Henry following in their footsteps. However, he sees no
reason to let this interfere with doing right by Elaine and Charles, himself.
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The family has a strong belief in non-interference. Janet and Chuck believe
that it works both ways; that the elders are as reluctant to interfere in the lives of their
children as vice-versa. They find it helpful to let the elder help him/herself as much as
possible. Charles, for his part, feels strongly about continuing to do as much for himself
as he can. He believes in a “use it or lose it” philosophy. Thus he and his children are
working in tandem to keep him and Elaine as independent as possible, despite Chuck’s
belief that his dad’s stubbornness interferes with his care taking ability. However, he
believes that he would feel the same way in his dad’s shoes and thus is more tolerant. He
is grateful for the mobility his parents still possess and believes them to be better off,
physically, than most people their age.
Charles and Elaine both agree that “you don’t ask questions” of family
members. “They will tell you what they want you to know.” They are also adamant
about not asking the children for help, but relying on them to see what needs to be done,
or do without. On the other hand they see it as perfectly acceptable for the children to ask
assistance from them.
Chuck and Janet believe that the older couple is so isolated from extended
family members because they have never shown any interest in them and now the feeling
is mutual. Charles and Elaine have a quite different view. Once children leave home
they do as they like. Giving them advice only backfires and keeps them away. Henry’s
distance and drinking are blamed on the Marine Corps. His more recent closeness is due
to his wife. Family members would visit more often if the couple served liquor. Susan
stays away because she is occupied with her son and sister-in-law Helen’s clannishness
results in keeping brother Philip at bay. They don’t see their own behavior as responsible
in the same way that Chuck and Janet do.
Formal religious beliefs are not important to this family. Charles states that he
believes in the Ten Commandments, but might consider himself an atheist. “That stuff
about the mythical God and Jesus, half of it don’t hold water.” Elaine agreed, but added,
“You have to have something,” to which Charles agreed. However, he went on to
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describe a cousin clergyman as “a well-educated man, but a fool” who didn’t have sense
enough to take care of his family.

Family of Origin Roles and Interactional Patterns
Both Elaine and Charles come from large, close families. In fact, Elaine’s
brother married Charles’ sister and there was frequent sibling contact across the years.
The history of care of the aged is less clear. Elaine’s sister put their mother into a home
according to a scornful Charles, yet he mentions no offer to take her himself. Later in the
interview he expresses a negative view of sharing residences. According to his sons,
Charles did no better by his own mother, foisting her onto one sibling after another
despite her being a *nice lady” and “easier” than Elaine. Chuck expresses his feelings
about this behavior:
I’m bitter abut that. My mother and father wanted nothing to do with the
grandmas, either one of them. Carl got grandma Peters pawned onto him
and Beth and she’s some bitter about it. Ethan wouldn’t take her either.
Tried it for two or three weeks - couldn’t stand it. And Nat wouldn’t take
her, so Beth got her pawned into her.

The second round of interviews produced the information that Elaine never got
on with the Peters side of the family. She lived with her mother-in-law for a short time
after their marriage, but according to Janet, Grandmother Peters was too bossy and Elaine
too feisty to put up with her. Chuck remembers visiting his mother’s parents much more
often than his father’s despite his enjoying a mutual interest in draw horses with Grandpa
Peters.
Charles was closest to his brother Carl who became Chuck’s favorite uncle.
Charles’s two youngest siblings were a unit unto themselves, being so much younger than
the rest of the children. All the brothers remained in the same town and had varying
degrees of contact with one another over the years. The family members never had
words, but some siblings such as he and Philip saw each other only on special family
occasions.
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Elaine has fond memories of her childhood home. She is frequently visited by
her sister, Stella, according to Charles. Elaine thinks her sister doesn’t care for Charles
and thus visits less often than she might. It wasn’t clear to what extent these perceptions
were distorted by her illness. In any case, Chuck believes his mother never quite forgave
Charles for moving her out into the country and away from her family. To me she stated
quite clearly how much she would have preferred to live in town and how lonely she feels
even now.
Chuck spoke more about his mother’s role in the fourth interview, describing
her as a good mother and a superb cook. He thought the old adage about the way to a
man’s heart being through his stomach was applicable to his parents. Elaine’s cooking
endeared her to Charles who, prior to her illness, never shared in domestic tasks.
The family never entertained much and Chuck attributed this to his father’s
wishes. They also traveled little and looked down on other relatives who spent time and
money in such pursuits. Charles was even reluctant to attend his sons’ and grandsons’
sporting events. He excused himself by stating that he didn’t want to watch them lose.
Elaine, true to her more gregarious nature, attended all their games, no matter what the
weather. Chuck and Janet, on the other hand, love to travel and have often invited the
“traveling” aunts and uncles along.
As children, Chuck and John were close. Henry is described as more of a
loner. Although he borrowed money from his mother more freely than the other two, he
eventually started his own business without help from anyone. Despite the fact that
Elaine insisted she and Charles were equally close to all their children, Chuck and Henry
believe she favored John, “the baby”, allowing him to wreck countless cars without
accountability. Chuck admits to the probability of being Charles’s closest son.
Elaine and Charles both believe that Elaine was closer to the children than he.
He attributes this to her being overly generous with money. She believes it is because
they could tell her things they did not feel free to tell Charles. In any case, there seems to
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be agreement all round that the older couple did not interfere in their adult children’s
lives, causing Chuck to hesitate to interfere in theirs.
Chuck and Janet describe their respective families as offering little
encouragement for any of their ventures, though they were ready to assist when asked.
Chuck speaks with sadness about the unsuccessful business venture which cost him and
John most of their resources as well as their prior close working relationship. Each of the
sons has chosen a wife who has involved herself with the family. For Henry it took three
tries, but Mary is a success by all reports. And Henry did help out at home for a year
after leaving the Marines, a fact which the family had forgotten until Henry raised it in
the third interview.
Elaine, all agreed, was not a difficult woman before her illness. She always got
along with her daughters-in-law, particularly Janet who has known her since she was ten
years old. Their relationship goes back forty-five years to a time when Janet would hang
around and help Elaine in the kitchen. All agree that it is her illness, not her personality,
that makes her so difficult to be with today.
The ties between Janet’s and Chuck’s families go way back. Not only were
their dads each other’s best friends, but Janet recently found a book of poems written by
her grandfather. In it was a poem describing his friendship with Chuck’s grandfather.
The two families’ roots have been intertwined for at least four generations.

Current Conflicts and Past Difficulties
The Peters family is not openly confiictual. There is a difference in style
between Elaine and Charles. She prefers to be with people. He enjoys being at home and
needs relatively few social contacts. Although Chuck believes that Elaine resents her
isolation, the couple appears to have long since adjusted to this and accepted the
differences. They don’t socialize as much as Elaine would like, but Charles does take her
for daily drives as the weather and their health permit. Chuck finds his father stubborn,
but has decided not to challenge him on such decisions as to whether or not Elaine should
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have to wear a locating beeper”. Elaine, in the confusion of her illness, will sometimes
falsely accuse Charles, for instance, of taking her money. But he, understanding it to be a
symptom of her condition, doesn’t fight back; he simply avoids putting himself in a
position of being accusable by refusing to handle her financial affairs.
Between the brothers, too, although styles differ, there is no open conflict.
John and Chuck continue to be on good terms despite the disastrous outcome of their
business partnership. The distance between Chuck and Henry has been greater
traditionally; but lately, as Chuck informs Henry about family matters more regularly, he
is discovering Henry to be more responsive than he would have predicted.
Chuck and Janet are a harmonious couple who enjoy similar pleasures, show
mutual respect for one another, and support each other’s involvement with extended
family members. They share the same values and unassuming style of care-giving. In
addition, they are each openly and sincerely fond of one another’s parents.
There are few areas of disagreement in this large family. The one important
exception is the question of what is best for Elaine. The children and their wives believe
that a nursing home would be best for her. Charles appears dead set against it. At this
point no one in the family is willing to discuss it further with him as indicated by the
following exchange:
Mary: You’ve talked to him about that?
Chuck: Have you talked to him about anything lately?
Mary: Well, no, not really.
Chuck: Well, neither have I, because he won’t talk to me.
Mary: Yes, he puts his block up.
For the time being the children are content to let Charles have his way. However, Chuck
gives strong indications that should Charles need to be hospitalized at any time in the
future, he would act to move Elaine to a home.
Each generation alluded to its share of past difficulties. Charles and Elaine
cited the Great Depression as a time that put stress on the family. For Chuck it was
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evident that the loss of his lovingly restored house and business was a most painful event.
Henry was more reticent. However, his parents and Janet both described a difficult early
adulthood with two failed marriages and an estrangement from his son. Although the
painful emotions associated with these events are still recalled, the family members seem
to have put them in the past and gone on with their lives without any apparent anger or
bitterness.

Current Concerns
Elaine’s and Charles’s current concerns understandably have to do with their
health. Elaine wants to be able to get around and not end up like her friend Muriel who
lives in a nursing home and recognizes no one. Charles expresses concern about being
able to do for himself and Elaine and, like his dad before him he has a horror of lingering
on in a dependent state.
Like many other elders of this generation, Charles and Elaine have some
financial concerns. They worry about the high cost of medical care, fuel, and household
upkeep, despite the fact that the couple seems to be at least moderately comfortable and
has children who are more than willing to help out. The specter of the Great Depression
lingers on and may account for what Chuck describes as Elaine’s “worship of money”
and her sometimes bizarre behavior in financial matters, as well as Charles’s reluctance to
pay for household help. Charles speaks of the expense of a nursing home and how the
government ought to get rid of all other legislation relating to the elderly, in favor of
affordable nursing home coverage. This concern raises the question of whether Charles
would be so insistent on keeping his wife at home, if nursing home care were more
affordable.
Charles also expresses concerns for the future of his father-less great
grandchild and for his single-parent and divorced granddaughters. They have adopted
life-styles which he doesn’t understand and although he admits they appear to be coming
out ahead”, he has deep reservations about their futures. For him, security lies within a
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traditional family structure and he cannot imagine how any woman, let alone a parent,
can do as well on her own.
The concern that underscores all others, however, is Charles’s worry about his
own health. He has managed to avoid a bout with pneumonia this winter and is grateful
for that. However, he and the other family members know that should he be unable to
continue the current level of household activity, Elaine will be moved out. And Charles
fears that should that happen, he would be next. His insistence that her accident never
should have happened stems from his recognition of how carefully Elaine needs to be
watched, how limited his ability is to prevent such accidents, and how reluctant he is to
curtail her freedom further. His confession that he is slowing down and that the house is
no longer being looked after as it should be, reflects his concern that he is coming closer
to a time when he will no longer be in charge of his own life. Therefore, he takes things
from day-to-day, doing his best to hold on for as long as he can.
The children are concerned for both their parents. They worry about Charles’
ability to properly watch Elaine and his stubborn insistence that she should remain at
home. Her accident has only heightened the family’s awareness of her vulnerability. The
children are also concerned with the daily frustrations of dealing with Elaine’s endless
questions, querulousness, leaving home without adequate clothing, and acting out in
public places. In addition, Chuck and Janet seem to have the worry of reestablishing thenfinancial footing for now and the future.

Pleasures and Supports
Charles’s vocabulary doesn’t include the language of pleasure. He has never
enjoyed much in the way of leisure pursuits. For him satisfaction comes in looking back
on some accomplishments such as building his home and providing for his family. He
does not pay compliments, but he knows he can rely on Chuck and Janet. When he
relates how Janet, unbidden, comes along for his hospital x-rays, he is describing a sense
of security in knowing that his oldest son and daughter-in-law understand what to do
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without being asked. Thus he can be assured that he will be supported without having to
violate the family rule of never openly asking for assistance.
For Elaine, the opportunities for pleasure are shrinking. She no longer receives
many visitors. Her volatility makes it difficult for the family to take her out to dinner and
other public places. Her world is confined to daily drives with Charles and her several
times a day walks to Janet’s. These visits are occasionally enriched by the presence of a
great-grandchild. She has lost the business pursuits she savored, as well as the hobbies of
crocheting and rug hooking. Even the companionship of household help is no longer an
option since Charles, disturbed by the cost and jealous of the attention Elaine received,
discontinued it. Janet’s sympathetic ear and touch is all she can count on. And despite
her daughter-in-law’s best efforts, her frustration and sadness can not be denied.
The younger members of the family use travel as a source of pleasure. Henry
and Mary spend three months in Florida. John and Susan make frequent trips that
combine business with pleasure. They are also involved with their children and
grandchildren. Janet and Chuck travel for short periods of time, but more frequently.
They both admit that this is their escape; a way to stay in touch with family and old
friends, to visit places they enjoy, and to take a break from the daily responsibilities of
work and care-giving. In addition, Janet cites that talking to others in similar
circumstances is helpful, although she is not yet willing to commit the time to an on¬
going support group. She finds it helpful to check opinions and read articles, citing a
Redbook article as particularly helpful in giving her the courage to continue letting the
elder Peters help themselves.

Power and Loss
Like all elders, Charles and Elaine have experienced the loss of parents and
Charles has lost some siblings. However, they still have many family contacts. Neither
of the elders expresses much distress over loss of relationships. Their sense of loss is
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more focused on abilities and roles as Charles talks about wanting to continue doing for
himself and Elaine reminisces fondly about her insurance work.
Elaine is a woman who enjoyed being in business for herself, once she had
fulfilled the more traditional role of raising children. She has a sense of loss today, that
includes the lack of freedom to come and go as she pleases. Occasionally she still asserts
this right, by wandering off without telling anyone where she is going. However, she
gets confused both about her destination and purpose, often needing to be rescued by a
family member or neighbor. Charles retains control of most of the couple’s decisions
regarding activities of daily living. Most importantly, the family have decided to allow
him to make the decision regarding Elaine’s care.
The younger generation expresses a deeper sense of loss than do the elders.
Chuck and Janet longingly and lovingly describe the old farmhouse they had
painstakingly restored and show me an entire album dedicated to this work. This home
represented for them a healthy environment in which their children were happy and they
were able to be hospitable to all. Chuck openly grieves at the loss of his favorite uncle,
Carl, and Janet speaks about the sudden and tragic death of a brother. Chuck also appears
to miss the close relationship he once had with his brother, John.

Among the children, Chuck seems to be the decision maker in the family.
Although all the brothers have been and will continue to be consulted, they defer to
Chuck to actually make and carry out the decisions. Everyone’s role is clearly
understood and accepted.

Changes over Time and Future Expectations
Despite the various events cited above that occurred during the three month
interval between the third and fourth interview, things remained essentially unchanged
regarding dependency issues. Elaine’s condition is the most chronic of any of the elders
in this study and, although she has shown steadily increasing deterioration during the past
few months, she remains the least unchanged of the elders I interviewed. The family is
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prepared for the worst, that is the necessity to institutionalize Elaine the moment Charles
is unable to keep her at home any longer. They have a letter certifying the level of care
needed, they have taken Elaine to visit some homes and solicited her reaction, and have
discussed it among themselves at length. For the moment, however, they are prepared to
sit tight, allowing the elders to continue running their own lives as long as they possibly
can. Charles knows that his present life-style depends on his health. He lives from dayto-day and tries not to think too far ahead.

Additional Observations
Charles’s role in Elaine’s care merits some additional comment. It is obvious
that he assumes the primary responsibility for her hourly needs, although she spends a
good part of each day at Janet’s and Chuck’s. Would the family be experiencing more
strain if this were not so? I speculate not. As there appears to be no disagreement that
Elaine would enjoy the social opportunities of a nursing home, her placement there would
seem to pose no special problem for the rest of the family. Nor is there any indication
that she would be abandoned there. The family has a strong tradition of visiting friends
and family members. Thus, while it is clear that the situation is difficult for the Peters’
family, it is so in direct proportion to Elaine’s discontent. There appear to be no
additional unresolved issues to exacerbate the situation, at least at present. And much as
Chuck believes Janet to be taking “the brunt”, she appears to gain satisfaction from doing
what she can and bringing whatever cheer possible to a woman who is not only her
mother-in-law, but a friend of many years.

Summary
This appears to be a family with clear boundaries. Elaine and Charles are
viewed as non-interfering in the lives of their children and grandchildren. Though not
overly supportive of their children’s new ventures, they could be called upon for
assistance when needed. The sons recall no particular difficulties with Elaine prior to her
Alzheimer-like illness. Her daughters-in-law appear genuinely concerned and affectionate
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and evince no signs of rivalry for their husband’s affections. Though Charles is viewed
as somewhat more distant and stem, it is only recently that Chuck has found him more
difficult, as evidenced by his query to Mary, “Have you talked to him about anything
lately?

The three brothers do not spend much time together, but their wives keep in

touch and there appears to be no animosity. Indeed, John’s son is employed by Chuck
and the grandchildren have formed a cousins’ group despite their busy lives. Chuck and
Janet get on well with their children’s families as well as with Janet’s family of origin.
The operating principle seems to be “no direct interference, but support as needed”. Janet
and Chuck manifest no bitterness about assuming the major share of responsibility for
their parents. Rather than anger, Janet expresses sadness and pity for Elaine. The one
area in which Chuck admits bitterness is in his parents’ perceived treatment of their
parents. It violates the family rule of support as needed.

The Cousins-Koski Family: !!Out of the frying pan..

Figure 2 The Cousins-Koski Family Genogram
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Description of Family
I was introduced to the Cousins family by a discharge planner at a large nursing
home and rehabilitation center. Rose Cousins had been living independently in a housing
complex for the elderly. There, she had fallen and broken her hip, necessitating a period
of hospitalization followed by a five week nursing home placement during which she
received intensive physical therapy. When she was once again able to walk on her own,
she was discharged with the understanding that she would need additional supports to
remain at home.
Rose is a carefully dressed and coiffured woman of medium height, slender
build, and younger looking than her eighty-three years. She has been a widow for over
thirty years. She has two children; a daughter, Ruth Koski, age fifty-three, who lives in
the same town and a son, Joe, age sixty-three, who lives one-hundred and twenty miles
away on Cape Ann. Ruth is Rose’s primary contact and support. Ruth is, herself, an
attractive woman who also looks younger than her age. She and her husband, Jack, have
been closely involved with Rose since their marriage. Ruth works as a dental assistant
and Jack for a utility company. Their children are all grown and living independently.
When I telephoned Ruth to request an interview she was very enthusiastic and
quickly disclosed how difficult the present situation was for her. She described her
mother as belligerent and said she often felt like “flying” from her. She also asked if her
husband might be included as “it also affects him”. He did not however, attend the first
session due to a work conflict. This session, as well as the second, fifth, and sixth
sessions were held in Rose’s small, but immaculate apartment. The third and fourth
sessions were held at the Koski’s neat and well-appointed suburban home, with Jack
present.
Throughout the first interview I was impressed with how Ruth gave her mother
a chance to respond to my questions and how gently she intervened if she thought Mrs.
Cousins had misunderstood. In those instances she would rephrase my question.
Occasionally she would prompt her mother to supply the correct answer to some question
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of a purely factual nature, such as the age of a sibling. In addition, she seemed
particularly interested in hearing and prompting her mother’s responses to questions
about her family of origin. She explained to me that because her grandparents had been
divorced at a time when society disapproved, the family members rarely talked about
them.
In the second interview, without Ruth’s help, it was sometimes difficult for me
to follow Rose’s narration. At times, she couldn’t find the words to express what she
wanted to say and sometimes she jumped from one period of time to another. I
sometimes became confused and often had to ask for clarification as to which person or
time she was referring. She, however, remained cheerful, hospitable, and anxious to make
me feel at home.
During the interview with the younger couple, Ruth did most of the talking.
Jack added his observations after Ruth had aired, at great length, her frustration with the
current situation. I was amazed to learn of Ruth’s impatience since she had shown so
much the opposite at our first meeting. I was also surprised to get a different view of the
seemingly cheerful, easy-going woman I thought I was meeting during the first two
interviews. This turned out to be a familiar pattern, as the care-giver, in the third
interview, frequently described an elder quite different from the one I had met in the first
two interviews.
After a three month’s recess, I again contacted Ruth Koski and arranged for a
fourth interview to be held in Ruth’s and Jack’s home. At the fourth session Ruth
informed me that Rose had gone through a period of several weeks where she
experienced auditory and visual hallucinations and paranoid ideation. At the time of this
interview, her medication had just been changed and there had been a marked
improvement in her functioning. Ruth was afraid that the improvement might be too
good to be true.
For the fifth interview, Rose was leery of committing herself to an appointment
ahead of time. I had to make several attempts before she would agree to schedule the
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session. Once I arrived, however, she was extremely cordial and even invited me to
lunch. At this interview she was much more open about her complaints regarding
attention from Ruth. This also became a familiar pattern; the elder requiring a much
longer time to admit to negative feelings regarding the care-giver than vice-versa.4
There was a one month interval before the next session because Ruth was
occupied first with Easter holidays and then with a trip that she and Jack made to some
friends and relatives in the South. In that interval, Rose had also made her first trip to
Joe s, unaccompanied by Ruth, in over three years. Although I had designed this
interview to provide some feedback and closure, Ruth had other ideas. She used the
interview to confront her mother on her need to let Joe share more of the responsibility
for Rose’s welfare. Although never impolite, she was substantially more direct with her
than during the previous joint interview. For her part, Rose appeared not to recognize
Ruth s extraordinary efforts on her behalf, nor her need for some freedom from constant
responsibility, nor the competing demands on her daughter’s time and emotional
commitment. The interview provided me with an opportunity to see the side of Rose that
Ruth had described, but I hadn’t fully recognized.

Current Family Interactions
Although Rose Cousins has two children, it is her daughter, Ruth, on whom she
has relied for physical and emotional support since becoming a widow thirty-three years
ago. Her son, Joe, visits more frequently, a couple of times a month, since her accident.
But it is Ruth with whom she is in daily contact and who does her laundry, takes her
shopping and out to lunch, bathes her, brings her hot meals, and talks on the phone with
her once or more each day. In addition, Ruth and her husband, Jack, usually include
Rose in their Sunday plans. Grandchildren visit infrequently. According to Ruth her
mother favors Rose’s daughter, Marie, and Ruth will sometimes take advantage of this

4. This is interesting in light of Hagestad’s (198*) finding that parents’ sense of accomplishment and self esteem is often dependent on
their children having succesfully mastered their developmental tasks and Kmpscheer’s (1984) assertion that parents have the most
invested in the parent-child relationship and, therefore, the most to lose.
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relationship by letting Marie shop for Rose, knowing that whatever she selects will meet
with approval.
Despite numerous invitations from Joe, Rose refuses to visit him without
Ruth s company. Ruth believes that this is due to some friction between her mother and
sister-in-law, Barbara, that causes Rose to require her as a buffer. Joe has often
encouraged Ruth to be less available to Rose, to phone her less, etc. However, it was
during such a period where Ruth was trying to be less available that Rose fell and lay in
her apartment for several hours before someone came to her assistance.
Rose understands that Joe has other demands that prevent him from being more
available, but she recognizes no competing demands in Ruth’s life. She points to
neighbors whose children are more forthcoming. She says it’s only natural for a mother
and daughter to be constantly worried about each other. She cites how alone and lonely
she is and how there is no other way for things to be. She would starve if Ruth didn’t
take her shopping, become ill if Ruth didn’t take her to the doctor, and die if Ruth
abandoned her. Despite all of Ruth’s efforts, Rose complains that there is never any time
for the two of them to really talk. Yet she steadfastly refuses to take more advantage of
senior services such as the van or senior outings to free up Ruth for more quality time and
less running around.
Over the last three or four months family interactions haven’t changed
significantly in terms of contact, though there has been a change in tone. While Rose was
experiencing extreme confusion, paranoia, and bizarre voices and sights, Joe and Barbara
were vacationing in Florida for six weeks. Ruth didn’t inform her brother of any changes
in Rose because she believed there was nothing he could do. She continued to bear most
of the burden after his return because she felt he was too far away to be of much help, had
his own mother-in-law to worry about, has a bad back, etc. During the fourth interview
she summed it up by saying that it was her problem, not Joe’s, that she was over¬
involved.
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Jack, who had been passively, though disapprovingly, accepting of the situation
finally intervened after Rose’s latest medication crisis, informing Joe of the situation and
of Ruth s desperation (and his own as he and Ruth still had not taken their planned trip
south). Since that phone call, both Ruth and Joe have been more assertive. Joe has
offered several times to come and get Rose and she has just as often refused. Barbara
even proposed that she and Joe stay in Ruth’s house in order to free the couple to take
their trip. Typically, Ruth expressed more concern about how this would affect Joe’s
back, than how it would affect her own situation not to accept his help. Nevertheless, she
and Jack finally took their eight day trip and Rose made her first visit to the Cape,
unaccompanied by Ruth, in over three years.
Since that visit Ruth has been much more direct in telling Rose that she must
rely more on her son and somewhat less on her daughter. She has forthrightly stated that
she needs and deserves time out for herself, without having to constantly worry about her
mother s welfare. She is trying to cut down on her calls to Rose, but admits to worrying
that some accident will once more befall her mother who will lie there helpless and
neglected. She also talks about how lonely she feels, even in the presence of others, and
hints that she and Jack have not figured out a way to achieve intimacy. She believes that
she makes herself available to anyone who needs her, except Jack.
Rose, however, continues to repeat concerns about her own health and that of
her son and gives no sign of voluntarily altering her behavior. She has limited contact
with grandnieces and sees her grandchildren somewhat more regularly. She has no
interest in her current neighbors whom she describes as “crippled” and unable to do much
or go anywhere. She has lost so many friends and family members (mostly on Gene’s
side) that she “couldn’t make a list of them all, it would be so long. The sorrow’s all here
(pointing to her heart). That’s half of me.” She insists that as lonely as she is at home, it
is worse at Joe’s when he and his wife go out without her leaving her without even her
familiar neighbors. She does not agree with Ruth’s assessment that she actually feels
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better when she is in the presence of more family members and acts as though it’s a
punishment to go anywhere without her daughter.
Jack worries about his wife’s mental health and the state of his marriage. Prior
to the fourth interview, he was unaware that Ruth’s negative feelings about intimacy and
sex dated from the earliest days of their marriage. He urges her to go with him to
couple s counselling and will not go alone when she continues to refuse. He resents
Rose s presence in their lives, believes that she will continue to have a dampening effect
on any plans he and Ruth make for the future, and believes that Ruth tries too hard to
explain things to Rose. He describes his wife as a very popular person who never says
“no” to anyone who needs her. He urges her to say “yes”, but to do as she likes.
Ruth and Jack once spent a lot of time on remodeling projects together. Lately,
Ruth has lost interest. Jack continually makes plans for the couple to get away, but it
seldom happens as Ruth find she cannot leave work or Rose. Ruth spends one night a
week out with a female friend, and she and Jack socialize with friends on Friday evening.
The couple appear to spend little time alone together.

Boundaries Issues
The boundaries in this family are much less clear than in the Peters Family.
Shortly after their marriage the couple moved in with a newly widowed Rose. Ruth kept
her mother’s house and competed with her for the parenting role when Marie was born a
short time later. Starting with the death of Gene and the joining of households, Ruth felt
her sense of self and her role as housewife and mother evaporate under her mother’s
control. She also felt that Rose resented the attention she paid to her own husband, Jack.
And Jack, to this day, feels like a fifth wheel in the combined presence of his wife and
mother-in-law. He expresses bitterness over the fact that no matter how much he and
Ruth do for Rose, it is never acknowledged and never sufficient. Ruth feels caught
between a dissatisfied husband and a dissatisfied mother. She feels she can never be
either a good-enough wife or a good-enough daughter. But there are significant
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differences in these deficiencies. She feels that she fails as a wife because she lacks the
means to be sexually expressive, but she blames this lack on herself, not on Jack. She
fails to satisfy Rose, she believes, less out of personal failing than out of a sense that no
one can ultimately satisfy Rose’s unquenchable loneliness. She does berate herself,
however, for having further isolated Rose by moving her to the elder complex, and for
having encouraged her dependency as a way to deflect some of the pressure she feels
from Jack.
While she mentions that she and Rose were not particularly close as she was
growing up, there is also no mention of past unresolved issues. The problem seems to
stem from Gene s death which occurred just a short time after her own marriage to Jack.
It is not clear whether or not she was already experiencing marital difficulty at this time.
In other words, it may be that she jumped at the chance to move in with Rose in order to
escape having to be intimate with Jack. Or, it might be that having interrupted the
intimacy of a newly-wedded couple, they were never able to recapture it again, especially
after the arrival of children. In any case, it appears to both Ruth and Jack that Ruth’s
difficulties with Rose, since her fall, are worse than ever. She is depressed, on
medication, unable to enjoy things she formerly took pleasure in such as her job and
remodeling the house. She feels guilty whenever she manages to snatch a little time for
herself. It’s almost as though she believes she is not entitled to any pleasure herself,
since she is unable to satisfy either her husband or her mother.
During the last few weeks, especially as Rose’s mental condition has improved
and Ruth has realized how difficult it would be to live with her mother, she has tried to
establish clearer boundaries between them. She has announced unequivocally that she
needs more space from the worry and strain of constant responsibility and has declared
her need to let Joe take over some of the care-giving.
Rose: Do I get on your back?
Ruth: You’re not on my back, but you’re relying on me...
Rose: All I’ve got is you.
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Ruth: You don’t-You’ve got a son. You don’t only got
(sic) me. I’ve got a bad back, too. Don’t use
Joe s health. When he is healthy, he is very
willing to share part of this, part of you with
me, ‘cause I can’t always handle my household and
your household.Your reliance on me is some¬
times very difficult for me.“
When Rose countered that there was enough for Joe to do without looking after her the
conversation continued:
Ruth:

There’s enough there to do! There’s
enough at my house, too.

Rose:

Do you want me to come and help you?

Ruth:

No, that’s not what I want. I’m talking
about freedom, about free time.

Rose:

Do I take it away from you?

Ruth:

I think you do sometimes. I feel responsibility
to you.

Rose:

Well, naturally, your own flesh and blood.

Ruth:

I shouldn’t have to give up my total
feeling of wanting to continue my
life because I have the
responsibility of a mother.

Rose’s response was that Ruth goes out plenty and her worry is only a natural response to
the situation.
Ruth has taken two trips with Jack, despite her belief that Rose is unhappy
when she is away. Joe and Barbara have supported this effort, encouraging Ruth to
distance herself from the repeated daily demands, offering to spend more time with Rose
themselves, yet making it clear that they are not willing to become as involved as Ruth
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currently is. Rose has thus far resisted all efforts to redraw the family boundaries,
insisting that things can t be any other way given her current condition and Joe’s
competing family and physical obligations. However, despite her objections she was
somehow transported to her son’s home for a two day visit, the first in three years.
Family Beliefs and Rules
Ruth believes that it’s her fault that Rose has become so dependent
on her and that she needs to be more assertive with her mother. She thinks that Rose is
more capable, physically and mentally, than she is willing to admit. She believes her
mother’s failure to behave accordingly signals a willingness to be evermore reclusive and
dependent on her. She says it is her own fault that Rose is inconsiderate, that she allowed
her mother to develop this pattern, perhaps as a diversion from her own marital
difficulties. Moreover, she understands Rose’s difficulties to have been exacerbated by
the move away from a familiar small town to the remotely situated seniors’ apartment
complex, a move she and Jack encouraged. As a result she feels guilty if she doesn’t call
each day and believes that no matter how much she does for Rose, it’s never enough.
She sees Rose as having a different standard of expectation for Joe than for her, excusing
her son for reasons that she would not allow for her daughter. Ruth also believes that her
Catholic upbringing has had a profoundly negative effect on her attitude towards sex and
her ability to express physical affection. Ruth perceives Rose’s father as selfish; someone
who wanted his own way and only contacted the family when and how it suited him. She
believes that Rose is very much like him.
According to Ruth, her mother believes that it is up to the oldest son to care for
aging parents. Jack believes that Rose considers Joe too important to be bothered with
the “trivia” of her daily needs. Joe is said to believe that he “oughtn’t to be expected to
give up (his) life for his mother”. He also believes that Ruth should be less available to
Rose and has offered in different ways and at different times to share the burden
somewhat more equitably with her. Rose believes that Joe’s visits are restricted because
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he and Barbara are busy with a new grandchild. She also believes that Joe, like the rest
of the family, particularly his dad, is too hard working and endangering his health.
Rose sees herself as lonesome, somewhat neglected, and physically “gone to
the dogs . She believes it is natural that an adult child (daughter, in actuality) should be
unable to separate her own life from that of concerns about her mother and does not
believe that Ruth devotes an undue amount of time or energy in care-giving. “What does
she do for me? She works all day and goes out at night,” she said. She does not believe
that Jack has legitimate claim to more of his wife’s time or attention. In her perception,
Ruth and Jack have plenty of time to enjoy their own lives, but that no one has sufficient
time for her. “Nobody knows how bad it is sometimes and I wouldn’t tell,” she insists.
As she understands it, her demands on Ruth are nothing more than the minimum she
needs in order to ensure her own survival. She does not share her daughter’s belief that
the care-giving ought to be more equally shared between the children and she maintains
her own health prevents her from spending more time visiting her son. She values her
self-image as hard working, stubborn, and people loving.
Jack sees Rose as extremely “rigid” and unappreciative. He does numerous
small jobs in her apartment, yet feels that she is jealous of him and resents his place in
Ruth’s life. He believes that he bears some of the responsibility for Rose’s dependence,
but sees Ruth as a martyr who is quick to let other people take advantage of her. It is his
opinion that the best way to deal with parents is to tell them what they want to hear and
then to do as one wishes. Jack views Ruth’s job as an important avenue of escape from
thinking about current stresses and as a means of providing an excuse to occasionally say
“no”. It is his assessment that the current situation is taking a heavy toll on his wife and
that she is no match for his mother-in-law. Her depression, he states, stems from feeling
overwhelmed and she would be much happier “having no responsibilities”. He is
convinced that he and Ruth could benefit from marriage counselling, but has been unable
to persuade her to go. His fear is that his wife will never be able to commit herself to
either her own mental health or their relationship.
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Interestingly both Rose and Ruth, unbeknownst to the other, said that
stubbornness was a family strength and Jack agreed. “You get farther,” explained Rose,
recalling her father, in particular. Ruth wasn’t able to articulate why she considered it a
strength, but agreed when told her mother’s interpretation.

Family of Origin Roles and Interactional Patterns
Rose comes from old “Yankee” stock, her family having been in Massachusetts
for many generations. Her parents divorced when she was quite young and her father
maintained only sporadic contact with her and her sister thereafter. However, his sisters
who were “maiden aunts” kept in close touch and treated them with special consideration.
Rose s mother, who married twice more, died of cancer more than fifty years ago. She
was cared for by her daughters from a subsequent relationship. Rose is vague about the
details of her early life. She is very clear, however, that she had to become self reliant
and hard working at an early age. She views all this matter-of-factly and without selfpity. “That’s just the way things were back then.” Her siblings are all deceased and there
was apparently not much closeness between them during their lifetimes.
Ruth had little information about her grandparents, citing the general aura of
disapproval that surrounded her grandmother’s divorces as the reason. She recalled
seeing her grandfather infrequently when he showed up unexpectedly, laden with gifts,
stayed only a short time, and disappeared again for long periods. As recounted earlier,
her impression was that of a man entirely accustomed to doing what he liked, when he
liked.
Gene came from French-Canadian stock. He was one of seventeen children
and the family maintained more contact with his side of the family. However, there was
little discussion of what part the Cousins’ extended family played in Rose’s and Gene s
life together.
No one recalls any difficulties as the children were growing up, although Joe is
ten years older than Ruth and the two had little in common during their childhood. Joe
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left home to enlist in the Navy, returned for a short time, and left again when he married
Barbara. Ruth stayed at home until her marriage reporting no difficulty leaving home as
her father was still alive. Gene and Rose were both hard workers and Rose enjoyed each
of her jobs, such as waitressing or clerking in a store when the children were older. In
addition, she recalls how she enjoyed the restoration of an old house with Gene. From
this house she could walk to town and shop, pay her bills, or just chat with people along
the way. She and her husband gave Joe some adjoining land on which to build a house.
He lived there until he moved his family closer to his work site. They intended to offer
the same to Ruth. But then Gene died and Jack and Ruth, now pregnant with her first
child, moved in with Rose.
Gene, as if in preparation for dying, had begun during his lifetime to encourage
his daughter’s and son-in-law’s moving in with him and Rose. Jack resisted until after
Gene’s death and then relented. Despite his unhappiness with the arrangement he did
nothing until Ruth suggested they move out after finding Rose unsympathetic to her
pregnancies and interfering with her parenting. When she and Jack decided to move out,
Rose gave them a down-payment on their house in lieu of the land. Rose and Gene had
always been “on the go” and Rose continued to enjoy traveling after his death. She was
content living alone, even after Ruth and Gene moved out, as long as she was able to
work. She visited friends, babysat for Ruth’s children, and appeared to enjoy life until
her move to the elder housing complex where she was cut off from many of her former
contacts.
Ruth and Jack barely knew each other before their marriage and Ruth had had
no experience with men. She found the first year difficult, feeling uneasy about sex and
inadequate about pleasing Jack.
Jack: It went that far back?
Ruth: Yes!
Jack: That’s great news.
Ruth: I’m sure you know.
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Jack: No, I didn’t.
In addition she had four unplanned pregnancies within a short time and,
whether due to fear of pregnancy or an inability to satisfy Jack, she equated all physical
contact with sex. Consequently her children have never seen her and Jack be physically
demonstrative, just as she had never seen her own parents be thus. Yet she believes that
her children have overcome this inability to enjoy physical contact because they and their
spouses have had the time to get to know one another and have been able to see that
feelings aren’t “bad”.
Prior to Rose’s fall, Joe visited two to three times a year and Ruth two to three
times a week. Ruth believes that, unlike her relationship to her own daughters, she and
her mother were never close, never shared the same interests. However, Rose always
relied on her more than on Joe, even when her son was living next door. Ruth has been
protecting Joe from the truth about Rose’s condition because she feels that it won’t do
any good.

Joe is not going to give up his life on the Cape. Don’t get the wrong idea.

They believe you have to go on with your life and just because I can’t do that is not their
problem,” she explains in response to Jack’s feeling that decisions about Rose should be
made by both her children.
With the recent exception of informing Joe about Rose’s true condition, Jack
tends to take a passive role in family affairs. His way of handling his own father was to
agree with whatever he said, but to do as he pleased. Jack has always resented Rose’s
intrusion into his married life, yet he consented to move in with his mother-in-law. He
puts up with her numerous daily calls, her weekend visits, her insistence on going
nowhere without them. He readily admits his complicity as he recalls how he and Ruth
told his mother-in-law many years ago that they were going to Florida. “And we never
went,” he explained. “It’s my fault,” said Ruth. “It’s our fault,” Jack corrected.
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Current Conflicts and Past Difficulties
The past difficulties stemming from Ruth and Jack sharing a household with
Rose have been described above. Since then Ruth has tried to avoid conflict by satisfying
her mother s expectations for care-giving. Of late, however, Ruth has begun to believe
more in the concept of shared sibling responsibility and decision making and has been in
conflict with her mother who believes it is up to Ruth to provide the necessary care¬
giving (see above conversations).
Ruth s and Jack s conflict about closeness and sex continues unabated.
However, the couple usually avoids open discussions of the issue. Jack has not
persuaded Ruth to go to couple’s counselling, but he has convinced her to take some
short vacations with him.

Current Concerns
Ruth is concerned about getting VNA and homemaker services in place to ease
the burden on her own heavy schedule. Ruth also worries about what might happen when
her mother is no longer able to live alone. She can’t imagine living with her, nor can she
imagine institutionalizing her. When I asked if there were other stresses in her life, her
eyes welled up with tears. She confessed that she and Jack have always had an intimacy
problem and that she has never been able to express her feelings “that way”.
Ruth’s and Jack’s relationship is a prime concern for both of them. Ruth feels
that after all the years they have been married, she still doesn’t know her husband very
well. She says they have so little in common that when they do find some time together
they have nothing to talk about. As a result their trips together end up being a
disappointment to her. She continues to feel that she meets everyone’s needs except
Jack’s.
Jack is increasingly concerned over Ruth’s mental state and her unrelenting
subjugation to her mother’s demands. He would like to consider travel and retirement,
but fears she will be unable to leave her mother for any period of time. And he is very
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much concerned about his and Ruth’s inability to achieve real intimacy in their
relationship. He has repeatedly asked her to agree to marital counselling, but she
steadfastly refuses.
Rose worries about Joe’s physical condition, about the possibility of Ruth’s
moving, about the cost of medicines, and about her own physical and mental capacities.
She is lonely and frightened a good deal of the time but tells no one how terrible she
sometimes feels. She is also disappointed in how little quality time Ruth and she have
together, stating that no one really has time for her anymore. She expressed it as, “I’d
like to just see her, I mean to talk to.”

Pleasures and Supports
Rose acknowledges liking to go out, but then being impatient to return home.
She looks forward eagerly to calls and visits from her daughter and enjoys being with
family and friends when Ruth is present. She continues to enjoy food and looks forward
to occasionally dining out. Her possessions bring her some pleasure as do the contacts
with and accomplishments of her grandchildren. And despite her complaints, she admits
that her present apartment is really the best living arrangement she can expect.
Ruth enjoys one evening out each week with a divorced, female friend. She
had also been enjoying her job, but takes less pleasure in it, lately. She finds it more and
more difficult to enjoy anything because she always takes Rose with her in her mind and
feels guilty that she isn’t doing more.
Jack immerses himself in elaborate remodeling and home improvement projects
and enjoys taking trips with his wife. However, he and Ruth find it increasingly difficult
to get much pleasure out of anything as her lack of enthusiasm pervades all their
endeavors.

Power and Loss
Rose has experienced many losses in her lifetime. Her father left home when
she was a child and her contact with him thereafter was infrequent. Gene’s death was
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traumatic, occurring in the middle of the night. Many of her friends have died and she
has not made new ones. She has moved from the home and town which were familiar, to
a setting which has few personal connections and no memories for her. And she has lost
the ability, or at least the confidence, to move about freely, to take walks, and to travel.
Rose accuses Ruth of being “bossy”. This seems to stem from Ruth’s trying to
get Rose to follow doctor’s instructions regarding care of her leg and encouraging her to
go out more and be more active. Rose insists that she alone knows what’s right for her.
But since her immobility places more demands on her daughter, Ruth has a vested
interest in trying to restore Rose to her former status, health-wise. She also tries to get
her mother to expand her social network and be less reliant emotionally. Rose’s
resistance and Ruth’s pushing result in an ongoing power struggle.

Changes over Time and Future Expectations
Although Rose’s physical injury and resulting dependency occurred only a few
months ago, her psychological dependency began years ago with the death of her
husband. It was exacerbated by the move to the senior apartment complex. Ruth
describes her collusion in this dependency as having created a “monster” that she doesn’t
know how to slay. Moreover, the mental confusion that Rose exhibited for a short time
during this past winter alerted her daughter and son-in-law to the eventuality of an even
greater level of dependency.
In this family expectations for the future are only indirectly alluded to. The
family members express what they hope will not happen. Ruth expresses concern about
not being able to live with her mother on a twenty-four hour basis and Jack seconds this
concern. Rose speaks about not wanting to lose her mental capacities and end up in a
home not knowing anyone or anything. She also expresses the thought that she will be
dead when and if her daughter should decide to move away. No one discussed what
might be done when and if Rose should be unable to live alone. Ruth believes that
taking her mother in with her would be unworkable, yet she believes guilt might force her
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to make this choice. She says, “I couldn’t tolerate it (having Rose twenty-four hours of
the day). And then again. I’m thinking she’s my mother.” She is unwilling to face the
alternative of institutionalizing Rose against her will. The family has also not done any
investigation of other possibilities such as communal housing or adult day care. Jack
speaks about his fear that Ruth will be unwilling to accompany him to a retirement in a
warmer climate, or that she will come, but be mentally somehow ill-at-ease. The family
is avoiding making any decision at the moment.
Summary
Ruth is caught in a classic bind. She has used her mother as a way to gain
distance from her husband. Now she finds herself in a situation much worse than she
anticipated, but she is afraid to do anything different. If she were to really pull back from
Rose, her mother might get worse. And, she might discover that she really doesn’t love
Jack. In many ways it is safer for her to continue her present pattern of interaction. For
Jack, too, it may be safer not to enter counselling on his own as he might be faced with
the realization that his marital problems are deeper than Rose’s interference in their lives.
Rose, also, has little incentive to change. If she feels well enough to use the senior van or
to visit her son more often, she may see less of her daughter. Ruth might even feel secure
enough to travel more or move away entirely, costing her the only real support she has.
Although it isn’t the relationship she’d like to have with her daughter, she isn’t willing to
lose it altogether. In sum, the situation is unsatisfactory for all three principal players and
each of them desires something more, but the risks involved in change may be too high
for any of them to chance it.
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Ihe Rosen Family: “Live free or die”

Figure 3 The Rosen Family Genogram

Description of Family
The Rosens were referred by the same social service director who referred the
Cousins. Molly Rosen had spent five weeks in the nursing home, receiving physical
therapy while recuperating from a knee operation. She had recently returned to her own
home against the advice of all the professionals and family members, but under the
watchful eye of her son, Daniel. He is the older of her two sons and lives in the same
town. In addition, he now heads the very successful business started by his parents. His
brother, Edward, lives in a nearby state and has been afflicted with a mysterious illness
for the last three years. Molly’s sister, Flo, lives in the other apartment in her duplex
home and was present for part of the second interview. Another sister, Iris, lives nearby.
The first two interviews were held in Molly’s home. The third one was
conducted at Dan’s and Arlene’s. Their daughter, Judy, was also present for a short time.
The fourth session was held in Dan’s office. Arlene again took part and their son,
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Richard, stopped in for a few moments, as well. The fifth and sixth sessions were in
Molly s home, with Arlene as well as Dan present at the last interview. I had earlier
asked the family s permission to video the final session and Molly had reluctantly agreed
because “Dan wants it”. The video, however, proved to be intrusive, causing the family
members to be self-conscious throughout the session. Dan was unusually stiff and
formal. Arlene was uncomfortable. And Molly, once she overcame her initial
hesitation, played to the camera. She used the opportunity to record for posterity, that
image of herself she wished to leave behind. I think the family will enjoy having this
recording, but much of the last session was a repeat of earlier stories, with Molly
selectively editing those she wished preserved. For this reason I chose not to video any
other sessions.
When I asked Daniel to participate in this study he expressed immediate
interest and told me that the changes caused by his mother’s recent operation were unlike
anything he had expected. He invited me to join him after work one evening, at a time
when he usually visits his mother. Molly’s comfortable, but modest home is located in a
small city neighborhood of similar two family houses. Molly is a round, cheerful woman
with a very warm smile and an infectious laugh. Her son is well dressed, soft-spoken,
and equally warm. At the time of the first interview she had two household helpers, one
in the mornings and one in the evenings, to help with bathing, dressing, meals, etc.
Molly’s ready laugh and Dan’s charm drew me into this family immediately.
Of the elders I had thus far interviewed, Molly was by far the most alert, easy to talk to,
and vivacious. She and her son interacted in a lighter, more playful manner. They
appeared to enjoy each other’s company without the overriding air of tension or concern I
felt in some of the other interviews. Although they readily admitted that they sometimes
shouted at one another, I was utterly convinced that they were also friends as well as
mother and son. I also found myself cheering for Molly’s determination not to surrender
control of her life.
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When I first contacted Dan about participating in this study, he had indicated
that he was feeling overwhelmed by the recent changes in his mother’s condition. Yet,
during our first conjoint meeting, I saw a close, natural, mutually respectful relationship
that gave no hint of Dan’s earlier comments. I was to leam that this was not uncommon;
that at our first meeting both elders and children would present the most positive aspects
of their relationship. This was not done out of any attempt to be duplicitous, but rather
out of a concern for the feelings of one another, an uncertainty about the interviewer and
the interviewing process, and a longstanding pattern of intergenerational interaction that,
in these four families at least, precluded overtly hostile words or actions except in
moments of extreme stress. Knipscheer(1984) found that most family members try to
spare one another in areas of distress, hurt, and worry and these family members were no
exception.

Current Family Interactions
Each family responds differently to the demands of an increasingly frail elder.
In the Rosen Family as Molly’s demands escalate, her family’s contact drops off. Dan
continues his daily calls and weekly visits, but does so out of a sense of obligation rather
than desire, and cuts his contacts short. When Molly feels better he enjoys his visits
more. When his aunt Flo is away, Dan takes his responsibilities even more seriously and
when he is unable to visit because of business or travel, grandson Richard is assigned the
task of checking on Molly. His wife, Debbie, maintains regular contact and her family
invites Molly to family gatherings, as well.
Ed hasn’t visited in six months. The family attributes this to his own
difficulties, but it is also possible that his illness allows him to avoid what would
otherwise be a painful situation. The details of this illness are vague enough so that he
can decline to help out at Molly’s because of his own ongoing treatment without anyone
openly questioning this. He calls when his wife is out, and sometimes “cries like a baby .
Edward has always been more dependent on Molly than has his brother and he tells her
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everything, according to Dan. Molly states that he rarely discusses his family life with
her, but she readily admits that he continues his life-long pattern of discussing his
feelings and that there are frequent consultations on both sides of the relationship. Molly
asks him about such weighty matters as buying a house or whether or not to sell the
business to Dan. And Ed listens to her, whereas Dan explodes when she complains. She
is more careful what she says to Dan, but believes that they can talk about anything and
never bear grudges.
Dan contacts his brother several times a month. He believes Ed calls Molly
“over every little thing”. Yet, Dan regrets the distance between Ed and himself,
complaining that his children don’t have the same close relationship to Ed’s children that
they have with Arlene’s niece and nephew.
Molly’s sisters, Iris and Flo, continue to be her mainstays after Dan and she is
comfortable asking either of them for assistance. She argues frequently with Flo, but also
receives letters from her stating how much she misses Molly when she is away. With
Flo, as with Dan, there are words, but no grudges. She says neither her sisters nor Dan
try to give her advice, indicating that they know better.
Arlene’s contact with Molly seems to occur in the form of invitations to dinners
and celebrations on special occasions. Whether she visits informally at Molly’s is not
clear. She says that in all her years of marriage, she has never been invited to dinner at
her mother-in-law’s. Daughter-in-law Naomi’s contact appears minimal. She rarely
visits and never invites Molly or any family members to visit there. According to Molly,
Naomi has lately been more convivial over the phone and Molly’s relationship with her
goes up and down according to her daughter-in-law’s “condition”.
Contact with the grandchildren varies. Edward’s children seldom visit.
Richard and his wife bring their baby several times a month. Granddaughter, Judy,
described by her dad as a “haimische maidel” (a warm, family-oriented girl) now finds
less enjoyment in visiting her grandmother and has decreased her contact. Thus, the
response to Molly’s increasing demands for help have been the physical and/or emotional
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distancing of her closest family members. Whether this is due to the way in which Molly
makes the demands or to the pain it causes her family to see her so changed, or both is
unclear.
Dan has a strong relationship with his wife, speaking of her with highest
regard. The couple work together and enjoy socializing and traveling with one another.
Dan s love and respect for both women is evident as he tries, quite successfully, to please
each one. It is a tribute to him, that he has been able to move successfully between and
within each subsystem.
However, the strain of this dual system relationship has increased greatly as his
mother’s health has declined and her demands have increased. The pressure comes from
various sources. First there is the obvious conflict over where to put his limited time and
resources. He is a man who enjoys his wife and children, his business activities, his civic
obligations, as well as leisure time activities such as tennis. Any additional demands on
his tight schedule are likely to cause stress. The situation is compounded by the fact that
Dan has always viewed his mother more as a companion and colleague. And her
independence over the years has made her seem indomitable. It appears difficult for him
to acknowledge the change in her physical condition. He appears frightened at a
momentary memory lapse with its reminder of her aging and changing condition. He and
Arlene are more apt, however, to regard her as trying to generate sympathy and attention,
rather than as physically needy. Dan says there is nothing wrong with Molly except that
she refuses to do what she should, and Arlene believes that her fright at losing friends and
family makes her aggressive.
The family members mentioned several different areas of strength. When Flo
described the family’s “togetherness”, Molly vigorously agreed. She and Dan also
expressed pride in their openness, believing that they can say anything to each other, and
not stay angry or bear grudges. Family members also described one another s acts of
generosity. Dan quietly paid the bill for Molly’s new garage. Ed sent her money for a
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trip to Israel. Molly gave up her business because Dan desired it. People seem to enjoy
doing unexpected things for one another without expectation of return.
Boundaries Issues
For the Rosen Family, boundary issues are a recurrent theme. The daughtersin-law have attempted to draw clear boundaries around their nuclear families. For
Naomi, the boundaries are so rigid as to exclude her parents and mother-in-law from even
visiting the home. For Arlene, the attempt has been more appropriate. She includes her
mother-in-law in invitations for holidays and special family celebrations, but does not
chat or visit with her on a regular basis. Molly, in turn, tries to respect these boundaries,
asserting, “I know my place” and “mothers-in-law need to be more careful”.
Dan’s and Edward’s positions are less clear. Although neither of them, as far
as I could ascertain, pressure their wives to be more inclusive of Molly, neither do they
adhere to the tight boundaries drawn by their wives. Despite being “close-mouthed”
about his physical ailments, Edward is likely to have long conversations with his mother
when his wife is out and, according to Dan, makes no decisions without her input. His
visits, which once occurred monthly, have declined to twice a year since the onset of his
own ailment. Thus, this illness which affects Ed’s vocal chords, has lessened his physical
contact with his mother. Whether it has drawn him more closely into the spousal
subsystem is not clear.
Molly says “It’s hard for their wives to realize (her relationship to her sons).
They’re the boss and I have to be very, very careful. It’s sad.” She continued, “I don’t
butt in. I can’t tell them I’m worried.. ..But Edward tells me how he is, though he has to
be careful.” Once in a while he complains about Naomi. Molly used to feel he didn’t
deserve such treatment. However, after a conversation with Naomi’s mother she decided,
“You never know what goes on between two people. Why blame everything on her?”
Molly doesn’t admit being closer to either son, but she says that Ed knows better how to
handle her. “Danny always said he (Ed) was my favorite, but it’s just that he never got
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me mad.

She explained that he hears her out and then a short while later says, “Mother,

you’re not always right, after all.” “That’s how he neats me,” she states, whereas Dan
gets explosive.
Dan, perhaps because of his physical proximity, perhaps because of his long¬
term working relationship with his parents, seems most caught in the struggle between
two systems. According to both his and Arlene’s perceptions he has always “catered”
more to Molly than has Ed. He calls his mother daily, though taking care not to get
locked into a specific time of day, and visits weekly. He can tell just how Molly is doing
from his daily phone calls. Dan speaks fondly of his relationship to both his parents,
being on a first name basis with them, and having daily contact in a common business. In
fact, he and Molly often kid around more like old colleagues than like mother and son.
He reminisces about the “good old days” when families were closer, living together in
“the old Delancey Street atmosphere”. He laments the loss of intimacy with his brother,
“We were especially close as kids - never did things without each other. But, as you get
older, you get farther apart.” She says, “Dan is an unusual son. He can sit there and put
his arms around me. I don’t want him to in front of - Isn’t that funny?” “Why not?” I
ask. “Just imagine I’m telling it to you,” she replies, refusing to say more.
Molly visibly stiffens when Arlene enters the room, and becomes watchful as
her daughter-in-law looks for something in her kitchen or puts something in her
refrigerator. Molly hints that Arlene violates her personal taboo by telling her what to do.
Sometimes she is intimidated into doing an end run around Arlene using a moment alone
with Richard and Deb to suggest they invite her sister, Iris, to great-grandson Adam’s
party. She claims to be comfortable with Naomi, though this relationship, too, is strained.
“I loved her when she was coming over before they were married. She’d tell me how
much she liked me...I don’t know why she doesn’t like people. She’s peculiar. And I
like her....I can talk to her when she’s feeling good.”
Arlene says that her mother-in-law never comes right out and says what’s
wrong. “You go round-Robin with her before you get it out of her.” She also admits that
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she does not understand her mother-in-law’s failure to enjoy the nice gifts she buys her,
rather preferring items from K Mart. Dan and Ed continue their commitments to their
wives and their mother, while the women maintain polite, if sometimes strained contact.
Molly sums it up, ‘ I can’t explain it. You see we get along, (she and Arlene) no words,
but I just feel it in my bones.. .1 know my place. I’m very, very -1 keep my distance.”
In addition, the diffuse boundaries around the elder sibling and the mother-son
subsystems create difficulties in Flo’s relationship both with Dan and Molly. Flo’s
complaints to Dan about Molly inevitably find their way back to her, causing Molly to be
angry with Flo and Flo with Dan. Flo believes that Dan has no right to repeat what she
tells him and Molly believes that Flo has no business complaining to Dan about his
mother. The situation is further complicated by the fact that Flo lives in Molly’s house
paying rent at a rate substantially below market value. According to Dan, Molly is
inclined to enslave” her sister. During my visit I observed the sisters in a range of
emotions from affection and admiration, to resentment and hostility. Flo was clearly put
out at Molly’s chastisement of her complaining to Dan. She almost played the martyr in
her role as server at lunch, agreeing to join us at the table only after repeated invitations.
However, once she sat with us, she played a dominant role in the conversation, supported
by Molly who appeared to believe that it was now Flo’s turn to be the center of the
conversation. The sisters are clearly fond of one another’s children and generous in their
compliments.

Family Beliefs and Rules
The younger family members believe that Molly is stubborn. They see her
independence as making it more difficult for them to care for her. Dan says “After you
see someone who was and still is and still tries to be extremely independent, whether
she’s capable all the time or not...She just wants to be independent and that’s extremely
difficult.” Richard expresses it similarly, “She won’t let anyone help her. She wants to
do it herself, even though she can’t.”
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Molly believes that her experiences in a man’s world have equipped her to
handle her own affairs and prevent her being “taken in”. She sees her independence as an
asset that has led to great adventures in the past and ensures her continued control in the
near future. When I suggested that being so independent could have both good and bad
points she retorted, “What bad?” Her self-image is that of a woman who was bold for her
time. She believes that she doesn’t ask others for much, nor that others should tell her
what to do. She explains, “I have to feel my own feelings without people telling me what
to do.

Molly believes that she would die if forced into a nursing home. She also

believes that it would kill Flo if she, herself, had to move. Thus staying in her own home
is keeping them both alive.
After three months the family members have come to share Molly’s conviction
that she belongs at home. Dan says that nursing homes are dreadful places for people
who are still mentally alert. Molly shares his negative view of such places, citing the
unnecessarily bossy and officious staff that deliberately takes all control from the
patients. In addition Dan and Richard had the following exchange about obligations
towards one’s elders.
Dan: You can’t discard them. Maybe people canWe can’t- We wouldn’t. Sometimes You get
your back up, but you don’t discard them, at
least I hope people don’t. I suppose some do.
Rich: But we wouldn’t.
Dan: At least we haven’t yet.
Dan and Arlene believe that Molly is in good health essentially. They do not
think her pain is real, but believe she insisted on her surgery as a justification for the
attention and medication she is demanding. They surmise that Molly may finally have
accepted the fact that there is no physical reason for her pain, but they continue to view
her as a potential addict to “happy pills”. Thus, they are grateful for any improvement,
but aware of its transitory nature. In addition, the couple views Molly’s aggression as an
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outgrowth of her fears about loss and aging rather than as an extension of an earlier
personality.
Dan and Molly both describe the family as open, volatile, but quick to get
beyond their anger. “Speak frankly, but don’t stay mad” is the way Molly put it. She
views both her sons as protective and appreciative of the sacrifices she made for them and
concedes that it is difficult for their wives to understand the specialness of the mother-son
relationship. She believes that a mother-in-law must be especially careful not to appear
to come between a son and his wife. She discourages Dan’s open displays of affection in
front of Arlene. In this vein she takes pride in, but also rejects the idea that a
granddaughter could take after a grandmother, rather than a mother. “I know my place,”
she states as a cardinal tenet.
Molly has other rules by which she lives. Never flaunt wealth or status. “Plain
Molly” is how she prefers to be viewed. It’s no one’s business what one has or does.
However, she also believes that financial security is the most important factor in assuring
a dignified old age. It’s best to find one’s own way without advice from others. And as
close as the family is, some things must be borne alone. “It’s tough being alone. There’s
no one to talk to. You can’t even tell your own sister some things. You just have to grin
and bear it. That’s the hardest part of being alone.” Molly believes in avoiding
potentially hurtful situations by keeping away. “I’ve lived my life. It’s hard to explain it
to anyone else.”
Dan believes that families were closer “in the good old days”, but he considers
his marriage to be among “the top one hundred”. He also upholds the family value of
open communication, but proudly asserts that he and Arlene do their own thing without
asking anyone’s opinion while deriding what he sees as Ed’s overcloseness to Molly.
Apparently he values not only being able to say what he feels, but also having the choice
of whether or not to say it.
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Family of Origin Roles and Interactional Patt^rnc
Molly talked mostly about the present rather than the past, but shared a few
details regarding her family of origin. She came from a very traditional home as far as
gender roles were concerned. Her mother even helped her father bathe. For her they
represented an ideal, loving couple and she never consciously rejected the traditional
female role. She also explained that Iris and she were always more intimate with each
other than either was with Flo. She believes this pattern holds true today, although she
views all three of them as close.
Flo lived with their mother, keeping her even after she married. That was a
match made in heaven”, according to Molly who describes her brother-in-law as not
particularly successful, financially, but as very attentive to his wife. She, herself, married
the brother of her best friend. Before their marriage, Richard consulted with her about
the advisability of borrowing enough money from his mother to start up a business.
Molly had a “good time” working and raising children. While admitting that
she was never much of a cook, Molly reaffirms her special feeling about her role as
mother. “There was such a good relationship there. I was lucky.” She talks about the
sacrifices she made for her sons’ education. “And, they appreciate it, they understand.
Dan is unusual, my Edward, too.” Her only complaint was that they had too many girl
friends. It was Ed who urged her to sell the plant to Dan. Molly describes the firm
almost like another offspring, “The business was like a baby I brought up. It’s part of
me.” Thus, she has been twice displaced by Arlene, first in Dan’s life, and then as head
of the firm. And, sometimes it seems that the second role has been the harder to
surrender. She explained:
Arlene is part of it through Dan, but I grew up with it, with my husband.
Arlene should understand that, she didn’t bring up that business from
nothing. I worked and saved and bought the building to expand the
business.... She’s working, earning her money, but it’s not like she’s the
boss. She tries to be.. ..It’s ridiculous, childish jealousy.
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Molly says she came by her role as a business woman almost by accident, but after
getting a taste of it, she never wanted to surrender it. She got on well with her husband
once she convinced him she was competent and didn’t need to be watched. At the time
of Richard s death she was not as financially secure as she later became. She never had
any wish to remarry even though she “enjoyed men”.
Dan was close to his brother and his dad who, despite long hours, managed to
coach their baseball teams. Richard was delighted to have his son in the business and
Dan always loved working there, where he was on a first name basis with his parents .
Ed did not share this enthusiasm and worked only long enough to help the family out. He
studied for a professional career and left the area. Both boys were good students, good
athletes, and each other’s best friends. They were also close to Flo’s daughter. Dan
describes the house as constantly full of friends up until Richard’s death. Dan eventually
bought the business from his mom, stating that he paid above market value to avoid any
future recriminations. She says she sold to him only because he wanted it so much, and
Ed advised her to do it.
During the fourth interview Arlene talked about her own family of origin. She
and her sister were both estranged from her brother for years before his death. She
believes her mother colluded in the estrangement in order to ensure her own closeness to
her son. Today both mother and brother are dead and Arlene has only her sister and her
regret. She says she has received therapy to deal with the latter, but she continues to be
interested in reading about “Jewish guilt”.

Current Conflicts and Past Difficulties
Molly is no stranger to conflict. She hates to be told what to do and anyone
who tries is certain to learn this. She chafes at any attempts at control by her son and
daughter-in-law, by nursing home staff, and even by me when I was foolish enough to
suggest she elevate her leg. In addition she feels in covert competition with Arlene for
the staff’s affection. The situation with Naomi is tenuous, at best. She describes a good
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relationship before Naomi had children. Since then the situation, according to Molly,
depends solely on Naomi’s moods. There is never open conflict, but sometimes the two
woman barely speak beyond the briefest civilities.
Although Arlene and Molly are not in open conflict, there is a strained quality
to their relationship. Molly feels she needs to keep her place. Arlene confesses that she
doesn’t understand her mother-in-law’s failure to enjoy nice things. She also believes
that Molly has no idea about modem pricing structures and expects to get things at a cost
of twenty years ago. Most of all she disagrees that Molly needs pills to make her feel
better.
Molly was at one time, according to Arlene and Dan, addicted to tranquilizers.
She took so many that they confused and disoriented her. The couple fears a recurrence
of this situation and looks with dread on each new prescription that Molly acquires. She
attempts to convince them that she is in great discomfort and they attempt to convince her
that there is no reason for her to feel pain.
In addition, the younger couple are dealing with other issues. Dan wishes to be
closer to Ed, but finds himself put off by Ed’s behavior of not inviting the family and not
encouraging closer contact between the cousins. He is annoyed that Molly appears not to
recognize a difference in the quality of her relationship to his and Edward’s children.
Arlene’s family experienced some past difficulties and despite her assurances, it is hard to
believe that she is completely over the loss of her brother and mother. She has absolved
herself of guilt, but she still seems pained by some part of this episode.

Current Concerns
Molly worries most about her son Edward. She doesn’t entirely understand his
illness. There is a great deal of ambiguity about its cause, its nature, and the prognosis
for recovery. Moreover, she is concerned about his relationship to his wife and whether
or not she is being supportive. Molly also worries about what might happen to Flo if she,
herself, is no longer able to live in her house. She expresses some concern over her
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granddaughter Lisa’s wanderlust and is uneasy because both her granddaughters give no
indication of wanting to marry anytime soon. It is difficult for her to understand this,
since as independent as she was, she always wanted to get married (the first time around).
Dan worries that Molly’s momentary memory loss may signal some impending
dysfunction. He worries about her stubbornness regarding household help and her
subsequent ability to remain at home. He also expresses concern for his brother’s health.
Aside from concerns about Molly, Arlene is most worried about her sister,
Jean, whose husband has threatened to leave her. Jean has long been dependent on
Arlene for moral support and Arlene feels very close to this sister, her only living relative
from her family of origin. She worries about not being able to provide all that will be
needed.

Pleasures and Supports
Dan and Arlene get pleasure out of traveling and furnishing a new vacation
apartment. They are supported by their son’s help in the business and in looking after his
grandmother when they are away. Dan takes great pride in his expansion of the firm.
Arlene enjoys buying and having nice things. And the couple gain obvious pleasure from
their relationship to one another.
Molly gets support from her sisters and her son. She gets great pleasure from
seeing Adam and being included in his celebrations. She enjoys her limited, but ongoing
contact with the firm such as attending their parties or being taken on a tour of new
equipment. When she’s feeling good she even enjoys something as frivolous as a
manicure. But, most important, she takes pleasure in managing her own affairs, and
being financially independent.

Power and Loss
Molly is a woman who, as she herself explains, “was in business like a man .
She is self-confident, assertive, and used to controlling her own life, especially since the
death of her husband thirty-three years ago. She has now been retired, somewhat
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unwillingly, for ten years. For a woman who was accustomed to seeing herself as the
head of a business, this is as much a loss as it would be for a career man. She also misses
the role of mother to small children, averring that being a grandmother is not nearly as
satisfying. Two of her brothers have died and she has lost contact with the third.
According to Arlene, she has also lost numerous friends and acquaintances. Together
with her physical impairment and resulting loss of mobility, Molly’s world has shrunk
radically in the past ten years. There are precious few arenas in which she can still exert
influence. Is it any wonder that she aggressively holds on to the remaining ones?
When the doctor and her family insisted she go to a nursing home Molly felt
like she was dying. She recounted her answer to the doctor. “Not me. You’re not
putting me in no nursing home. I’ve been in two, or is it three. They’re horrid.” Later,
in the second interview Molly said, “In a (nursing) home someone is always telling you
what to do. I don’t like being told what to do. Not on your life. I can get mad with just
someone telling me what to do.” Although she appeared to concede to Dan regarding
household help, she eventually worked things around to her own wishes. Sometimes she
directly said “no” as in her refusal to enter a home, and sometimes she said “no” more
indirectly, by agreeing to see a physical therapist and then firing her after one visit. Thus,
despite Dan and Arlene’s well-meaning attempts, Molly remains the ultimate decision
maker with regard to her own life. And by believing herself to be a support to her sister,
financially at least, she has managed to hold onto at least one area where she can
continue to feel useful and needed.
Pride and independence are important themes in this family. Molly resents any
implication that Dan is solely responsible for the success of the firm insisting on
recognition for her and her husband’s role in its success. She is proud of the fact that she,
as a widow with two children, was able to purchase a house and carry on a business.
Molly acknowledges that she probably was able to see and do more on her own than she
would have done with her husband. She is clear on why she never remarried, not wanting
to be enslaved to anyone. Molly views herself as a modern woman. She feels that she
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had the chance to live out her dream and has no regrets about her life. And while she
takes comfort from the support of her son and sisters, she acknowledges that no one else
can pick her up when she is blue, that she needs to do it herself.
Dan is openly admiring of his mother’s spirit and suffers to see her lose any
part of it. He and Arlene tell with pride the story of Molly’s European jaunt. “She did
things we 11 never do and she did them as a single woman,” he states. And not unlike the
parent of an acting-out teen-ager, he recounts with a mixture of pride and exasperation
how Molly fired all her helpers while he was out-of-town. Arlene is able to understand
Molly s sometimes difficult behavior as fear in the wake of the loss of many friends and
acquaintances and her coming face-to-face with her own mortality. They can both be
playful with her as when Arlene tells her mother-in-law about a nursing home romance
or Dan teases her about her age. This is a family of strong willed people who are bound
to rub against each other, but who also have great respect for one another.

Changes over Time and Future Expectations
Given Molly’s formerly robust and take-charge nature, no one was prepared for
a dependent elder. Dan recalls how strong, capable, and clear-headed she always was and
how he enjoyed her company. Stating that Molly was was always self-centered, Arlene is
less surprised by the recent changes in her than is Dan. She says, however, that Molly
was never mean or aggressive, as she now appears to be. And although her condition and
mood have changed for the better over the last three months, she is still prone to good
days and bad, depending on her degree of discomfort. Her children are holding their
breath, waiting for her to have a relapse and begin demanding “happy pills” once more.
Molly never imagined herself as being housebound. Now she expects things to
go on much as they are. She envisions no improved level of functioning, but neither does
she expect to need more help in daily living. She says she is lucky to be alive and can live
with some discomfort. On the other hand, Molly has had before her the example of the
dutiful daughter caring for her aging mother. Flo cared for their mom, living with her
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before and after her marriage. Thus, in this family the precedent of children being
responsible to and for their aging parents has been established. It may well be that Molly
takes for granted that she is entitled to the same consideration should she need it. So
despite her overall efforts to stay in charge, fear and discomfort cause her to make
demands on Dan, and in a manner he finds offensive. No one talks about a day when
Molly might not be able to remain at home any longer.
Additional Observations
After the first two interviews, I found myself puzzled by Dan’s telephone hints
that his mother was greatly changed by her recent ailments. I observed how close and
natural they appeared with one another and how quickly I was drawn in by their bantering
humor. I had seldom observed such a “friendship” between mother and son. After the
third interview, I was struck by the difference between my image of Molly and that of the
younger family members. I recalled a similar reaction when I heard Ruth Koski describe
her mother so differently from the way I experienced her. I began to wonder if an
observer can ever understand the strains that the family experiences. What looks like
strength and determination to an outsider, can feel like aggression and manipulation to an
insider. Or can this alternative view become useful in a therapeutic reframe?
I also thought a great deal about the place of daughters-in-law in this family.
Although Molly insisted that she gets on fine with both Arlene and Naomi, there appear
to be some strains in each relationship. Given the unusually close relationship between
Molly and her sons before their marriage, and the outspokenness I observed in her
interactions with Flo, I wondered how both Arlene and Naomi experienced her. Molly
and Dan had a more benign view of their earlier relationship than had Arlene. Perhaps it
is just easier to forgive and forget the injuries of kin than of in-laws; for I sense that Dan
and Molly absolutely believe in the specialness of their family, despite the descriptions of
Ed’s inhospitable behavior and Molly’s litany of grievances against Flo. Moreover, I
believe that I caught a glimpse of that specialness as I observed Molly engaging both Dan
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and Flo at various times. But, I could also imagine how her determination might cause
her to act in ways that others would find irritating, at best, and destructive, at worst. In
any case, the concept of multiple realities is certainly appropriate here.
Summary
The situation in the Rosen family is complex. Molly’s intelligence, vitality,
and determination make life both more satisfying and more difficult for her family. Her
refusal to surrender sometimes causes her to make choices her children see as not in her
own best interests. Yet, somehow, she has managed to triumph over the “experts”. Her
insistence on returning home was obviously the right choice, in hindsight, and no one is
quicker to agree than Dan. And when Molly is able to rise above her physical ailments,
the relationship between mother and son is a beautiful friendship. On the other hand,
Molly s special relationship with her sons has made it difficult for her to establish a
satisfactory relationship with her daughters-in-law. She views them as jealous and at
least one of them sees her as self-centered. When Molly is able to function
independently, this somewhat strained relationship is of relatively minor importance. But
as Molly’s condition demands greater commitments of time and patience, there is reason
to wonder whether she will command the support, affection, and dedication necessary for
a successful transition to this stage of family life .

Postscript
By chance, I met Arlene at a social function about three weeks later. She
informed me that Molly was once more on the “happy pills”, but doing fine otherwise.
She said that Dan was at that moment giving up his Sunday morning to take both Molly
and Flo to a larger city where they could shop for Passover supplies. “And a man who is
good to his mother is also good to his wife,” she sagely observed.

Ihe Grabowski-Mayer Family: ^Who needs me the most?”
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Figure 4 The Grabowski-Mayer Family Genogram

Description of Family
I had begun to despair of ever finding a fourth family, when the hospital social
worker called with a referral to the Grabowskis. Fran Grabowski, an eighty-one year old
woman, currently hospitalized with lymphoma, was about to be discharged. Her
daughter, Sue Mayer, was her main support and the most involved in deciding how best
to help her mother. Fran’s husband, Mike, was still living at home; reliant on Sue and
other family members for help with meals, laundry, chauffeuring, cooking, and cleaning.
Sue has two sisters; Ellen, who lives half the year near her parents and half in Florida,
and Judy, who lives in the Midwest.
The first two sessions took place in Fran’s hospital room. Sue and Mike, as
well as Fran, were present at the first. The third meeting took place in Mike’s house,
though out of his ear-shot. Sue-had suggested this as an easier alternative than my
driving the forty miles to her home.
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Fran Grabowski s condition deteriorated greatly in the interval between the
third and fourth interviews. When I contacted Sue to schedule the fourth meeting she
was unaware of how seriously ill her mother was, informing me only that Fran had been
rehospitalized, but was now back in the nursing home. I suggested driving to Sue’s, both
to save her some late night driving and to include her husband, Bill, in the session. Sue
talked about the changes in her mother, but described them as personality changes and
encouraged me to go ahead with the fifth interview. It was only when I visited Fran for
this interview that I realized she was dying. I felt it wasn’t my place to share this
realization, but I did encourage Sue to consult another doctor, a step she had been
considering anyway. Given Fran’s condition, it made no sense to schedule a conjoint
interview. I had one more phone conversation with Sue during which she informed me
that after asking Fran’s doctor to call in a consultant, he had finally become more
proactive on her behalf. I left town for a few days and on my return found Fran’s
obituary notice in the local newspaper. My last contact with the family was at her wake.
My observations of this period, as well as my reactions to witnessing the death of a
family member are found below.
Our first meeting was a bit awkward in that it took place in the cramped half of
the hospital room where Fran was sitting up in her bed, looking alert, and wearing a
stylish wig (a sign of chemotherapy, I thought). Beside her sat Sue, an attractive younglooking woman. Fran’s husband Mike, a somewhat portly, bald-headed, gentle-looking
man sat at the foot of her bed. It soon became apparent that Michael Grabowski had a
severe hearing loss; one that virtually excluded him from the interview process.
Therefore, my information came primarily from Sue and her mother.
Frances was the most seriously ill of the elders I interviewed and her daughter
expressed the most worry and concern. Although that concern was almost palpable, it
was matched by an equally strong feeling of love, respect, affection, and gratitude. Sue s
recollection of the “little things” her mother had done for her made it clear that they
added up to a great deal in Sue’s mind. Yet, Fran failed to even recall some of the details
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that were so important to Sue, and implied that she had only done what any mother would
do. She appeared to expect no particular recognition or thanks. The relationship here
was less chummy than in the Rosen family, but clearly as deep and meaningful.
Current Family Interactions
Although Mike and Fran Grabowski have three daughters it is Sue who, at
least during the last six months, has had the primary responsibility for looking after Fran,
and to whom Fran admitted feeling closest. During the current illness she phoned her
mother daily and drove the forty miles from her home three times a week, whereas before
Fran s illness she visited twice a month. In addition to the time she spent with Fran, and
running errands with and for her parents, she also devoted many hours to helping her dad
maintain his household. And after she finished doing his cleaning and laundry, she
stayed on to visit and play cards, his favorite pastime. As he appeared to get lonelier, she
stayed later, often arriving home after midnight and arising again at six. As Fran’s
condition worsened. Sue ceased her daily phone calls because her mother’s
unresponsiveness depressed her.
Other contacts were less intense. Ellen visited daily when she was home, ran
errands, did laundry and light housework. However, she is away for six months each
year, and Fran’s recent illness has not altered that. Judy called her mother weekly, came
once a year under ordinary circumstances and every four to six months, during her
illness. Fran saw her grandchildren sporadically, and her great-grandchildren much less
frequently since her hospitalization. Many of Fran’s friends had died, but she maintained
contact with the remaining ones through cards and phone calls.
Among the siblings. Sue and Judy are closest being only one year apart, ten and
eleven years younger, respectively, than Ellen. Although Ellen did a great deal for her
parents during the time she was home, Sue was much angrier with her than with Judy
who visited infrequently. During the third interview she explained that Judy would do
more if she could, whereas she felt Ellen was ungrateful for all the help she had received
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over the years and was being selfish by staying away so long. She was particularly angry
with Ellen for her years of alcoholism and her failure to stop drinking. She found it
difficult to understand how her sister ended up this way since she didn’t fit Sue's picture
of an alcoholic. Her anger was so strong that she couldn’t imagine any normalization of
their relationship.
Over the course of the winter, and as Fran’s condition deteriorated, the rift
between the sisters deepened. The two had not spoken all winter, even when Ellen came
north for a visit. Their only contact occurred when Sue phoned to inform Ellen of Fran’s
rehospitalization. When Ellen offered to keep in touch, Sue discouraged any further
contact. Even Judy began to irritate Sue by asking too many questions about Fran’s care.
Fortunately, Judy s husband, Peter, usually helped the sisters smooth things out.
Although, or perhaps because Sue’s husband, Bill, visited Fran irregularly; it
was he who first noticed the changes in Fran’s behavior that occurred between the third
and fourth interview. Sue described Bill as very supportive of the time she gave to her
parents and that without his encouragement she would “go crazy”. She was able to talk
over her concerns with him, although she admitted that she didn’t tell him everything for
fear he d chide her for attempting too much. Bill perceived his relationship to his wife to
be okay under the circumstances”. Although he described her as sometimes irritable,
she didn’t normally take out her distress on him.
The family members feel a strength in their closeness. Sue attributes it to her
upbringing, “For what my mother’s been to us and my father, too. We’ve been close
since the beginning. Because of the way were brought up - the things they did for us”.
Fran explains, “Susan saw me take care of my parents, now Susan does for me.”

Boundary Issues
The boundaries in this family appear well defined between Sue and Bill and
their parents. The younger couple report feeling accepted by both sides of the family.
Sue reports having been close to her mother-in-law. She views her own parents as
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supportive, but not intrusive. The older couple maintained their own friends and
interests, but were willing to help out as needed. Although Fran would have preferred all
her daughters to remain close by, she accepted the fact that they needed to go where their
husbands could find work.
The situation with Ellen seems less well defined. She married outside the
family s religious and ethnic tradition and in the face of her parents’ strong disapproval.
Yet, she remained close to home and frequently relied on her mother to help her out
during her “binges”. Sue, too, was sometimes called on to help Ellen during these times.
And although Ellen helped her parents when she was up north, Sue believes she did so
grudgingly. She perceives Ellen as owing an enormous debt and being unwilling to repay
it. To borrow from Boszormenyi-Nagy and Sparks (1973), she sees the “loyalty ledger”
as unbalanced.

Family Beliefs and Rules
Fran s experience was that cancer kills. She had not heard many success
stories and did not make a distinction between different types of cancer, such as her own
lymphoma which has a high cure rate. She did not talk about dying, but she slowly put
her affairs in order, nonetheless. She was a woman who had always done what needed to
be done, and continued in this manner. She believed that a woman’s place is with her
husband, and placed no expectations on her children to devote more attention to her. She
had, however, devoted time to her aging parents, taking it not from her husband and
children, but squeezing it in with her other responsibilities and she believed that her
children (or at least Sue) had learned from this example.
Sue helped because she couldn’t imagine doing otherwise. “When they need
help you just do,” she explained. Moreover, she also believed that in each family there is
one child who makes all the effort. No matter how much one does, however, sometimes
nothing is enough to relieve the pain and suffering. In addition, she stated that there is
something special about a parent’s relationship to the first-born child. She believes that
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her parents tolerated and covered up behavior in Ellen that they would never have
tolerated in her or Judy. Her own first-born still lives at home and it is he, she believes,
who is most likely to carry on the family tradition of care-giving. In addition, Sue
expressed very strong feelings about not letting material possessions interfere with family
ties. She can’t understand squabbles over inheritance, and refused to take steps to save
the family homestead in order to avoid even the appearance of greed. For this reason she
rejected her sister Judy’s suggestion that the sisters buy the parental home and allow
Mike and Fran to live there. She feared that should the time come when they were no
longer able to live there, she couldn’t bear to have them think the daughters were moving
them out because they wanted the house. She would rather lose it, than risk their hurt. In
another vein. Sue has learned to be distrustful of doctors. Her experience has shown
them to be inept and unconcerned, at best, as when they ignored Fran’s early symptoms
and chalked them up to “old age”; dishonest and cruel, at worst, as when they withheld or
distorted information and refused to answer her calls. Bill’s experience with his own
mother caused him to share Sue’s belief that doctors are not as interested in and pay less
attention to elderly patients.
Sue and Bill differed in their beliefs about human behavior. Bill thought each
person needed to make his or her own choices. Sue disagreed, believing that family
loyalty demanded certain responses. She could not distance herself from Ellen’s behavior
and believed it had created a permanent schism between them. On the other hand, both
she and Bill believed that if Judy were in closer proximity, she would be as involved in
care-giving as Sue was.
The family members all believed that despite Fran’s increasing
unresponsiveness she was not depressed. They attributed her behavior to organic causes.
At the same time, during Fran’s last few weeks, Sue gradually lost her belief that she
could will her parents back to health if she pushed the system hard enough to cooperate.
She came to the realization that some disabilities can’t be overcome by force of will. She
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also expressed the belief that her parents would never want to be kept alive on lifesupport systems and conveyed that belief to the doctor.
The family homestead had great meaning for this family. It symbolized a hard
won success, wrung from years of back-breaking toil and scrimping. Sue said her father
would never agree to leave his home, no matter how lonely it became. She believed that
the family faced the choice between keeping the homestead and putting Fran in a nursing
home or bringing Fran home and losing the house. She thought that Fran also recognized
this, and was aware that the nursing home, too, was eating away at their savings. She
believed that Fran was troubled as well by the lack of contact with her oldest and
youngest daughters.

Family of Origin Roles and Interactional Patterns
The Grabowskis are Polish-Americans. They have strong family ties. Mike’s
parents died early and Fran and Mike raised nine of his younger siblings. Fran cared for
her own mother, largely without help from her five surviving siblings. She did not resent
this, attributing it to the fact that it was easier for her than for the others. She expressed a
bit more disappointment in Mike’s siblings, who showed little gratitude or appreciation to
Fran and Mike for raising them.
Ellen was the oldest of the children, but grew up with Mike’s siblings to whom
she was closer in age than to her own sisters. She stayed close by even after marriage
and relied on her mother’s help in getting her through her binge periods. Sue perceives
her as selfish and resentful of her younger sisters. She says, furthermore, that she grew
up in Ellen’s shadow and was never allowed the same degree of freedom. She first
described herself as the family trouble-maker, but in a subsequent session assigned the
role to Ellen. Judy was a sickly child, rarely going out, and therefore, rarely causing
trouble.
Fran didn’t mention Ellen’s problems and referred to all her daughters as “good
kids”. Despite her heavy responsibilities working on the farm and outside, she apparently
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made time for her children, taking them on outings and cooking special foods. Mike was
not interested in the children’s activities and thus encouraged Fran’s independence.
According to Sue, her mother took the dominant role in the family and Mike made no
decisions without her.
As the children matured, they never asked for help according to Fran. She and
Mike gave each child a wedding and once sent Judy some money, unsolicited, after an
emergency. Fran also said that she and Mike hadn’t had to ask for help from their
children. From this, I inferred that Fran equated “help” with “monetary assistance”.
Bill and Sue both felt readily accepted by their in-laws, attributing this to the
fact that each had married within the Polish tradition. There was never any reluctance or
resistance from either side. Sue was especially close to Bill’s mother before her illness.
After her illness she was cared for by a son and daughter who lived close by.
Sue spent many years as a homemaker and only got a job at Bill’s behest. He
said he wanted her occupied in order to lessen her demands on him to tackle household
remodeling jobs. Now her job has become very important to her. She, unlike her mother,
keeps her money in a separate account from Bill’s.
Both Sue and Bill described their sons as easier going than their daughters. Sue
said that her older daughter was especially strong-willed and so much like Ellen that “it
scares me”. Bill admitted that he and his daughters like to drink and that the boys do not.

Current Conflicts and Past Difficulties
Prior to Fran’s illness, the family members had not been openly conflictual with
one another. Sue had carried shame and resentment against Ellen for many years, but
kept it under control until she felt unsupported by this sister to whom she believed the
family had given so much. She believed that Ellen should have known that she was
needed without having to be asked. Although she had thus far avoided a direct
confrontation, she had reacted by shutting Ellen out of her life.
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Sue also felt in conflict with the medical specialists much of the time. She
thought that the doctors gave up on her parents too soon and she had, in the past,
repeatedly and successfully challenged medical personnel to raise their expectations.
Most recently she had been caught between the social worker’s assessment that Fran
could return home with help, and the hospital’s assessment that she needed a higher level
of care.

Current Concerns
Over the course of this study the family member’s areas of concern shifted in
accordance with the drastic changes in Fran. Just after Fran’s move from the hospital to a
nursing home, she expressed concern as to what would happen to Mike in her absence.
Much as she wanted to go home, she worried about the cost of home care and opted, at
least temporarily, for the nursing home as a less costly, though less desirable situation.
Sue became concerned that if her mother remained in the nursing home for too
long she would “lose it” and deteriorate to the point of never being able to return home.
She worried about how Mike was managing without the partner on whom he had relied
all these years. She feared that her parents, after years of scrimping and saving, would
lose all their savings, including their home, in medical expenses. Finally, Sue was
concerned about the future of her relationship with Ellen and whether or not she would be
able to maintain civil contact with her. She expressed relief that her own children were
grown and not reliant on her.
As Fran failed to rally, Sue’s concerns shifted. Fearing that Mike would one
day be forced to leave his home either because of physical infirmity or financial reasons,
she began to fret even more about his loneliness and his inability to look after his house.
She worried about how she would handle Fran’s death and even more about her sister
Judy’s reaction. Sue also began to think about her own old age and expressed the desire
to die rather than experience what her mother had in the way of pokings, proddings,
humiliations, and the general loss of dignity that often accompanies institutionalization.
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She became repeatedly upset by the doctors’ inattentiveness to worrisome symptoms and
angry at being told things were normal when she believed they clearly were not.
Throughout this saga, Sue had concerns about the quality of medical care her mother was
receiving. Yet she was unable to be as confrontive as she felt, fearing that she would be
unable to replace the current doctor with another. She was caught between her doubts
and her perception of limited options. She also expressed the desire that, in their turn, her
children provide care out of a sense of willingness, rather than obligation.
Bill evinced concern for his older son’s future. He would like to see him marry
or at least have some non-work related interests. However, he sees no reason to force
him out of the house only to live alone. Of much more minor concern are the unfinished
remodeling projects that have been put on hold since Fran’s illness.
Pleasures and Supports
Fran expressed comfort in the knowledge that Mike was being looked after by
his children and sister and the good friends who visited and chauffeured him. She clearly
felt supported by her daughter Sue. She also enjoyed a few simple pleasures such as
pictures and visits from her grandchildren.
Bill derived pleasure from his Sunday ski trips and an anticipated combination
business and pleasure trip to California with Sue. He mentioned how much they enjoy
vacations to tropical islands, but seemed very accepting of the fact that they had not had
such a trip for eighteen months.
Sue’s job was her “salvation” and the support of her co-workers was extremely
important to her during this period. She was also bolstered by the support she received
from her husband and the knowledge that her children were self-reliant. In addition,
when she saw Fran having a good day she felt elated. Most poignantly, she often got a
real lift from little things such as Mike making an effort to lighten her load just a bit by
sweeping the floor. Although she agreed that she could use a support group, she felt she
couldn’t spare the time it would take from her frenetic routine. Perhaps her greatest
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support came from her sense of satisfaction at “having been there” though this was
mitigated by the wish that she could do even more.
Power and Loss
This family seems less beset by loss issues. Mike and Fran still had most of
their siblings. Fran recalled that since her retirement twenty years ago the couple had
made new friends. Although many of the men in their circle had died and Mike had lost
his card pals, Fran still had telephone and mail contact with her friends, one of whom
continued to visit frequently. She said she didn’t feel lonely. The biggest losses seemed
to be in the area of physical ability. Mike had lost most of his hearing and Fran the use of
her right hand. With Mike s loss of card-playing friends, hearing ability, and, more
recently, the companionship of his wife, he seems more vulnerable to loss issues than
Fran at this time.
Fran had always been the decision maker in the family according to her
daughter, Sue. And when it came time for Fran to leave the hospital the family left the
decision as to where to go in her hands. Financial considerations caused her to choose the
nursing home over returning to her own home with round-the-clock help. Thus, within
the limitations of her physical ability, she remained in control of her life nearly to the
end.

Changes over Time and Future Expectations
Of the four families directly involved in the study, the Grabowskis experienced
the most change between the third and fourth interview. Fran had been rehospitalized,
diagnosed as having a reaction to a CAT scan as well as a possible blood clot. Upon
return to the nursing home it was noticed that she had become indifferent to all that went
on, was refusing to eat, and was responding only with monosyllabic language. She acted
surly and depressed. Finally, she began sleeping for most of the day. Her daughter, Sue,
underwent a corresponding change. She began to have difficulty sleeping, started
drinking too much, felt shaky on the inside, and believed herself to be “falling off the
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edge”. At the same time, she appeared less tearful, attributing this to the realization that
there would be “no good outcome to all this”. As Fran continued to decline, Sue
gradually lost her belief that her mother could recover by force of will. And finally, the
family experienced the ultimate change, Fran’s death which came rather quickly after a
secondary cancer was discovered. At the conclusion of this study the family was
beginning to experience the changes that occur after the loss of a family member when
decisions about the future of the survivors need to be made.
After Fran s death, Sue anticipated continued care-giving to her dad, as well as
a battle with Ellen over keeping him at home as long as possible. If it were up to Ellen
he’d be put on the “funny farm”, she said and related that her sister was already talking
about disconnecting his freezer in preparation for moving him out. In her own old age
she expects her sons to be more involved in her care than her daughters.
Additional Observations
Sue was highly enmeshed with her parents during this time. Her emotions
went up and down with Fran’s moods. When Fran was feeling hopeful, Sue was elated,
when Fran was feeling poorly, Sue was tearful and upset. She felt herself more and more
teetering on the brink” and became frightened at the signs she saw in herself of
forgetting or not noticing things around her.
She felt no bitterness toward her parents, but resented her sister for being so
distant, physically and emotionally. Ellen, she related, told a friend that she was torn
between being with her mother and being with her husband. When the friend responded
that Ellen’s mother needed her more at present, Ellen answered, “No, I belong with my
husband.” Sue continued her narration, “So I went home and said to my husband, ‘I hope
I don’t hurt your feelings, but you’re not first with me. If my mother was (sic) sick and
you were healthy, I’d be with her. If you were sick and she was (sic) healthy, I’d be with
you. My feeling is whoever needs me for the time is where I should be.’”
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Sue undoubtedly experienced great stress. But her reactions regarding her
parents did not appear inappropriate. She cared deeply for them and had found that it
required great vigilance to attain proper care. She felt no conflict about what she was
doing. Bill, if not actively engaged himself, supported her efforts as she described, “I
wouldn t complain about him (spending time caring for his parents) and he hasn’t about
me, thank God.” In fact, during the third interview, she reported that she was doing
better and feeling less reactive. It was the relationship to Ellen that caused her to feel
anger and resentment. She stated Ellen’s attitude as, “She bitches about mom and
believes she’s exaggerating her ills.” Sue never challenged her sister’s assessment that
Fran was only looking for sympathy. After a diagnosis of lymphoma was made, Sue felt
angry at Ellen for her callousness and indifference. She may also have been angry at
herself for not having intervened sooner.

Summary
This family experienced the best and worst of possibilities during the last six
months. They witnessed the slow decline and ultimate death of a beloved parent. In the
course of her decline, Fran endured physical pain, removal from her familiar
surroundings, the knowledge that her life savings were being used up, and the sometimes
depersonalized handling by institutional staff. Her husband lost his life-long companion,
counselor, and helpmate. Sue lost her mother despite her best efforts to marshall all the
medical attention she could. She also faced an open rift with her sister as a result of long¬
standing differences brought to a head by the current crisis. Nevertheless, there were
some positive outcomes as well. Mike and Fran both had the assurance that they would
be cared for and would not be abandoned as they grew needier. They felt the support of
their daughter, a sister, friends, as well as grandchildren to a lesser degree. Sue drew
closer to her dad as she attempted to make up for some of his lost companionship. She
was able to sort out her priorities regarding time, money, loyalty, etc. She felt supported
by her younger sister, her co-workers, her children, her aunts, and her husband. And she
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had the satisfaction of knowing she had been there when needed and done what she
could.

Personal Comments
When I undertook this study I had intellectually recognized the possibility that I
could lose some subjects through lack of interest or energy, even through death.
However, once I actually began working with the families their involvement seemed so
solid and the condition of the elders seemed, at least for the short term, so nonlifethreatening that I no longer considered it a real possibility that a participant would die. I
had wanted to get to know Fran better, not just for research purposes, but because she
seemed so worth knowing. I felt personally bereaved as well as saddened for the family.
I also felt a sense of unease as I considered my role as observer in this family. Heretofore
I had been comfortable with my position, even seeing it as beneficial to the families who
appeared to want to talk about their experiences. Now, however, the idea of recording
the family’s “experience” felt more like exploitation. And although Sue expressed
gratitude for the opportunity to have talked with me, this unease never quite dissipated as
the family’s pain and my gain seem so inextricably related.
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CHAPTER V

DATA ANALYSIS: COMPARISON ACROSS FAMILIES

Introduction

In this chapter the families are compared and contrasted according to most of
the catagories which were used in the previous chapter. Some categories such as
description of family” have been omitted since the data conveyed in them is for the
purpose of informing the reader rather than for analysis. In addition, some categories that
were suggested, either by the literature or by the data itself have been added.

Categories
Family Constellation
The four families who let me share their experience all contained a dependent
mother with at least two children. Two of the dependent elders were living with their
husbands; two were living alone. All of them were reliant on children and sometimes
other relatives for help with activities they had previously managed alone. The elders
ranged in age from seventy-seven to eighty-five. The adult children were all in their
fifties, except for Ellen and Joe, in their early sixties. All of them were married and had
adult children, and sometimes grandchildren, of their own. In two of the families the
primary caregiver was a daughter, in one it was a son, and in the fourth it was a daughterin-law and a son. In two (three if alcoholism is considered a physical illness) of the
families, one of the adult children was also beset with physical problems.

Changes Over Time
The four families exhibit a range of positions along the spectrum of change, from
the Peters family with a long-standing chronic condition to the Grabowski-Mayer family
which experienced the fatal and somewhat precipitous decline of the dependent elder. In
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between these two poles the Cousins-Koski and the Rosen families dealt with more
variable conditions. In the case of Molly Rosen the ups and downs occurred with shorter
frequency and less extremity than for Rose Cousins. Molly’s variability cycle altered
sometimes from week to week as she alternately became complaining and angry or
cheerful and content. For Rose Cousins the ups and downs were more extreme and over
a longer time period. She exhibited severely delusional and agressive behavior for a
period of many weeks before a change in medication resulted in a return to more usual
behavior.

Current Family Interactions
The patterns of family interaction were fairly stabilized in all four families. In
each of the families at least one member had taken on the major burden of responsibility
for the dependent elder and those family members that had been most involved tended to
remain in that position irrespective of any ups and downs in the condition of the elder.
The elder’s condition, however, appeared to provoke changes in the amount and tone of
contact. For example, in the Rosen family, although Dan continued his daily calls to
Molly no matter what her mood, he tended to talk longer and visit more frequently when
she was feeling better. The more peripheral members of the family such as
granddaughter, Judy, withdrew more as Molly became more difficult. In the CousinsKoski family Ruth continued to be Rose’s major support. However, as Rose became
more reliant and demanding, Ruth attempted to include her brother more in the care¬
giving role and he cooperated in this effort. In the Grabowski-Maver family Sue
continued to be the major burden bearer. Fran’s decline brought different reactions from
her other daughters. Ellen removed herself, insisting there was nothing she could do;
whereas Judy, frustrated with being so far away, began to bombard Sue with endless
questions concerning her mother’s care and condition. In the case of the Peters family,
Janet and Chuck had been and continued to be their parents’ mainstays throughout
Elaine’s progressive decline. Henry’s involvement, though always peripheral, increased
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or decreased depending largely on his current wife’s commitment and, as Chuck had
recently dicovered, on how much he was consulted. John’s involvement had lessened as
the phsical distance to his parents’ home had increased. Both he and Henry were much
more ready to provide financial support than day-to-day attention.
Another factor in each of the families was the number of people involved in
supportive services. Elaine Peters received daily assistance from her husband, her oldest
son, as well as from her daughter-in-law, Janet. In addition, sister-in-law, Gloria, could
be relied upon in Chuck and Janet’s absence. Molly Rosen felt she could rely on her
sisters, Flo and Iris, as well as on Dan. In addition, grandson, Richard, could be pressed
into service in Dan’s absence. Sue Grabowski-Maver and Ruth Cousins-Koski. on the
other hand, were almost the sole supports for their mothers. In Sue’s case her sisters
were either unwilling or unable to be more helpful. In Ruth’s situation, her brother and
sister-in-law were more than willing, but her mother was insistent on accepting help only
from Sue. As a result, in the Peters and Rosen families, the main caregivers could
occasionally get away for some respite, knowing that other family members could and
would take over temporarily. In the Grabowski-Maver and Cousins-Koski families the
main care-givers could not so easily leave the scene.
In each family the members had explanations for why the primary caregiving
responsibilities had evolved as they had. The Peters family considered it only natural that
Chuck and Janet be the main supports since they lived nearby. But they also understood
that Henry, no matter what his physical distance, would never have been cast in this role.
According to family myth, he had been distanced from the family as a result of his
experience in the Marine Corps. John was thought to be hampered by living the furthest
from the family homestead, but everyone agreed that had he lived closer, he would have
been more involved. In the Cousins-Koski and Rosen families, the absent child was
excused less because of physical distance, and more because of ill-health. Neither Joe
nor Ed could be counted on because they each had other problems with which to contend.
In the Grabowski-Maver family, Sue and Bill believed that it was only distance that was
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hindering Judy; whereas it was selfishness that prevented Ellen from taking a greater role.
Sue was, thus, the only adult child to assign blame to an absent sibling for not taking a
more equitable share of the responsibility. All the siblings accepted the fact that physical
distance was a reasonable excuse for not being more involved. In none of the families
was there any squabbling over financial affairs. Perhaps this was due to the fact that the
elders in this study were financially independent, although there were concerns regarding
the financial future of the Grabowskis and possibly the Peters.
In all the families an adult child was seen as the prime support, although in the
Peters family Charles, with help from Janet, still provided much of the daily care.
Siblings were next important in providing support. Adult grandchildren were more or
less peripheral. Great grandchildren were often a source of pleasure, but the contact was
generally infrequent.
Elaine Peters looked forward to Stella’s regular visits and Charles received a
great deal of support from his youngest sister, Gloria. They seldom saw their
grandchildren at all, save for occasional visits from Chuck and Janet’s children, whose
lifestyle they confessed to not understanding anyway. Elaine was happiest visiting at
Janet’s when her great grandson was there. On the other hand, she had not yet seen her
newest great grandchild six weeks after his birth.
The pattern was similar for Molly Rosen. She derived a great deal of physical
and psychological support from her sisters. Her contact with Dan’s children was
substantially less and with Ed’s children almost non-existent. She, too, professed
difficulty in understanding her granddaughters’ life styles. However, she derived
considerable pleasure from visits with her great-grandson.
Fran Grabowski was comforted by the knowledge that her sister-in-law was
helping Mike remain at home and enjoyed her visits as well as those of her siblings. Her
grandchildren ranged in age from adult to grammar school age. She seemed to enjoy
visits from all of them, but found the hospital and nursing home environment
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unconducive to entertaining young ones. The older grandchildren were seen as
concerned and supportive, but busy with their own lives.
Rose Cousins had no living siblings on whom to rely. She enjoyed visits from
her grandchildren, but they were largely too occupied with their own families and careers
to be in regular contact with her. Her great grandaughter gave her a good deal pleasure,
but largely in the abstract since she seldom saw her and wasn’t willing to visit Joe even
for the opportunity to increase this contact.
In sum, although the configurations were different in each family, some patterns
were similar across families. In each family one child or couple were the primary
supports of the elder, even when a spouse was present. Distance and illness were
acceptable reasons for less involvement. Siblings played an important role and
grandchildren were somewhat less central. Very young children were a morale booster.
In other areas, no patterns emerged. Sibling order played no role in the
assignment of primary care-giver roles. Chuck Peters and Dan Rosen were the oldest
sons. Ruth Cousins-Koski was the younger daughter and Sue Grabowski-Maver was the
middle daughter. In this small sample only one family had children of both sexes. In the
Cousins-Koski family the daughter assumed the care-giving role, but the family attributed
this to Joe’s distance and health rather than to gender. Ruth, however, asserted that Rose
tended to rely more on her even when Joe lived closer and despite Rose’s alleged belief
that it is the son who should bear the primary responsibility for the parents.
In the two families that had only male children, there was one son willing to
take on the primary burden. In the Peters family, Chuck was quick to say that Janet
shared at least as much of the onus as he did. Such was not the case in the Rosen family,
however. Molly saw very little of Arlene and relied on her for neither physical nor
emotional support. In the families where the daughters were the prime care-givers, the
sons-in-law played different roles. Jack Koski was involved in doing household jobs and
taking his mother-in-law places, but was highly resentful and critical of Rose. Bill Mayej
was emotionally supportive, but gave Sue little physical assistance.
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The family with only female children was the most divided in terms of who
should provide what kind of care. Although Sue Grabowski-Maver admitted that she had
always felt closer to Judy, the rift with Ellen only developed during Fran’s illness. Under
the tension and resentment of providing all of Fran’s care while Ellen vacationed in
Florida, there emerged old hostilies about Ellen’s childhood selfishness, alcoholism and
exploitation of family members. The Grabowski family provides an example of Sparks
and Brody’s (1970) assertion that this stage of family life is a crucible in which all the old
family conflicts can be rekindled.
In none of the other three families did the relationship between the siblings
appear to deteriorate as the level of stress increased. In fact, in the Cousins-Koski family,
Ruth began to feel more supported by her brother than she had previously. Although she,
like Sue, was ten years younger than her older sibling and had not had a close childhood
relationship, she also reported no resentment about Joe’s behavior as child or adult. Dan
Bi?.sen reported feeling very close to Ed and still regretted their current distance, literal
and figurative. Chuck Peters had always felt closer to John than to Henry, but appeared
to have no anger toward Henry. He understood him to be different and accepted that.
Although Ed and Henry had, for some years, been more distant, and in some ways caused
their families some pain, neither of them had shamed the family in the way that Ellen did
and the family members blamed neither Henry or Ed. Rather they blamed the Marines or
the illness. However, Sue Grabowski-Maver placed the blame for Ellen’s
underinvolvement on her selfishness and irresponsibility. This study suggests that locus
of blame may be tied to the quality of earlier relationships and may explain why sibling
relationships generate so much heat in some cases and not others.

Boundaries Issues
The Peters family appears to have the most clearly defined boundaries in all areas;
marital, sibling, and intergenerational. Chuck and Henry agree that Elaine had been a
good mother. From the time that the children married, the relationship between the
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parents and their sons’ wives had been congenial. The daughters-in-law expressed
affection for Elaine and, in Janet’s case, a deep emotional tie going back at least ten years
prior to her marriage. All members of the family agreed that there was a general policy
of support, but non-interference.
A similar situation appears to hold in the Grabowski-Maver family. Although
Fran describes how she and Mike had their own interests and the children had theirs, it is
evident that Sue perceives her mother as having been there for her in all the essential
ways. After her marriage, she and Bill felt acceptance from both sides of the family.
They attribute this to the fact that they each married within their family’s ethnic tradition.
Judy, too, married a man of Polish background. Only Ellen defied the family and married
a man from a different ethnic and religious background. This clearly upset Fran and
Mike who made it clear to the two younger children that the same behavior would not be
tolerated from then. Once the children complied with this request, there was no further
interference in their adult lives. Currently, both Sue and Judy appear more willing to be
involved in the care of an aging parent. Moreover, their spouses are viewed as supportive
of their wives’ efforts, though not directly involved themselves.
The other two families exhibit less well-defined boundaries. In the case of both
the Rosens and the Cousins-Koskis the elder was widowed either long before, or just
after, the marriage of the children. And there was cross generational tension from the
earliest days of the marriage. Molly Rosens only complaint about her sons is that they
had too many girl-friends and seems to have experienced some difficulty in sharing them.
She felt from the beginning that Arlene did not understand her “special” relationship to
her sons. With Naomi the tension appears to have arisen only after the birth of her son,
but it has persisted over the years. More than twenty years later Ed continues to ask his
mother’s advice about nearly everything and often “cries like a baby” when he speaks
with her. Dan comes to visit regularly without his wife. The situation is further
complicated by the fact that Dan worked as a colleague with his parents, being on a firstname basis with them and later taking over the business. Molly considers it her right to
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be kept informed of business matters and insists that Arlene’s role in the firm is in no way
to be compared with her own. Despite the fact that both sons sometimes appear very
close to their mother, they have also maintained strong spousal unions. Dan and Arlene
clearly have a mutually respectful, supportive, loving relationship. Less is known about
the quality of Ed s relationship to his wife, but even Molly agrees that as close as he is to
her, he does not talk to her about his family life and she does not ask. My impression is
one of a family in which mother and sons were unusually close and colleaguial. Some
natural tension was produced as each shifted loyalties to a new woman, but the ties to
Molly remained strong. Molly tried to accept the inevitability of her sons turning to their
wives and determined to respect the spousal boundaries. However, old patterns die hard
and sometimes not at all. She is a lively, alert, fun woman when feeling well. It is not
surprising that her sons would continue to value her company and advice, even as they
value that of their wives. Unfortunately, the attempt to respect boundaries produces
tension, despite everyone’s best efforts.
1° the Cousins-Koski family the boundaries are still less clear. Ruth and Jack
moved in with the recently widowed Rose shortly after their marriage. The spousal
subsystem never had time to form. Sue says she barely knew Jack before she married
him and became pregnant soon after. Jack’s job required him to be away all week and
home only on weekends. Rose not only came between the couple, but attempted to take
over a great deal of the parenting, as well. For a time after the couple moved to their own
place, things appeared better. Rose was occupied with a job and with visiting her
children and grandchildren. She was still living in familiar surroundings where she knew
everyone, walked everywhere, and was generally independent. The pattern of family
interaction, however, had been created. Jack says he felt from the beginning that Rose
viewed him as peripheral to the family and as unecessarily occupying Ruth’s attention.
The couples’ dysfunctional sexual patterns had also been established. Ruth, fearing
pregnancy and being unable to shed her “Catholic view that sex is evil”, avoided any kind
of intimacy. When Rose, at Ruth’s and Jack’s urging, left her familiar surroundings to
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enter senior housing, she lost all remaining community ties. Ruth, feeling guilty about
having encouraged the move, and seeking an excuse to avoid intimacy with Jack, allowed
herself to become her mother’s sole reason for existing. She, herself, says that she has
created a monster she doesn’t know how to slay. As a result there is deep resentment
between Rose and Jack, each seeing the other as an unnecessary or even destructive
distraction from the desired relationship with Ruth. For her part Ruth feels perpetually
guilty about her inability to satisfy either one and her resentment of both.
The foregoing suggests that clarity of boundaries may be closely correlated
with the family’s ability to accept the changes that occur at this stage. The Peters family,
with the clearest boundaries, has the least trouble redefining roles. The Cousins family,
with the least well-defined boundaries has the most difficulty. The other two families fall
somewhere in-between.

Family Beliefs and Rules
The families have differing beliefs about the illness of the elder. In the case of the
Peters and Grabowski-Maver families, there is no doubt in anyone’s mind that Elaine’s
and Fran’s illnesses have an organic cause. Therefore, although they find it difficult to
deal with the elder’s fear and misery, they can feel empathy rather than hostility. In the
case of Rose Cousins and Molly Rosen, the younger family members doubt the severity
of the elder’s illness. Molly is seen to be manufacturing her pain and condition as a way
to get attention and “happy pills”. Rose is seen as unnecessarily frightened and
withdrawing. Ruth is convinced that Rose could go out, travel, and socialize more. She
is, therefore, resentful of her mother’s refusal to spend time with Joe and relieve her of
some of the anxiety of care-giving.
All the family members share a loyalty to their elders. Dan Rosen talks about
how one can’t abandon them no matter how difficult they become. Sue GrabowskiMaver frets over each day Fran has to remain in a nursing home and chafes at the thought
that Ellen feels so little loyalty and gratitude for all she has received. Chuck Peters
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expresses anger at his parents’ own lack of responsibility toward their parents and finds it
impossible to do less than he does. Ruth Cousins-Koski admits that she and her mom
have never had much in common, but she can’t imagine abandoning her or even refusing
to do all she does.
The family members however, have differing beliefs on how to deal with their
elders. Janet and Chuck Peters have come to believe that the best way to help elders is to
help them help themselves. Dan Rosen accepts this dictum to a degree. He tries to find
the help Molly needs to stay at home, but is resigned to the reality of her insisting on
going it alone. Ruth Cousins-Koski’s and Sue Grabowski-Maver’s way of helping is to
do as much as possible for the elder. Sue also found herself hounding medical personnel
and staff to do more for her parents. Jack Koski’s preferred style is to say whatever the
elder wants to hear, but then to do as he likes. Arlene Rosen appears to work indirectly
also. She doesn’t openly ask Molly about her drug use, but keeps her eyes open for signs
and searches out possible new prescriptions. Bill Mayer shares Sue’s belief that the
medical profession is underconcerned when it comes to elders and supports her efforts in
spirit, without getting personally involved.
The elders, in turn, have differing beliefs on how to deal with their children.
Elaine and Charles Peters believe it wrong for parents to ask help of their children,
though they believe it is all right to accept help that is freely offered. Rose Cousins
believes it is only natural for a daughter to make sacrifices for her mother. Fran
Grabowski and Molly Rosen prefer to be independent, but will ask for help when they
believe they need it.
Chuck and Janet Peters deny their indispensibility believeing that after they are
gone, they will leave no hole in the fabric of the family. Sue Grabowski-Maver and Ruth
Cousins-Koski both appear to feel that the elder would fall apart without them. They
expend exhausting amounts of energy in trying to keep the elders satisfied. Dan Rosen
does his best to please Molly, but when he finds he can do nothing right, he distances
himself until she becomes more civil again.
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Three of the families express strongly negative beliefs about nursing homes.
Molly Rosen is adamant about how dreadful, how controlling, and how depressing they
are. Although willing to use them when necessary, Dan shares her antipathy, citing them
as dreadful places for someone who is mentally competent. Sue Grabowski-Mave.r along
with her mother, accepted the necessity for nursing home placement, but viewed it as a
temporary measure until Fran was able to return home. She was convinced that a stay of
longer than one month would lead to a permanent decline and was distressed when Fran
was unable to leave after thirty days. She was also upset by the many ways in which she
saw the home stripping Fran of her dignity, citing a range of things from the ways in
which they handled her body to the lack of sensitivy toward her personal sense of
hygiene. Ruth Cousins-Koski is less specific about the details, but is equally reluctant to
commit her mother to an institution. She repeatedly describes her conflict in knowing
that she can’t live with Rose, but also can’t, in good conscience, consign her to a nursing
home. Rose, herself, expresses a fear of becoming mentally deficient and ending up in
such a place. Only the Peters family (with the exception of Charles) views a nursing
home as an acceptable, even a desirable, option for Elaine. They cite Elaine’s desire for
company and her contentment on prior occasions as proof of her potential for happiness
in a home. They also envision continued daily contact with her. Elaine, herself, seems
very open to the idea, citing Charles’s objections with a degree of disappointment.
Charles is just as clear as to the negative effects of institutionalization. He believes in the
“use it or lose it” principle and sees entering a home as the first step on the road to
decline.

Family of Origin Roles and Interactional Patterns
Varying amounts of information were available on family of origin patterns. The
Peters family seemed most informed and talkative on this topic. In fact, Janet s family
history is tied to Chuck’s as far back as the friendship of their grandfathers. Despite
many shared experiences, her family’s behavior with regards to elders is different than
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the Peters . Whereas Chuck is disappointed in his own parents’ behavior as caregivers,
Janet s side is described as generous and caring. He, accordingly, takes his cue from his
wife s family rather than his own in deciding to look after Elaine and Charles. Elaine had
always expressed a decided preference for the company of her own family rather than
Charles’s. Chuck did not share this preference, professing a fondness for his paternal
grandfather and for his aunts and uncles, especially Carl. In some measure his attitudes
have been influenced as much by these relatives, and by his in-laws, as by his parents.
The Rosen family, too, is well-informed about their family of origin, although
Molly volunteered less information than the Peters did. She described a very traditional
home with gender specific roles for each parent. Although she considered her parents’
relationship ideal and hoped for the same for herself, Molly ended up leading a very
different life from that of her mother. Her marriage was a good one, but her role was
much less gender defined. She ran the home and raised two sons, but she also
successfully ran a business, bought a house, travelled by herself, etc. Her sister, Iris, also
had a career. Even Flo, who seemed most traditional, was persuaded by financial
necessity to get a job which she then happily kept until she retired. Thus all three sisters
held jobs outside the home at a time when women tended to do so only in the direst of
circumstances. In addition, Flo took care of their mother, even after her marriage. Thus
there is a precedent for Dan’s convictions about not abandoning elders.
In the Cousins-Koski case, family of origin information is much harder to come
by. Rose’s mother had been divorced at least once, possibly twice, in a time when such
things were disapproved of. As a result, the family was reluctant to discuss the past and
Ruth remembers hearing almost nothing about her maternal grandmother. Her
grandfather made erratic appearances at his own convenience and in his own flamboyant
style. Her major impression of him is that he was selfish and self-centered. She
associates lots of Rose’s behaviors with his. Rose discloses few details from her
childhood. It isn’t clear whether she doesn’t remember or she doesn’t wish to. It is
evident that early on she became self-reliant and began working outside the home before
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the age of thirteen. She was not involved in care-giving for either parent, though she
expresses some distress about the fact that her father died alone and ill-fed, in a rooming
house. Ruth is, therefore, not acting out of any sense of prior example when she takes on
the responsibility for Rose’s welfare, but out of a more personal sense of “right and
wrong”.
Fran Grabowski’s life was devoted to care-giving. She raised most of Mike’s
siblings and her own children, and was the only one of the siblings to look after her
mother. Both she and Sue believe that she set an example for the family. Sue, however,
gives an equally strong indication that she acts out of appreciation for what her parents
gave to her and because she can’t imagine doing otherwise. Furthermore, she states that
she hopes her children will act out of desire rather than dictum.
In the Peters family Elaine was considered to be a “good mom” and the boys were
all “good boys”. Chuck believes he was closest to his father and John to his mother.
Henry was a more distant child who is said to have borrowed money and not repaid it.
John was the son who repeatedly destroyed his mother’s cars in drunken driving
accidents only to be granted another chance with a new car. Chuck apparently never
drank or asked for anything from either parent. As he grew older he maintained ties with
many of the older family members, believing that his aunts and uncles were the best parts
of his family. He was supported in this behavior by Janet who seems to have the same
values. At present Henry appears the most financially secure, followed by John whom
the family believe is on the verge of “something big”. Chuck, after his failed business
venture with John, seems the least financially secure, though able to make a living. It is
Chuck, and then John, who are closest and most involved in the care-giving. Henry is
very forthcoming with monetary support, but is less willing to provide care or be in
regular contact with his parents.
Ruth and Joe Cousins are ten years apart and each grew up more or less as an only
child. Ruth has no memories of shared childhood experiences with her brother. Rose
says that neither of her children gave her any trouble. Ruth recalls having little in
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common with her mom, but being the one to whom her mother turned when she needed
anything. Joe started out by living next door to his parents, but eventually moved first a
few miles and eventually over one hundred miles away. Gene apparently tried to provide
for Rose s future by encouraging the newly married Ruth and Jack to move in with them.
They refused, but relented when Gene died. Thus the pattern of looking after Rose was
established early as she became triangled into the spousal subsytem. She has been there
ever since. Jack’s role has been passive. His style is to not rock the boat. He at first
dissented in the move to Rose’s, but then relented. With his own dad he was never
openly in disagreement, but would quietly do as he pleased. For years he has resented his
mother-in-law’s role in his marriage, but has accepted it as inevitable. His most active
intervention occurred recently, when he informed his brother-in-law of Ruth’s feelings of
desperation. His hope was to get Joe to do what he, himself, has not been able to do,
namely loosen the bond between his mother-in-law and his wife.
Molly Rosen loved the role of mom and laughs with pure joy at the memory of
those days when her boys were young. She can’t comprehend mothers who feel
estranged from their children. She says the boys were never a problem, though Dan
remembers a time when Ed refused to be separated from her long enough to attend
school. He corroborates his mother’s view that both of them were good students, good
athletes, and each other’s best friends. His dad coached their ball team and later Dan
began a lifelong work association with both his parents. He considered them as friends
and called them by their given names. Ed was not enthralled by the business and made it
clear that he desired a different career. Nevertheless, out of loyalty to Dan, he stuck it out
for a crucial two year period, helping out his brother after their dad died. It was also Ed
who persuaded Molly to sell her business to Dan when he desperately wanted to run it
himself. She agreed to this despite her own love of the work. Dan thus remained closely
tied to home and family, while Ed moved away and took up a professional career.
Nevertheless, he remained his mother’s confidante. While Dan oversaw the nuts and
bolts” of Molly’s life, Ed was the soother and listener. The pattern remains today. Dan is
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there to see that Molly has everything she needs materially. He calls daily, jokes with her
when she s up, fights with her when she’s down, and worries about how she manages her
household. Ed calls and cries about his own difficulties and listens as Molly unburdens
herself. He rarely visits, never invites her, but by Molly’s own admission, is better at
understanding how to handle her. She consistently refers to him as “my Edward” in
contrast to Dan or, occasionally, “Danny” for her older son.
There is also a big gap in age between some of the siblings in the Grabowski
family. Sue and Judy are ten and eleven years younger, respectively, than Ellen. They
were always closer and viewed Ellen more as part of the gang of Mike’s siblings with
whom she was raised. Sue describes Ellen as spoiled, selfish, and resentful of her sisters
and views her as having given her parents a lot of heartache by drinking and marrying
outside their religion. She has tried unsuccessfully to come to terms with Ellen’s
alcoholism while maintaining a cordial, if not intimate, relationship. She and Judy
continue to be close to one another. The strain of recent events, however, has taken its
toll on both sibling relationships. With Judy it takes the form of a minor irritation. With
Ellen it has developed into a nearly total absence of communication with no expectation
of resolution. Thus the current crisis appears to have exaggerated and exacerbated the
previous alliances and rifts.

Conflicts and Past Difficulties
The families in this study differ in conflictual styles. The Peters family is not
openly conflictual. Family members have differences, but tend to accept them without
confrontation. Chuck knows that Henry disapproves of some of his actions, but neither
confronts him nor bears a grudge. The children perceive their father as stubborn, but
continue to support his wishes to keep Elaine at home. They all find Elaine difficult
company, but put up with her within their individual levels of tolerance. Charles has no
regular contact with those siblings with whom he doesn’t see eye to eye, but the family
keeps up the appearance of cordiality long enough to be able to get together for family
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gatherings and celebrations. There are no hidden resentments and no cut-offs between
family members. The sons and their wives seem united in their current course of action
and in their expectations for the future. In addition, each of the sons seems, currently, to
be in a stable, supportive marriage. Janet and Chuck appear to be a particularly
harmonious couple.
The Cousins-Koski family is currently somewhat more openly conflictual as Ruth
argues with her mother about the unreasonableness of some of her demands and Jack
expresses to Joe his feelings about more support for Ruth. But the long term pattern is
one of avoidance of conflict. Ruth and Jack don’t argue, despite each of their frustrations
with their relationship. Ruth has always done her mother’s bidding, rather than provoke
her. Even when she felt deeply injured by Rose’s callousness toward her repeated
pregnancies, she and Jack moved out rather than becoming openly hostile. Now thenusual style is undergoing a change, but since neither Ruth nor Rose is accustomed to this
way of relating, each perceives the other as combative. Ruth reports feeling “mean” for
behaving as she does. During our sixth interview, despite her mounting frustration in the
face of Rose’s inability to hear her point of view, I perceived her as neither mean nor
aggressive. More accurately, she has difficulty hearing the fear beneath her mother’s
obstinacy. At present the pair seem locked in a new dance neither of them has done
before and Jack continues to stand on the sidelines.
The Rosen family is quicker to disagree openly. Both Dan and Molly admit
that they often shout at one another. They are equally in agreement that the anger quickly
dissipates and that there are no lingering “hard feelings”. Molly and Flo, too, often have
words. Here, again, the anger seems to be fleeting. With Ed the relationship seems to be
more distant and less openly combative than between other family members. Dan and
Arlene seem rarely to disagree and do not display the same interactional style as exists
between Dan and his mother.
The Grahowski-Maver family, like the Cousins family, is unaccustomed to
open conflict, but experiencing some for the first time as the rift between Ellen and Sue
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becomes more pronounced. Sue claims she is waiting until after her dad’s death before
explicitly severing the ties to her older sister. Currently she is geared up for a protracted
conflict over what to do with Mike. Her frustration over her inability to alter Fran’s fate,
combined with the strain from her recent routine, leave her few reserves in the way of tact
or diplomacy.
In general, the long-festering hostilities tend to be more painful than the quickly
erupting and openly treated ones. The Rosens believe in saying what they feel, but they
also believe in letting go of anger and not harboring grudges. They are quick to erupt and
just as quick to make up. Sue Grabowski-Maver is more likely to do a long slow simmer.
She has been angry with Ellen for years, but has not confronted her. Her belief is that
open confrontation will lead to a permanent rift and she has, therefore, decided to wait
until after her parents are gone before openly raising the issue. The Peters family policy
of non-interference leads to few conflicts. When Chuck does disagree with a family
member he tends to keep it to himself. This is a family that can disagree with one
another’s choices and yet remain non-emotional. “Hard feelings” are not allowed to
interfere with doing right. Therefore, even though Chuck has some bitterness about his
parents’ care of their parents, he considers it irrelevant to his own responsibilities for their
care. In the Cousins-Koski family negative feelings have traditionally not been
expressed. Lately, however, Ruth’s long standing resentment has erupted into open
confrontation with Rose who is puzzled by this behavior. The more Ruth attempts to
change the rules of the game, the more frightened and resistant Rose becomes.

Current Concerns
Aside from the actual illness of the elder, each family harbors other concerns as
well. Charles Peters worries most about his own health, since everything depends on
that. He is also troubled about the future of his granddaughters and great grandson whose
lifestyles and choices sometimes confuse him. He and Elaine worry about having enough
money to meet their needs as prices go ever higher. And the entire family is concerned
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about Elaine’s safety. However, the family does not appear troubled about intra-familial
relationships.
*n

Cousins-Koski family, Rose’s main concern apart from her own health, is

for the health of her son. Jack frets about Ruth’s mental health as the couple continue to
express dissatisfaction in their own relationship. And Ruth worries about how she can
satisfy everyone.
The Rosens have their own set of concerns. Dan and Molly wonder about Ed’s
health. Arlene and Dan are troubled by Molly’s dependency on pills. Arlene worries
about her sister following a marital separation. Molly also expresses concern of a lesser
magnitude regarding the future of her unmarried granddaughters.
Sue seems to do most of the worrying for the Grabowski-Maver family. In
addition to her concerns for Fran’s health, she worried about her comfort and dignity in
the nursing home environment. Currently she is very anxious about her dad’s future,
financially and physically. She expresses concern for her own mental well-being as well
as about her sister Judy’s reaction to Fran’s death. Bill expresses anxiety regarding his
eldest son’s future.
The concerns in each family vary in magnitude as does the associated stress.
At least two of the elders in this study are concerned about the health of one of their
children. The Rosen case, however, seems both more severe and more puzzling than the
Cousins-Koski situation. The Grabowski-Mavers are conceivably upset by Ellen’s
alcoholism, but since I was unable to interview Fran a second time, I was not able to
confirm this. Of the adult children, only Bill Mayer expressed major concerns about the
future of his own children.
Financial matters are a concern in both the Peters and Grabowski-Maver
families, but the current circumstances are more dire in the latter case. Although Molly
Rosen and Rose Cousins expressed no immediate concerns about money, all the elders in
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the study complained at some point about the current cost of goods and services. And
Molly cited financial independence as the most important factor in planning for old age.5
Although each family had some major concerns, the stress level seemed highest
*n

Cousins-Koski and Grabowski-Maver families. But in the latter, it was the

physical health of the elder that was the underlying cause. In the former, it was the
family relationships that caused the stress. In each case the care-giver responded by
trying to control the situation. Sue, however, came to realize at the last that there were
some things, such as her mother’s health, that she could not control. For Ruth, Rose, and
Jack the situation is more complex. Since the sttess comes from situations the family
members have created, there persists the feeling that they are amenable to change. Yet
nothing changes and the stress increases as the members feel more trapped. The family’s
level of stress, in this study, appears less related to the severity of the elder’s condition
than to the expectations of control the family has.

Pleasures and Supports
Each family found ways of getting support and pleasure during this period.
Charles Peters spoke less of pleasure and more of support. For him, the presence and
reliability of Janet and Chuck bring great comfort. He also derives pleasure from the
satisfaction of doing as much as he can to stay active and self-reliant. And he is very
pleased that all his children are at least financially independent, and some very successful.
Elaine’s wants are simpler. For her, pleasure takes the form of daily outings and visits at
Janet’s, especially if great-grandchildren are present. Chuck and Janet appear to get a
great sense of release from taking a short trip in their RV. The other brothers and thenwives also enjoy travel and are gone from a few weeks to several months during the year.
In addition, Janet finds it helpful to read articles and talk to people who have similar
experiences regarding care-giving, although she has not yet found herself willing to
commit the time to an on-going support group.

5. Kuypers (1981) and Lehr(1984) have each found that economic resources are a good predictor of successful coping in the elderly.
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Rose Cousins pleasures are also modest. A woman who once loved to take
short jaunts with her husband or travel to her son at the Cape, now feels happiest in the
company of her daughter whether at home or elsewhere. She also enjoys food, eating out
occasionally, hearing from her grandchildren, and looking through her well-organized
collections of photographs and bric-a-brac. Ruth enjoys her job and, above all, her
evenings out with a friend. She has lost interest in household projects and can’t get
enthused about trips with Jack. She finds them disappointing both because she never
ceases to worry about Rose and because she fears facing how little she and Jack have in
common. Jack, in addition to enjoying trips with Ruth, derives pleasure from wood¬
working and remodeling projects.
Of all the elders in the study, Molly Rosen appears to derive the most pleasure
from life. She feels lucky to be alive and in control of her life. For her independence is
the most important thing. She also gets pleasure from her limited, but on-going, contact
with the business. And like any proud matriarch, she gets enormous pleasure from the
attention of family members. She especially enjoys her contact with her only great
grandchild. But she is very clear that all of these are secondary to being able to live at
home, in control of her own life. Dan and Arlene work hard, but know how to play also.
Dan relaxes by playing tennis and Arlene enjoys shopping. They both enjoy travel and
socializing with friends. In addition, Dan seems to enjoy family contact.
There has been little time for pleasure lately in the Grabowski-Maver family,
despite the fact that its members seem to have modest requirements. Fran defined
pleasure as sitting on her porch at home and receiving occasional visits from her family.
For Mike, pleasure consists in playing a few rounds of rummy. Sue and Bill enjoy trips
to tropical islands. During this study only Ellen was able to continue pursuit of pleasure,
spending her usual six months in Florida. Yet the family members found smaller
contentments. Mike enjoyed the few extra hours Sue found to play cards with him. Sue
and Bill were planning a short vacation to the West Coast. Sue was buoyed occasionally
by a little extra consideration from her dad or a smile from her mom. She also felt
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supported by the understanding of her husband, her co-workers, and other family
members.
In general, family members continued to find ways of experiencing pleasure.
For the elders this often came from the satisfaction of doing whatever they could for
themselves and from contact with family members. The care-givers often derived their
satisfaction from seeing an elder have a “good day” or from being able to leave the scene
for a time.

Future Expectations
None of the elders in this study explicitly talked about dying, they simply
offered no long-range expectations. They tend, as a rule, to look at the “next step” or, in
Charles Peters’ case, “take things day by day”. Elaine Peters’ expectation is that Charles
will never leave his house for a nursing home and she imagines no foreseeable change in
circumstances. Molly Rosen says she envisions no real changes, no dramatic increase or
decrease in her current level of functioning and expects to go on much as she is. Rose
Cousins refuses to commit herself to any predictions regarding the future. Her behavior,
however, indicates no strong belief in renewed mobility and independence; rather she
sends strong messages to Ruth that she can no longer do the things she once did. For the
present she accepts her situation as the best compromise between wanting more
companionship and not wanting to be in a nursing home. The information from Fran
Grabowski was limited to two interviews. In those her expectations ranged from the
modest one of returning home to a negative one that she would die of cancer. This latter
remained implicit on Fran’s part; Sue raised it and Fran did not deny it. Two of the elders,
Molly Rosen and Rose Cousins, are strongly opposed to entering an institution, although
Rose can at least recall some enjoyable aspects of her past experience in a nursing home.
Molly is unequivocal in her denunciation. Fran Grabowski voluntarily entered a home,
but with the idea that it would be a temporary placement, a financially more feasible way
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to get the care she needed. Only Elaine Peters expresses a real interest in going to a
nursing home, seeing it as a more socially stimulating environment.
The children of these elders also vary in the explicitness with which they
discuss the future. The Peters children have openly discussed the possiblities and are in
accord as to the next step. They are the only children who see institutionalization as a
positive step and have done all the necessary paper work for committing Elaine in the
event of Charles’s decline. And they fully expect him to go before her.
None of the other families are explicit as to what might happen when the elder
requires an even greater level of care, but they all express distaste for the idea of
permanently committing a family member to an institution. Sue Grabowski-Maver
expects to fight with her sister to keep Mike home for as long as possible, but she
indicates the probability that at some point he will no longer be able to remain there. She
implies that a nursing home will then be indicated, but doesn’t make that explicit. She is
very clear on the negative aspects of a nursing home environment including the loss of
functioning and dignity she believes accompanies long-term residency.
Dan Rosen, too, commented on the horror of a mentally alert person being
consigned to such a place and he is clearly committed to helping Molly get the help she
needs to remain at home, now that she has convinced him of her ability to be there. The
financial resources of this family make it possible for them to consider more extended
home care, than for many families. However, should home support not be enough, the
remaining options have been left unspoken.
Ruth Cousins-Koski has long thought about the next step, mostly in dread.
Rose’s recent temporary mental confusion brought the dilemma fully to life and Ruth
became frantic at the possibility of Rose’s being unable to live alone. She realizes, on
one level, that she can’t take Rose in; yet she also can’t envision institutionalizing her.
Thus she puts off any decision as long as possible.
It appears, then, that the three families for whom institutionalization violates
their sensibilities deal with the future by not planning very far ahead. They do what they
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can to keep the elder at home as long as possible and try not to think about the day when
that may no longer be possible. For the family that views institutionalization as desirable
for the elder, it has been relatively easy to discuss and plan for this eventuality.
Effects of Participation in the Study
None of the family members were able to name any specific ways in which
they had been affected by participating in this study. However, the female care-givers all
said they were glad of a chance to talk to someone about their experiences. Janet Peters
repeatedly stated that points which came up in our discussions would cause her to see
things differently afterwards, but she was unable to give any specifics. Sue GrabowskiMayer used our interviews to talk at great length about her latest frustrations with the
medical establishment and her sister, Ellen. She unburdened herself of her anger and
discussed her perceptions and reactions almost as a “reality check”. Ruth, too, appeared
relieved to be able to tell someone about her stress and to use the sessions to gain some
clarity about her own options. The male care-givers appeared more concerned with
whether or not they were supplying useful information for the study. Chuck and Henry
Peters mentioned this several times when they caught themselves talking about things
they thought might not be of service. Chuck, however, appeared to do some grieving
during our sessions as he shed tears for his dead relatives, particularly Carl, and relived
the loss of his business and family home. Dan Rosen was very forthcoming with
information and appeared to enjoy both the sessions with his mother and those with
Arlene. His behavior in the former was more playful and in the latter more serious. He
appeared to gain relatively few new insights, aside from some considerations of his
mother’s need to feel needed. And he seemed to particularly relish reminiscing about
“the good old days”. Bill Mayer was cooperative, but as distant as his wife was involved
in our discussion. He was perfectly willing to be helpful, but appeared to have no vested
interest in either the outcome of the study or in using the conversation for his own ends.
Jack Koski. on the other hand, expressed the keenest interest in being included in the
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discussions, bringing with him an agenda of items he hoped to accomplish. First, he
wanted Ruth to accompany him to a marriage counselor. Second, he wanted to get Ruth
less and Joe more involved in the care-giving. Third, he wanted to share his concerns
about Ruth s mental condition. He was able to accomplish the third and part of the
second item on his agenda, but not the first.
The family members displayed an interesting pattern over the course of the
interviews. In the three families with whom I was able to complete all six sessions, I
noticed the following: During the first interview, which was conjoint, the family
members were very protective of one another and rarely expressed any negative feelings.
During the second interview, elders only, this pattern continued. The elders did not
complain about their children, past or present. The third interview, children only, was
very different. The care-givers openly expressed their frustration, anger, and fear; often
describing in the process an elder I did not recognize from my previous contacts with the
family.
During the second round of interviews the care-givers continued to be open.
However, this time the elders, in the fifth interview, were themselves much more willing
to discuss negative thoughts, feelings, and experiences. Elaine and Charles Peters
confided that John and Henry had drinking problems; that daughter-in-law, Susan, had
become neglectful; that they didn’t understand their grandchildren; that family members
didn’t visit as often as they could; etc. Rose Cousins complained that no-one had time for
her, that Ruth was too busy with her own life, that she wasn’t as well cared for as some of
her neighbors, that there were sorrows she couldn’t share with anyone. Molly Rosen
exclaimed several times that she was telling me things she had never shared before. She
talked about feeling uncomfortable with her daughters-in-law, about the different styles
of her two sons, about Naomi’s problems and Ed’s share in them, about her arguments
with her sisters, and her concerns for her grandchildren. Unfortunately, the fifth
interview with Fran Grabowski was very diffent than the one I had planned and it is
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impossible to know whether she, too, would have followed this pattern and talked about
some of the problems with Ellen, for example.
With the exception of Molly Rosen, the elders seemed less introspective and
systemically oriented than their children. Charles and Elaine Peters, in particular, viewed
behavior as externally caused (people are too busy to visit) or intrinsic (some people are
born caring and others are not). They did not credit their own behavior, past or present,
with having any effect on that of other family members. Rose Cousins, too, seemed
unaware of how her actions might affect those of her daughter and son-in-law. And none
of these aforementioned elders appeared to alter their self-perceptions as we talked. With
Molly it was very different. She spoke at length about circular interactions among family
members and was keenly aware that her actions and reactions influenced the actions and
reactions of others, as well as vice-versa. She also gained a new self-awareness, seeing
herself as “a woman ahead of her time” rather than as an oddity of her time.
After the initial minute or two, none of the family members appeared to pay
any attention to the tape recorder. The video camera was another matter, however. I
decided to wait until the last interview in order to be able to give the family a recording in
which all of them could be seen talking together. My attempt with the Rosens convinced
me otherwise. Molly at first expressed reluctance, but gave way to Dan’s enthusiasm.
From then on the camera dominated the session. Dan sat stiffly at his mother’s side,
Arlene sat so as to largely avoid the camera, Molly changed her clothes and then made
sure to tell those stories she wanted preserved for posterity. I admired her ability to use
this opportunity to her own ends, and felt I owed the family no less. Nevertheless, I
preferred to let the other closing interviews take a more natural course.

Additional Observations

Physical Distance and the Role of Care-giver. In each family the adult child
who lived closest to the parent became the primary care-giver. The reasons for this are
less obvious than they appear. It may not simply reflect convenience, but rather
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symbolize a long-standing relationship between parent and child. For example, in the
Rosen family, Ed though emotionally close to his mother made it clear early on that he
was less willing than Dan to help his parents in the family business and left home as soon
as he graduated from school. Henry Peters left home to join the Marines, returned for a
year, and then was the only family member to move out of town. Today he is still the
least involved family member. In contrast Janet and Chuck have remained the most
involved whether they were next door or five miles away. They believe that in some
sense it was fate that caused the business to fail, bringing them back home when they
were most needed. John, who lived across the street for a time, was the second closest
support and is considered so today, despite being the furthest in physical distance. In the
Cousins-Koski family, Joe left his home town and moved several hours away. But, Ruth
claims, even before this move her mother relied on her rather than on Joe, despite her
professed idea that the son should be responsible for his parents. In the GrabowskiM.ayer family the situation looks a bit different, at first. Ellen is the daughter who
remained in her home town while Sue and Judy dutifully moved where their husband’s
jobs took them. Fran, however, said she felt closest to Sue despite having Ellen nearby.
And when Fran fell ill, it was to Sue that Ellen abandoned the field, absenting herself by a
distance of 1500 miles. Interestingly, in the other three families, the least involved child
also absented himself from six weeks to six months. Who remains closest to home,
especially among male children, may, therefore, be a predictor for who is most likely to
assume parental obligations in the later stages of family life.
Gender and the Role of Care-giver. The literature shows that the
preponderance of care-givers are women (Shanas, 1980). In this study only one family
had both male and female children. In that case the female child took on the caregiving
role, despite the family’s belief that the role belongs to the male child and the male
child’s expressed willingness to assume at least some portion of this responsibility. Two
of the families had only male children. In one of these families a daughter-in-law,
strongly assisted by her husband, assumed the primary care-giving role among the
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children. However, in this family some of the daily care was also provided by the elder’s
husband. In the other case, the son was the care-giver, supported by his aunts. His wife
was involved to a lesser degree. In the fourth family, the children were all female. The
primary care-giver felt emotionally supported by her husband, who did not, however,
involve himself in the physical care of his mother-in-law just as she had not involved
herself in the physical care of his mother. In this family the expectation is that the sons
will be the primary care-givers in the next generation. This study, then, found a less clear
division of care-giving responsibility along gender lines. In two families the primary
care-giver was a daughter, in the third family it was a son, and in the fourth family the
responsibility was shared between a husband, a daughter-in-law, and a son, in that order.
Jobs and Care-giving. In each of these families the daughters and/or the
daughters-in-law worked outside the home. Ruth Cousins-Koski and Sue GrabowskiMayer found their jobs to be major sources of support, rather than added burdens, during
this time. Two of the women worked with their husbands. Janet Peters was the only
woman for whom home and business occupied the same site. All of the women had
launched their own children and were free of child-care roles. However, Janet voluntarily
took a grandson one day and night each week. She claimed that a partial motivation was
to make him more accessible to Elaine.
Work History of the Elder. In each family the dependent elder had also worked
outside the home and had experienced various degrees of independence. Molly Rosen
was perhaps the most outstanding example of a woman in charge of her own life. She
had kept her own funds, had saved enough money from her earnings to, in turn, send her
sons to college, buy a larger physical plant for the business, and purchase a home. Molly
loved the world of business and was only persuaded to relinquish it because her son was
so desirous of taking over. To this day she maintains an avid interest in its goings-on.
She had also been a world traveller, going as far as Europe and the Middle East, and
staying for weeks at a time. She has been a widow for over thirty years refusing to
remarry because she didn’t wish to relinquish her independence. Elaine Peters waited
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until her children were grown, but then she, too, worked outside the home, running her
own business and controlling her own assets. She loved the work, citing it as possibly the
best time of her life and never ceasing to lament her retirement. Fran and Rose had
experiences similar to each other. Both worked as employees in service jobs such as
waitressing. Fran Gmbowski indicates having worked more for the sake of financial need
than for pleasure and she never kept a separate bank account from Mike. Rose Cousins,
too, worked out of necessity, but also enjoyed serving the public. She takes pride in her
self-image of a hard-working woman and laments the loss of this role.
Length and Nature of the Elder’s Disability. The length and nature of the
elder s illness varied in each case. Elaine Peter’s illness was the most chronic and had
been present for several years. It was only in the past year, however, that she had begun
to wander, become depressed, ask ceaseless questions, and be unable to do many basic
tasks for herself. Fran Grabowski had been chronically ill with Parkinson’s, but her level
of dependency had increased suddenly and dramatically as she developed symptoms of
lymphoma. Her illness was the most immediately severe and life-threatening. Rose
Cousins and Molly Rosen had both been in relatively good health prior to the recent fall
or surgery that necessitated an increased level of care. Rose had long grown accustomed
to relying on Ruth for emotional support and after her fall relied on her also for help with
day-to-day functioning. Molly was the elder who experienced the greatest change from
pre- to post-illness. She had been the most independent physically and was now among
the least mobile of the elders. For her and her family, the transition was difficult.
Beliefs Regarding Elder’s Disability. The families also differed in their beliefs
about the illness. The Peters and Grabowski-Maver families had no doubts that the
elder’s illness had an organic basis. On the other hand, the Rosens and the Cousins^
Koskis were less convinced. Both of these families tended to believe that the elder
exaggerated either the discomfort or severity of the condition in order to gain added
attention, sympathy, or medication.
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Closing

In this chapter I have compared and contrasted the families as to interactional
patterns, past and present; beliefs and rules; stresses and supports; expectations; and
chronicity of illness. In addition I have made some observations about the family
members’ experiences of this later-life stage. In the next chapter I shall identify some
variables that may differentiate between a successful or stressful negotiation of this life
stage.
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CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSIONS, CRITIQUE, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Introduction

In the first part of this chapter I examine some variables that the literature
suggests might be connected to a family’s ability to successfully negotiate the later-life
shifting dependency stage. In particular, I draw on Horowitz’s study (1978) of the
natural support systems of the elderly. Next I suggest some additional variables that
emerge from this study. True to the spirit of a constructivist case study (see chapter III),
the connection between these variables and the family’s adjustment is treated as
hypothetical rather than conclusive in the usual sense. In the second section I present a
critique of the methodology, including the rationale for viewing the results as hypotheses
to be verified or discarded in future studies. In the final section I suggest follow-up
studies and directions for future research as well as discuss some implications of the
findings.

Conclusions

Introduction
That this family life stage is stressful for all families, no matter how well
functioning, bears repeating. The four families that took part in this study were heroic in
their efforts to provide care and support to their dependent family members under the
most difficult circumstances. All of these families considered the well-being of the elder
to be a family responsibility and none considered surrendering that responsibility to
someone else. There were times when I found it impossible to believe the sacrifices the
care-givers were making.
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For example, at least twice a week Sue Grabowski-Maver would rise before
six, put in a full day at work, drive the forty or fifty miles to her parents, take her dad on
errands, visit her mom, keep on top of the medical decisions, clean her dad’s house, play
cards with him, and arrive home at midnight. In addition she devoted most Sundays to
visiting with and caring for her parents. In between the visits she maintained regular
daily telephone contact.
Cousins-Koski maintains a similar schedule with the exception that she
lives in the same town as her mother.

She calls at least once each day, often visits before

or after work, brings hot meals, does Rose’s laundry, takes her shopping or to the doctor
or out to lunch. She also devotes Sundays to her mother, either entertaining her in her
own home or taking her on an outing.
Janet and Chuck Peters have breakfast with Elaine and Charles every morning.
Janet often administers Elaine s insulin and helps her bathe and dress. She entertains her
mother-in-law, listens to her crying and constant questioning during her repeated daily
visits, and invites the grandchildren so Elaine can have some pleasure. She accompanies
her in-laws to the doctor and shares meals with them. Chuck looks after his parents’
house and monitors his dad’s ability to continue living independently.
Dan Rosen calls daily, visits weekly, finds home helpers, and calls in favors to
get nursing home care as needed. He keeps abreast of Molly’s home maintenance needs,
and runs special errands for her. He respects her desire to be kept informed about the
business. In addition, he visits his aunt, Flo, and often includes her in his care-giving
efforts.
To a greater or lesser degree, concern for the elder occupies the thoughts of
each of these care-givers throughout a good portion of their daily lives. Planning for a
special event, such as a vacation, requires an added dimension of concern as the adult
child tries make sure that “all the bases are covered” in her/his absence. And the
knowledge that despite everyone’s best efforts the elders will never regain their former
level of independence adds a special poignancy to the situation.
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With this understanding as a basis, I shall now offer some observations on the
degree of success each family has met with in its attempt to make a successful transition
to this life stage. Based on Sparks and Brody (1970) and Horowitz (1978), a successful
transition is defined as one in which the family members are able to experience growth
and satisfaction as well as to hold a less negative view of the demands and sacrifices.
The Peters family seems highly successful in both areas. Despite the
potentially depressing nature of Elaine’s illness, her severe dependency, and her
sometimes open and irrational hostility, the family members speak very little about stress
and a great deal about caring. Janet repeatedly expresses sorrow rather than bitterness or
impatience. Chuck accepts his role as day-to-day guardian without anger towards his
brothers, although he expresses some resentment that Janet should be unfairly burdened.
She, however, does not share this view, averring that she is only doing what she must in
order to be able to live with herself afterwards. Chuck ultimately shares this value and
neither feels martyred. He stresses the importance of maintaining family connections.
Janet describes the small satisfaction of finding some temporary amusement or surcease
for Elaine. They both talk about what they have learned with regard to helping others
help themselves, or about the value of non-interference. For this pair, supporting Elaine
and Charles provides satisfaction, a feeling of growth and continued personal
development, and a sense of doing right. And on their part, Charles and Elaine appear
most appreciative of this support.
The Grabowkski-Maver family and the (Rosen) family also experience some
growth and satisfaction, but their success is tempered by conflict and unresolved issues,
particularly in the case of the former. Sue Mayer expressed satisfaction at “being there”
for her parents and couldn’t imagine doing less. Her relationship to her parents was one
of mutual affection, respect, appreciation, and caring. She did not find herself in conflict
with them, and did not feel martyred, abused, or unappreciated. During the course of this
study Sue learned to accept that there were some things over which she had no control.
This knowledge, in turn, helped her face Fran’s death with less guilt and greater
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equanimity. On the negative side, however, she experienced great anger due to her
perception that Ellen was behaving in a selfish and unfeeling way, invoking an old pattern
in which this sister was seen as the “taker” in the family. This anger occupied almost as
much of her thoughts as did the concern with Fran’s health and Mike’s isolation. It
mitigated her own sense of satisfaction and, after Fran’s death, it thrust her forward in
expectation of a renewed battle, this time with Mike at the center.
Molly Rosen’s condition is less severe than either Elaine Peters’ or Fran
Grabowski’s. Her son, Dan, appears under less stress than Sue Mayer, but he also speaks
less about personal satisfaction than the primary care-givers in the two preceding
families. His reactions vary with her ups and downs. The more she demands, the more
negatively he perceives her. He describes how difficult it is to assist his mother, when
she is being aggressive . His relationship with his brother and other family members is
much less openly conflictual than in the preceding family, despite the fact that Edward
has increasingly withdrawn from the scene presumably due to his own illness. Dan
believes in the non-abandonment of elders, but when Molly is “down” he feels motivated
more by duty than feeling. On the other hand, when Molly is acting like her old self, Dan
continues to derive satisfaction from their relationship. Conversely, although Molly
knows she can count on him for day-to-day support, there are some things she can not
express to anyone. “You just have to grin and bear it.... If I tell Dan he gets nervous and
yells.” The situation is further complicated by her relationship with her daughters-inlaw. This will be examined more extensively below.
The Cousins-Koski family appears to have the most difficulty in its attempts at
negotiating this transitional stage. Although Rose is probably the least incapacitated
elder in this study; Ruth feels the most put-upon by her mother’s demands, and
experiences the least amount of growth and satisfaction. She and her husband express
concern for her mental well-being. Ruth feels that no matter how much she does for her
mother, it never seems enough and she is becoming frantic in the attempt to satisfy her.
Rose confirms that she would like even more from Ruth, claiming that she actually
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receives far less attention than some of her neighbors do from their children.
Furthermore, she thwarts Ruth’s belated efforts to let Joe share more of the burden by
citing his ill health and family obligations as obstacles. She makes no similar allowances
for Ruth. In addition, Ruth’s husband, though passively accepting of her efforts on
Rose s behalf, states that he believes them excessive.
Quality of Past Relationships
What allows some of the above families to better transcend the negative aspects
of this life stage and experience growth and satisfaction? The literature suggests some
reasons and personal observation suggests others. Horowitz (1978) found that a past
positive relationship is not a prerequisite for involvement with a parent; that children
respond to need. However, the amount of stress experienced is tied to the quality of past
relationships with the parents. In the above cases all the primary care-givers cite
relationships from positive to neutral. The Rosen family and the Grabowsi-Maver family
reveal special memories and appreciation of past shared experiences. In the Peters family
Chuck depicts Blaine as a good mother, though he is less effusive than either Dan or Sue.
He expresses less appreciation for Charles’s role. Ruth Cousins-Koski is the least
expressive of past positive relationships, saying she had little in common with her
mother, even when they were both much younger. Thus the family experiencing the most
stress and the family experiencing the least stress are both somewhat weaker in the past
relationship area. This limited sample appears to confirm that a positive past relationship
is not a necessary precondition for care-giving. 6 However, while there may be less
resentment when the family’s past relationships have been positive, the amount of stress
may actually be higher as the pain of the elders decline is more keenly felt.

6. At the same time, none of the above families had a negative past relationship. It remains to be seen whether care-giving would still
be forthcoming under such conditions.
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Life-long Patterns of Mutual Assistance.
Horowitz further suggests that when care is seen as part of a life-long pattern of
mutual aid, or as a way to fill a void, the demands are perceived less negatively. All four
families have a history of care or close association. The Rosens had worked together and
Molly eventually sold the business to Dan. He continues to inform her of developments
and respects her wishes to be included in company social affairs. Theirs has been a life¬
long history of give-and-take and of mutual affection.
Gene and Rose Cousins gave their children land or money for their first home.
Ruth and Jack moved in with Rose as a way to alleviate her widowhood and their own
financial affairs. When this move didn’t work out, there continued to be close
association, with Rose often babysitting for Ruth’s children and Ruth helping her mother
with errands. Moreover, Ruth readily admits that she began the care-giving role as a way
to fill the void she felt in her marital relationship.
The Grabowskis exchanged fewer goods and services with Sue, but maintained
a strong emotional connection. It is Ellen who actually received the largest share of past
parental services. She is also the sibling least involved in parental care during the current
crisis and is already suggesting that her father be institutionalized.
The Peters certainly maintained continuous contact, living and/or working next
door throughout Chuck’s adult life. He says that his parents were never encouraging of
his new ventures and, in fact, were often quite the opposite. However, he and Janet agree
that they have always been willing to help out if asked.
The families in this study appear not to corroborate Horowitz’s findings. There
was at least as much prior contact and sharing of services in the family for whom this
stage is most difficult, as for the one for whom it is easiest. Furthermore, the one family
in which care-giving has been used to fill a void, is also the family currently experiencing
the most difficulty.
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Conflicting Demands of the Nuclear Family
In examining the conflicting demands of the nuclear family on the care giver,
Horowitz found that the role was most difficult for those who also had to balance the
demands of spouse and children with that of the elder. In the present study a clear pattern
emerges. Although none of the adult children in this study reports pressure from
demands of their children, there is considerable difference in the attitudes of the spouses.
In the Peters, family, all agree that the elder Peters have never interfered in the
adult lives of their children and the spouses are all supportive of their husbands’
relationship with Elaine and Charles. In fact, two of the wives, Janet and Mary, actually
have more contact than their husbands. They agree that they have always gotten on well
with Elaine, with Janet citing a connection going back to her childhood. Elaine has
ceased to be an “in-law”, and is as much as part of Janet’s family as her biological
relations. For her part, Elaine has long considered Janet as a daughter rather than a
daughter-in-law. Furthermore, she and Charles repeatedly state their approval of Mary
and wonder if Henry is sufficiently appreciative of her. The family also gives the
impression that when John and Sue lived closer, Sue was just as close as Janet.
Bill and Sue Grabowski-Maver reported feeling very much welcomed and
accepted by both sides of the family when they married. They both maintained tensionfree relationships with their in-laws. And Sue repeatedly stated that she would never be
able to maintain her level of care-giving without Bill’s support for her efforts. Although
he was not directly involved in caring for Fran and Mike, he did not resent the time that
Sue devoted to them and did not consider their demands excessive. Judy, who is
described as nearly equally devoted to her parents, though prevented by distance from
acting on this, also married a man fully accepted by the family. And Judy’s husband
played a key role in easing the tension that sometimes arose between Sue and Judy. On
the other hand, Ellen’s marriage did upset her parents a great deal and she remains less
willing to provide assistance even when nearby.
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In the Rosen family Molly’s only complaint about her sons is that they brought
home too many girl friends. Widowed when the boys were becoming adults, she
maintained especially close relationships with them. Despite their marrying “nice Jewish
girls , however, Molly has never had entirely satisfactory relationships with either
daughter-in-law. It is her perception that both Arlene and Naomi are, in some way,
jealous of the special relationship between her and her sons. “I know my place,” she
avers, explaining her reluctance to do anything that could be perceived as coming
between her sons and their wives. For her part, Arlene relates that in all the years of her
marriage she and Dan have never been invited to dinner at Molly’s. Moreover, Arlene
sees Molly as self-centered, especially as her interests and outlets shrink. There is no
open animosity between the women. Indeed, they go out of their way to be nice to one
another; but there is suspicion on both sides. Arlene suspects Molly of using her pain to
gain attention and medication. Molly suspects Arlene of jealousy. The two have little in
common besides Dan. And Arlene is much less involved in the care-giving process than
is her husband. There is less talk of support for Molly and of belief in the legitimacy of
her demands than in the previous two families. To Arlene’s credit she does not interfere
with Dan’s contacts with Molly, but she does not play a significant supporting role
herself. Dan loves and is loved by two women. He tries to please both. Each woman is
careful not to interfere openly with his commitment to the other. However, neither
woman shares his deep affection for the other, thereby making it more difficult for Dan to
feel totally satisfied by his efforts .
In the Cousins-Koski family the in-law relationship is much less sympathetic.
Rose was widowed shortly after Ruth and Jack married and Jack reported feeling Rose’s
resentment almost from the first. He claimed that Rose had no understanding of his needs
and Ruth confirmed this, as did my conversations with Rose. The situation was
exacerbated when he and Ruth moved in with Rose and his work forced him to be absent
during the business week. Jack has been unsuccessfully competing with Rose for his
wife’s attention throughout his marriage. He does not actively interfere, but makes it
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very clear he disapproves of his wife’s efforts on behalf of her mother. He feels like a
“fifth wheel” in her presence and this perception has discouraged Ruth from inviting her
mother to the house. Ruth, in turn, has admitted using her mother’s dependence as a way
to avoid dealing with her own disappointments and fears regarding her marriage.
Consequently she now feels that she has created a monster that she can’t control. She
finds her attempts to please Rose unfulfilling. She is frustrated in her efforts to grow and
change and feels resentful of the sacrifices she is being asked to make.
The competing demands of the nuclear family appear to have played a part in
the degree of success or failure of families negotiating this life stage, but the variable is
restricted to spousal support since none of the participating families were currently
involved in child care. There is a strong correlation between initial degree of in-law
acceptance and current family functioning. The family most successfully negotiating this
phase has also been the strongest in initial and on-going in-law relationships. The family
having the most difficulty is also the family having the most troubled history of in-law
acceptance. There is also a strong correspondence between the level of satisfaction and
the degree of in-law acceptance in the the other two families.

Filial Maturity
Blenkner (1965) defined filial maturity as the individual developmental stage in
which one realizes that one’s parents need support and comfort and that one is capable of
being dependable to those parents. All the care-givers in this study had achieved this
stage, although some of them felt less capable than others. Ruth Cousins-Koski
expressed the most insecurity about her ability to provide for her mother. However, she
perceived this to be at least as much a function of her mother’s insatiable demands as of
her own resources. Chuck and Janet Peters expressed the most security. Sue GrabowskiMaver didn’t doubt her own ability, but very much doubted that of her sister, Ellen, just
as Dan Rosen appeared to doubt the dependability of his brother, Ed. In each family it
was one child or child-couple who assumed the major care-giving role, no matter how
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many children there were. And when other children seemed to be in lesser stages of filial
maturity, there was the potential for conflict between the siblings.
Suddenness of Dependency Onset
According to Horowitz (1978) a gradually increasing need is correlated with an
easier adjustment for the family members because they have the opportunity to slowly
adapt and weigh the differential effects on other arenas such as marital relationships.
Each of the families in this study was referred by a worker who perceived the family to
be experiencing a recent shift in dependency relationships. However suddenness of onset
can be difficult to measure as illustrated by the variations found within these families.
Although Elaine Peters’ symptoms had recently become more difficult for the family to
handle, her condition is really one of gradually increasing need and the family has had
ample opportunity to adjust. They are aware of the long-term prognosis and have had
sufficient time to consider future options.
The other three families have experienced a more precipitate and irregular
decline. Fran Grabowski had had Parkinson’s Disease for a number of years, but except
for a weakness in her right hand, she had shown little outward effect and had continued to
manage her own household. It was the lymphoma that caused the sudden dependency
need and Sue was precipitously thrust into the caretaker role as Ellen abandoned the
scene for Florida. During the next three months, as Fran continued to decline, Sue began
to come to terms with her own limitations and her parents’ and her own mortality. One
area that did not change was her relationship to Ellen. And she gives no assurance of
change anytime in the future. Rather, since the death of her mother, she shows every
indication of carrying on the battle around her surviving parent.
Molly Rosen had experienced some prior short-term episodes of dependency,
but her recent operation has caused changes unlike anything Dan expected. He had
clearly not had time to adjust to these changes when I first interviewed him. Three
months later he was feeling much less upset, attributing this to positive changes in his
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mother’s condition. Her improvement, however, appears to be as much a matter of
acceptance and changing expectations as of increased mobility. Molly has grown
accustomed to the fact that she will never regain full use of her leg or be entirely free of
discomfort. Nonetheless, she has also decided that she can continue to manage her own
affairs. Her children, too, expect no long term improvement and my last contact with the
family suggests that she is once again relying on pain killers. Yet, Arlene seems more
resigned than surprised or upset.
Rose Cousins fall has precipitated a new level of care-giving from Ruth, but
the patterns of dependency had been established long before. Ruth has had ample time to
assess the effects on her marital relationship, explaining quite cogently how she uses her
mother s dependency as a way to avoid dealing with her marital disappointments. The
precipitating event, however, has brought the realization that a time might be ahead when
Ruth could be called on to provide an even greater level of care, and not because she
chooses this option over dealing with her husband. She suddenly feels trapped. She has
begun arguing with her mother, disputing the claim that she isn’t doing enough and
trying to explain her own needs. She has stopped protecting Joe and begun to welcome
his sharing some of the responsibility. But she appears powerless in the face of Rose’s
implacable resistance to such a plan. And she stops short of working on her relationship
with Jack.
The preceding descriptions suggest that suddenness of onset may be more
difficult to measure than it might seem. Rarely does total dependency occur over night.
With the possible exception of an accident or stroke victim, most elders experience some
minor decline before their first major episode of dependency shift. Sometimes
psychological dependency precedes physical dependency, as in the case of Rose Cousins.
Sometimes it follows, as in the case of Elaine Peters. And sometimes it never occurs, as
in Molly Rosen’s case. These factors make it difficult to assess how suddenness of onset
affects the family’s adjustment. Elaine Peters’ condition is one of the more chronic and
her family appears the most adjusted. But Rose Cousins’ situation appears at least as
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chronic and her family is much less well adjusted. Molly Rosen’s case is perhaps the
most precipitate and her family expresses dismay and frustration at trying to help her, but
they are by no means as distraught and dissatisfied as Rose’s family. Thus a period of
adjustment may be helpful to the family, but it does not appear to override other
considerations. 7

The Loyalty Ledger or the Degree of Fit Between Expectation and Reality
Horowitz also suggests a correlation between the family’s adjustment and the
fit between their expectations and the reality of the situation. Chuck Peters believes that
it is a miracle that his parents are still alive, and they concur. His father feels fortunate
for each day in which he can continue to do for himself. The elder Peters have thus far
fared better than their own parents in terms of their independence and support from their
children. They do not appear to expect their children to make up for what they didn’t get
from their parents. Thus the “loyalty ledger” (Boszormenyi-Nagy and Ulrich, 1981;
Frank, 1984) is unencumbered by excessive feelings of want or obligation. Expectations
are modest and reality meets or exceeds them.
In the Cousins-Koski family, Rose’s expectation is that the children willingly
look after the parents. And despite the fact that her daughter does, indeed, provide most
of what she demands, both mother and daughter are left with a sense that expectations are
not being met. For whatever reasons, whether Rose didn’t get what she needed from her
own parents or for some other cause not clear to this outsider, the loyalty ledger is not in
balance. Furthermore Jack’s expectation that he and Ruth should be allowed freedom to
travel and have more leisure time is also not being met.
In the Rosen family, despite the fact that Molly’s own mother was dependent
on Flo for many years, neither Molly nor Dan ever envisioned a dependent Molly. This
lack of expectation appears to have hampered Dan’s ability to deal with his mother and it

7. Time spent in the care taking role may indeed be a factor, however. The adult care-giver in a family with whom I had been
working on and off for over a year said to me recently, “I used to think that I was doing this for my mother. Now, I realize that 1 m
doing it for myself.” Thus the degree of satisfaction experienced by the care-giver may change significantly over the course ol the
dependency relationship.
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has made Molly impatient and difficult when she has been incapacitated. There is a very
strong sense of loyalty, however, and the stress stems more from issues of control than
from disagreement about “who owes what and to whom”. On the other hand, Molly’s
image of herself as independent may have given her the impetus to fight nursing home
placement and return home where everyone now agrees she belongs.
Qrabowski-Mayer family the expectation for support from adult children
had been established, but some disparity remained between expectation and reality. Fran
talked extensively about the care she rendered her own mother and her belief that this
may have influenced her children. And Sue spoke about her mother’s care giving, her
own, and her expectations for her children in this regard. The picture regarding Ellen was
more complex. On the one hand, Ellen’s prior reliance on her family raised the
expectation (in Sue) that she would be happy to reciprocate. On the other hand, Ellen
was behaving more like her mother’s siblings than like Fran, herself. Sue acknowledges
that her mother was able to view her sisters without bitterness, but that she can not.
The Peters family scores high in the expectation versus reality department. The
other families present a more mixed picture. The Grabowski-Mavers also present a
potentially good “fit” between reality and expectation and Sue appears to feel no
resentment toward her parents. On the other hand, the fact that Fran was the sole
caretaker in her generation does not mitigate Sue’s feelings towards Ellen. Her
expectations are different than her mother’s. The Cousins-Koski family, too, is an
example of differing expectations. Ruth is doing more than she expected and Rose is
getting less than she expected. In the Rosen family the lack of “fit” between expectation
and reality may have been a good thing, giving Molly the impetus to continue struggling.
It appears that degree of “fit” is not the only variable in the family’s ability to make a
successful transition. Also important is the “fit” between one generation’s expectations
and another’s. Finally, there are ways in which lack of “fit” can be beneficial as well as
dysfunctional.
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Beliefs Regarding Elder’s Impairment
Though not previously cited in the literature, a variable that emerges in this
study is the family’s belief about the nature of the elder’s dependency. In the Peters and
Grabowski-Mayer families the children never disputed the seriousness of the elder’s
condition. They were saddened by the elder’s distress, not angered by it. In the Rosen
an<^ Cousins-Koski families, the children doubt the authenticity of the pain and
discomfort expressed by the elder, seeing it more as an attention getting ploy, or a sign of
the elder s fear than as organically based. This belief makes it more difficult to feel
positive about care-giving.

Sharing of the Burden
In each of the families in this study one child (or child-couple) emerges as
being primarily responsible for care-giving and decision making. In some families this is
the preferred style, in others it generates bitterness between the siblings. Moreover, in
each of the families the care-givers differ in their ability to ask for assistance and the
other family members in their ability to respond.
Janet and Chuck Peters express the importance of being able to occasionally get
away for a week or ten days. They have purchased a motor home in order to be able to
go on short notice. This acquisition, notwithstanding, they would find it difficult to get
away were it not for the cooperation of Aunt Gloria who lives near by and neighbors who
are well aware of the situation. In addition, Henry and Mary, though more distantly
involved can at least be counted on to keep their ears open during the couple’s absence.
Dan and Arlene Rosen enjoy travel and especially their new vacation home in
Florida. In addition to worrying about Molly, they also work long hours and feel the
need to get away on occasion. The couple is able to arrange this because they know they
can rely on Molly’s sisters, Iris and Flo, and on their son Richard to keep watch while
they are away.
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Sue Grabowski-Mayer felt she had no such opportunities for renewal, at least
during the winter months. Her sister Judy lived too far away and Ellen was either absent
for six months, or unreliable when she was home. Nevertheless, Sue was prepared to let
her take on more of the burden once she returned north. Mike’s sister gave some
assistance in the form of meals and chauffeuring and Sue also received some moral
support from her children, niece and nephew. Nevertheless, she believed that under the
current circumstances she could not get away for even a few days.
Ruth Cousins-Koski’s major prospect for support is her brother. Rose has no
surviving siblings and her neighbors and friends are all too frail, themselves, to be of
assistance. Ruth s children, niece, and nephew are all willing to help out on occasion.
However Rose refuses all offers of assistance except those that came from her daughter
and Ruth has been reluctant to push for change. Her ambivalence about gaining some
freedom from Rose is tied to her concerns about what might happen if she had more time
with Jack. This reluctance also seems to impede her ability to ferret out information
regarding day programs and other services that might broaden Rose’s horizons and
slightly loosen her hold on Ruth. Aside from her job, her greatest pleasure comes from
her night out with a friend and even that is fraught with guilt at being with neither her
mother nor her husband.
The ability to remove oneself, temporarily, from the care taking role seems an
important element in stress reduction. This is easiest to do when other family members
are available to step in temporarily and when the caretakers are comfortable asking for
this assistance. When family conflicts or rigid past patterns of support prevent this , the
stress level is higher.

Role of the Elder
All the dependent elders in this study were female and all lived within ten
minutes of at least one child (for some part of the year, at least). Two of the elders were
living with their spouses and two were living alone with varying degrees of support. All
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the women had worked outside the home at some time in their lives. Although financial
concerns played differing roles in each of their lives, all the elders were financially
independent at present. Despite the above similarities each of the elders displayed a very
different style and sense of independence.
Molly Rosen is by far the most independent minded of the elders. She had
spent most of the past forty years “in business like a man” and had developed a high
degree of self-confidence and autonomy. When her husband and business partner died,
she continued to run the business, buy a house, travel abroad, etc. She became
accustomed to running her own life and thrived on it, describing herself as a woman who
hates to be told what to do”. The thought of surrendering her independence and entering
a nursing home made her feel like she was dying. Consequently, she fought for life and
insisted on returning home despite her physical limitations. Furthermore, she fought
home assistance and eliminated it as soon as possible in an effort to find out how much
she could do for herself. The results of Molly’s battle were two-fold. She antagonized
her family who were often appalled and offended by her stubborn insistence on doing
things her way. But she managed to make a success of her return home and her family
now agrees that that is where she currently belongs. The process by which the family
arrived at this point was a painful, frustrating, often angry one. Now, however, everyone
seems relieved at the outcome. In a sense Molly’s earlier obstinate behavior created the
situation which is currently much more satisfactory to everyone.
Elaine Peters was also once a strong, independent-minded woman. She ran her
own business, had control of her own assets, and enjoyed the mobility of having her own
automobile. She was less openly defiant than Molly; but formed covert alliances with her
children, keeping their confidences and giving them financial support without Charles’s
approval or even knowledge. Pancreatic illness forced her retirement from the business
she loved and her world shrank even further with the progression of Alzheimer’s. She
knows she isn’t capable of doing the things she once loved, but doesn’t fully understand
how it’s happened. Consequently, she is often frustrated, angry, accusatory, and petulant.
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This makes it difficult for family members to be with her. Yet, because they understand
the nature of her illness they forgive much of her behavior and attempt to structure her
world in a way that can maximize her few pleasures and minimize her great pain.
Fran Grabowski was a woman who quietly shouldered life’s burdens. Upon
discovering after her marriage that she was being asked to raise nine of her husband’s
siblings instead of work in a store as she had been promised, she acquiesced. She also
worked outside the home not as a “boss”, but as an employee and not for the pleasure of
it, but because the family needed the money. She did not manage her own funds, but
pooled them with Mike. He, on the other hand, though maintaining a traditional maledominated family veneer, reportedly deferred to Fran on all major decisions. She
accepted this role modestly, never openly admitting it and never taking advantage of it.
When she became ill she considered the family’s financial picture and made the decision
to enter a nursing home, rather than return to her own home with round-the-clock
staffing. It seemed a typical self-sacrifice for a woman who had always done what she
needed to, without any sense of martyrdom. She never complained, nor did she extract a
price. Her decision made it easier for the family who would otherwise have been faced
with deciding between two unpalatables: putting her in a nursing facility or losing the
family home. And when the nursing home stay became more costly and protracted than
originally thought, she died. Fran’s illness, as stressful as it was, never caused Sue to feel
bitterness or resentment towards her parents. She was indeed angry at her sister, at the
doctor, etc., but none of this interfered with her feeling good about being there for her
parents and knowing she was doing the right thing for them.
Rose Cousins had worked outside the home since her earliest teens when she
had been thrust out of the nest and left to raise herself. Not an introspective woman, she
expressed no emotion about this, but described a life of hard work in various service jobs.
She married a hard working laborer, raised two children, kept an immaculate house, and
worked as a store clerk or waitress when her children were older. She enjoyed the contact
with people and took pride in her work. When her husband died she first tried to put back
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her life by inviting her daughter and son-in-law to live with her. When that proved
unsatisfactory, she continued to successfully run her own life as long as she was able to
work and maintain contact with the local townspeople and her daughter. Gradually her
world, too, began to shrink. She gave up working, but continued to keep contact through
daily errands. When she was persuaded to move to elder housing in a new town, her
social contacts were further reduced and she became more dependent on her daughter.
Ruth, in turn, encouraged Rose’s dependence as a way of avoiding disappointments in
her own life. The expectation was created that Ruth would be there for her mother.
However the expectation grew into a reality that was much different than either woman
envisioned. Though presently in remarkably good physical condition, Rose’s accident
and subsequent convalescence has frightened both her and her daughter. Each sees a
future where Rose may need a greater level of support. Rose fears entering a nursing
home and Ruth can’t face the thought of putting her there. Neither can she bear the
thought of living with her once more. The resultant tension is being played out in a battle
in which Ruth tries to convince Rose that she is well enough to be more independent and
Rose tries to convince Ruth of the opposite. The dependence that was once so useful has
become a festering sore.
Thus the role of the elder plays a large part in the family’s adjustment. When
the elder is capable of and comfortable with making decisions about her life and when the
family can support those decisions, the level of stress is lower. When the elder is clearly
no longer capable of making decisions, but the remaining family members can agree and
be supportive, the level of stress is reduced. And, not surprisingly, when the elder is in
conflict with other family members regarding amount and type of support needed, the
level of stress tends to be higher.

Family Transactional Styles
Minuchin (1974) talked of enmeshment and disengagement as transactional
styles that could be either useful or dysfunctional. I have chosen to substitute
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interwoven” for “enmeshed” as a less pejorative sounding term. None of the families in
this study were dysfunctionally disengaged, that is lacking in feelings of loyalty or
belonging, and unaffected by the behavior of other family members. By the same token,
none of the families were clinically interwoven, that is locked in escalating power
conflicts and lacking a language for expressing affection and concern. Rather, they fell
somewhere on the continuum between these extremes.
The Peters family seems to be neither overly interwoven nor disengaged in its
transactional style. The members, especially Janet and Chuck, are capable of
demonstrating loyalty and offering support, but are not overly reactive to the behavior of
other family members. The children have decided not to engage in a power conflict with
Charles or each other, and while not effusive in their expression of affection, they have
no difficulty showing concern.
The Rosens exhibit somewhat more reactivity to one another’s behavior, as
family members pull back when Molly becomes demanding, and she complains more as
they pull away. There are some battles for control as Molly refuses to surrender the
decision-making role, but the family has absolutely no difficulty expressing affection and
concern or providing support.
The Grabowski-Maver family experienced a somewhat greater reactivity. Sue
felt herself go up and down with Fran’s mood, or her dad’s willingness to do a little more
housework. She was consumed with bitterness at Ellen for her failure to act as Sue felt
she should. However, there was also ample language for expressing affection and
concern and virtually no struggle around power issues.
The Cousins-Koski family exhibits more extreme behavior. Ruth and Rose are
highly reactive to one another, and Rose resists any attempt by Ruth to change the “rules
of the game”. Jack sees his mother-in-law and wife engaged in a power struggle and has
little doubt as to the outcome. But, even in this family, there continues to be room for the
expression of concern and loyalty.
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None of the families in this study could be described as disengaged, which is
not surprising since the study sought out families who were actively engaged in dealing
with the support of a dependent elder. This would tend to rule out dysfunctionally
disengaged families who, by definition, are those unable to give or seek support and are
characterized by lack of loyalty and a sense of belonging. In all likelihood,
dysfunctionally disengaged families will fail to negotiate this transition and
dysfunctionally interwoven families will negotiate it with a great deal of stress. (See
Chart I at the end of this chapter for a summary of these observations.)
Summary
This study looked at four later-life families negotiating shifting dependency
roles. With each family six semi-structured, in-depth interviews were conducted in two
rounds spanning a five month period in an attempt to better understand the family’s
experience of this stage of life and to look at similarities and differences between the
families. All the families in this study were actively engaged in care-giving and all
experienced some stress. However, the degree of stress varied considerably from family
to family as did the feelings of satisfaction and growth. In some cases there was a high
level of both.
The Peters family, as has been stated above, appears to experience the lowest
level of stress and the highest level of satisfaction. The Grabowski-Maver family
experiences both a high level of satisfaction and a high level of stress. The Rosen
family’s level of stress and satisfaction varies the most, going up and down with Molly’s
level of complaints. The Cousins-Koski family has been experiencing the highest level
of stress and lowest level of satisfaction.
There appear to be a number of factors that affect the family’s ability to
experience less stress and more satisfaction during this admittedly difficult family life
stage. There was reduced stress and greater potential for growth and satisfaction when
-past relationships between the family members were good,
<
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the illness progressed slowly enough to give family
members time to adjust,
—there was common agreement as to expectations and the
loyalty ledger appeared in balance,
—the family members believed in the organic validity of
the elder’s impairment,
-there were family members or friends who could provide
temporary relief from the ongoing responsibilities,
-family members were in agreement about what should be
done,
-in-law relationships were such that spouses could be
genuinely supportive.

On the other hand, life-long patterns of mutual assistance seemed to have no
effect on the family’s ability to manage the current stage. Good past relationships while
tending toward more positive feelings about care-giving, could also increase stress by
virtue of the pain caused by seeing the beloved elder in decline. Filial maturity, while
guaranteeing support to the elder, could also lead to family conflict as the siblings in
different stages of filial maturity disagreed about who should do what. Degree of
dependency onset proved to be as difficult to measure as its effect on the family since a
gradual psychological dependency could be as difficult as a sudden physical dependency.
The degree of fit between expectation and reality when high could be a positive force on
the family’s adjustment, but a negative fit could also provide some impetus for greater
recovery and hence greater satisfaction and less stress. When the family members
doubted the organic validity or degree of suffering of the elder, there was greater stress
and a lower level of satisfaction. When there was disagreement between the elder and the
child, or between the children, regarding amount and type of care, the family’s
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adjustment suffered. And, when the care-givers spouse had never felt accepted by the
elder there was a poorer adjustment.
A summary of the preceding observations regarding each family appears in
Chart I at the end of this chapter. The reader is cautioned that the chart is meant only as a
useful overview for one already familiar with the text, since it fails to capture the richness
of the material or the subtle differences between families.

Critique of the Research
Methodological Limitations
Descriptive vs Empirical Study. Whereas a descriptive study is an excellent
vehicle for gathering information on how people experience certain situations and
constructivism encourages the researcher to undertake a study without clearly defined
prior hypotheses, the methodology also has distinct limitations. Even the most openended research begins by focusing on certain areas. This researcher’s focus was
prescribed by the questions raised in the literature survey. What she found was defined
by what she asked or did not ask. In observing some things she undoubtedly missed
others. Another researcher, with a different focus, would have asked other questions and
made other hypotheses. That is not to say, that the resulting observations are more or less
valid, only that they are different and, therefore, at best only a partial description of the
family’s experience.
The lengthy interviews yielded long transcripts and a wealth of material. The
researcher could not include all of this and still keep the study at a readable length.8
Choices had to be made as to what to include and what to exclude, thereby selectively
highlighting certain areas and not others.
Sample Size and Selection. In choosing to do an in-depth study of a few
families, rather than a broad survey of a statistically representative sample the researcher
has limited the generalizability of her results. She would never argue that the findings in

8. The full session-by-session descriptions may be obtained from the author.
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these four families apply to later-life families, in general. Nevertheless, the in-depth
process allowed her to observe things that would not have been available through
questionnaire or short interview format. For example, the family dynamics varied greatly
depending on which part of the family was being interviewed, and at what part of the
interview process. Family members were more protective and less revealing in conjoint
interviews. They were less revealing in early sessions than in later ones. Elders, in
particular, were reluctant at first to express any negative feelings about their children,9
but were more comfortable doing so in later interviews. The passage of time affected
families in different ways. In some cases families showed signs of adaptation and
adjustment over time; in other families there was an increase in tension over time. All of
this would have been lost in a broader, but less in-depth study.
In asking referral sources for families in which there were adult children living
nearby, the researcher limited her understanding to families in which adult children were
likely to be the care-givers. She eliminated elders without children, or even those whose
children lived out of the area. Thus her sample was biased toward families who haven’t
abandoned their elders and against disengaged families. The results would undoubtedly
have been different had she looked at different family situations.
The sample was further limited. All the dependent elders were women. Given
the population demographics, that is not entirely surprising. But it is conceivable that
family dynamics could be very different with an elderly father than with an elderly
mother. All the families were Caucasian, middle class, and with one exception,
American-bom. Non-white, non-American, and non-middle class families would all have
offered different perspectives. The four families represented three different religions.
This researcher did not notice that religious differences played any significant role in the
outcome, but a larger sample might have disclosed some. Constraints of time and
resources caused the researcher to restrict her interviews to family members within an

9. Haeestad (1982) has found: “Parents’ sense of security and accomplishment is based on the belief that their children have
successfully mastered their life tasks.” No wonder the parents in this study found it more difficult to admit to the shortcomings
their children than vice-versa!
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hour s driving distance. A different picture might have emerged had she been able to
conduct interviews with the absent siblings.
Tirng Parameters. The choice of a three month interval was an arbitrary one
designed to afford the opportunity to observe some changes, but to acknowledge the
researcher s time constraints as well. Some families experienced a great deal of change
in this time span, others much less. No doubt, contacting these families again after six
months, or one year, or five years would give additional information on family process
and the causes or litigators of stress.
Feedback. Of particular disappointment to this researcher was the lack of
opportunity to complete the feedback loop by checking the final observations with the
family members. The final interview provided only limited opportunities for several
reasons. First, the researcher had not yet fully analyzed the data since she had not
completed all the interviews. Second, she found that the family often had its own agenda
at these meetings and gave only limited attention to the research observations. Third, the
researcher was hesitant to raise some of her observations, e.g. in-law relationships,
because they might have appeared to violate the confidences of some of the family
members. The ideal would have been to conduct a seventh interview with each family in
order to share the results after the data had been completely analysed. The interviewer
could then have incorporated the families’ feedback into the final conclusions.
Impact of the Research on the Families. Most of the family members were
unspecific as to their perceptions of the effect of participating in this study. A few
families members noted that the interviews caused them to think about things a bit
differently, though they could never actually say what or how. Some family members
confessed to having revealed things they had never before revealed. From the
researcher’s perspective, the major impact on the family members was to afford them the
opportunity to unburden themselves of their frustration, anger, and fear. Most of the
interviews lasted longer than the researcher had anticipated because most family
members wanted to talk. Sue wanted to share her concern about her mother’s condition,
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her frustration with the doctor, her anger at her sister. Jack wanted to talk about his
relationship to Ruth. It seemed that this setting was the only one in which the couple had
actually discussed their situation, at any length. Ruth wanted, first, to share her
frustrations and, second, someone to witness as she presented her case to her mother.
Molly wanted to talk about feelings she couldn’t share with family members. Janet
wanted to check her observations and instincts against those of an “expert”. Chuck
wanted to express his grief over past losses. Elaine wanted company. All the family
members appeared to enjoy the interviews and all were happy to tell their stories.
The researcher presented no expectations to the family members. Indeed, she
had none. She explained that she wanted to learn more about the family’s experience of
this stage of life. As far as she could tell, none of the family members appeared to alter
their behavior toward one another as a result of the researcher’s presence. Conflicts were
not buried. Annoyances were not hidden. Alliances did not shift. Ruth did not agree to
enter therapy with Jack. Sue did not reconcile with Ellen. Arlene did not visit Molly
more often. Chuck and Janet did nothing to alter their level of support. Rather the
family members appeared to feel accepted as they were and to allow this interviewer to
share their negative as well as their positive feelings.
Impact of Research on the Researcher. The researcher reacted to the research
in a number of ways. First she became very drawn to the family members and found
herself wanting to help rather than to observe. She sometimes used positive connotations
rather than passive listening. She was torn between her obligations as researcher and her
instincts as therapist, especially in the case of Jack and Ruth and finally dealt with this by
offering to refer the couple, together or individually, to another therapist. With this
couple, also, she found herself making suggestions for other support services for Rose.
Perhaps because this family seemed in the most pain, they generated the strongest pull to
intervene.
Second, the researcher found herself dealing with issues of trust. By seeing the
family members in separate configurations, she often gained information not available to
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the entire family. She struggled with how to incorporate this material into the study
without violating anyone’s confidences and isn’t sure that she has been entirely
successful.
Third, and not unrelated to the above, is the issue of using families as subjects
of research. This researcher believes that in-depth descriptive studies provide a rich
source of information, especially for the clinician. And, perhaps, if the researcher had
chosen a more joyous focus such as birth of the first child or Bar Mitzvah, there would
have been less of a sense of using other people’s troubles to one’s own advantage. But
because this topic is so laden with issues of loss, it was difficult to ask people to make
time for interviews. The point became particularly salient with the imminent death of one
of the family members. The researcher felt helpless along with the family members,
experienced great sadness for and with them, and wondered about her own role as
observer in this event. She consoled herself by noting how pleased and ready family
members were to speak with her, but it did not entirely erase her misgivings.

Recommendation s

Suggestions for Further Research
Most of the suggestions for further research come out of the limitations of this
study. Future research might attempt to verify or discredit the above findings by
expanding the research to a broader population. Some suggestions include studying how
gender of the parent, income level, ethnic background, sibling order and gender, or
transactional style, affects the family process. A longitudinal study following families for
a longer period of years, both before and after the onset of dependency would help to
explicate further how the care-giver is selected. Another question that remains under
researched is how the family’s process differs depending on whether the elder lives alone,
with a spouse, in an institution, or with a child. Still another area to be investigated is
how the family process is altered in families which contain young children or families in
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which the care-givers are themselves elderly. Finally, there is the question of family
process in cases where the elderly are abandoned.

Implications and Applications
This study confirms the ongoing, durable, and interrelated nature of the parentchild relationship well beyond the child rearing years. It affords a view of the concerns
of later-life families; the sacrifices family members are willing to make, or not make; and
the resentments, frustrations, and satisfactions they are likely to experience. Some of the
stress seems inevitable given that a family member is experiencing a decline in
functioning and surrendering an element of control. Nevertheless, some families are able
to get beyond this; feeling comfort and satisfaction in the knowledge that they are able to
provide care and support, in the case of the care-giver, and to receive care and support, in
the case of the care-recipient. The study indicates that the ability to give or accept this
support is linked to events that happened many years before as well as to current
circumstances. Therefore, any interventions aimed at enriching the satisfactions and
decreasing the stress of this period, need to be seen in this context.
For clinicians working with dependency issues, the family context is crucial. It
is important to gain the confidence of both the primary care-giver and care-receiver, and
to listen. It is necessary to acknowledge how much a care-giver has sacrificed and to
allow the expression of anger and frustration (usually at other family members,
sometimes at the medical system), before expecting any change in affect or behavior.
And it is equally important to acknowledge the fear, loneliness, and disappointment of an
elder before expecting him or her to be able to listen to anyone else.
It is important to assess the family’s beliefs about the nature of the dependency.
Families who deny the seriousness of the illness may either blame the elder for
malingering or harbor unrealistic expectations for recovery. Helping the care-giver and
the care-receiver understand the nature of the illness and be realistic about the prognosis
can avoid unnecessary conflict and guilt. Ideally this should be done by the elder s
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doctor. In practice, it is often neglected. Empowering family members to be more pro¬
active with medical personnel may not be enough as demonstrated by a very empowered
Sue Mayer. A therapist may find it helpful to speak to the doctor as “one professional to
another” in order to help the family gain vital information. On the other hand, family
members may also need some encouragement to allow the elders to continue doing as
much as they can for as long as they can. Encouraging the care-givers to leave as much
control in the hands of the elder and empowering the elder to retain as much control as
possible can ultimately mitigate stress and reduce guilt and fear.
Care-givers usually feel time to be at a premium and therefore resist efforts to
commit any of it to support groups or other activities designed to reduce stress. Family
counselors should be more aggressive in motivating and helping providers find a way to
work with others who can reduce their isolation, normalize their guilt, and even offer
helpful tips on aspects of day-to-day care. Offering support groups that provide a
structure for the dependent elder as well as for the care-givers might overcome the
providers hesitation about devoting precious time to such an undertaking. Finding other
family members or friends who are willing to take over the responsibility for short
periods of time and allow the care-giver to temporarily leave the scene can be important
stress reducers.
Finally, there is the context of the preceding and the next generation. Each of
these families has some expectations, based on the experiences of the previous
generation. In some families these experiences serve as a model, in others as something
to react against. Moreover, as the care-givers render support to their parents they begin to
create certain expectations about their own dependency and hopes for support. Some
providers hope their children will do as they do and others wish for something very
different. Helping family members explore these ghosts of the past and future may help
create more tolerance for and understanding of different points of view. It may explain
one member’s fears or another’s bitterness and still another’s shame. And, just as
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important, clarifying expectations may help the current care-givers and their children
have an easier transition, in their turn.
Some of the interventions need to take place long before families enter this
stage of development. This study highlights the importance of clear generational
boundaries and good in-law relationships from the outset. Those family members and
their spouses who felt their union was accepted and who experienced the older generation
as non-interfering, were able to express less anger and more support and satisfaction than
their counterparts who had experienced less acceptance and/or more interference.
Therefore, helping families at this earlier stage has implications not just for the success of
the marital union, but also for the successful negotiation of the shifting dependency stage.
The study also presents some implications for the process of therapy. First, the
interview format points out the utility of sometimes speaking separately with the various
generational subsystems. Conjoint sessions are useful for understanding and highlighting
the differences and agreements between family members and for shifting patterns of
communication. But they can also produce false or misleading information, and fail to
uncover issues, as family members seek to protect one another. Second, the study
demonstrates that it may be more difficult for elders to admit, let alone disclose, their
negative thoughts about their children than vice-versa; and that clinicians need to allow
more time for this to emerge. Therapists can also help family members’ replace value
laden words such as “stubborn” or “bossy” with more useful reframes such as “proud”
and “independent”. The goal is to acknowledge the family’s stress without blaming or
scapegoating anyone. Third, there is at least a hint that it may take some time for a
feeling of satisfaction to emerge. The early stages of the dependency shift are often
fraught with fear, tension, and energy expended in decision making. The family
members may need to go through these earlier steps, before they can accept the situation
and adapt to it. It may take the care-givers time to understand that often they are doing
what they do, not just for the elder, but for themselves. The idea is to help families
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accept the negative feelings that are inherent in facing the physical decline of a loved one
and, then, to go beyond them to the stage of acceptance and growth.
The study also highlights the need for medical personnel to examine their
attitudes and practices with regard to their elderly patients. Three of the four families in
this study expressed negative feelings about the quality of care, the sense of commitment,
and the degree of respect shown by the doctors involved. Complaints included not
returning calls; failing to fully explain diagnoses, procedures, and prognoses; ignoring
symptoms; and disqualifying the elder. Family members repeatedly expressed the belief
that doctors are less invested in their elderly patients, have unnecessarily low
expectations of the elder’s competence and ability, and too quickly attribute to “old-age”
symptoms which would be treated more aggressively and seriously in a younger person.
All the families in this study also expressed very negative feelings about the
nursing home environment. Although the specific complaints varied, the common theme
was the loss of personhood that often accompanies nursing home admission. Elders
feared loss of control and competencies. Children expressed concern about lack of
stimulation and respect. Doing things according to routine is, admittedly, an
understandable response on the part of traditionally overworked and underpaid nursing
home staff. Living in an institution is not like living in one’s own home. However, the
extra time it takes to learn a little about the personal habits and preferences of an
occupant can go a long way toward alleviating the loss-of-self feeling and may actually
be cost-beneficial if it eases the adjustment and encourages the cooperation of the elder.
The message for doctors, nursing home administrators and staff, and other
geriatric aides; indeed, for all involved in services for the elderly, is that, barring some
organic brain dysfunction, the elder is no less mentally competent or capable of
comprehending what is occurring than is the younger patient. It is difficult enough to be
faced with declining physical capacities, without being simultaneously stripped of the
respect and courtesy ordinarily accorded one another in this society. In recent years there
has been enormous interest in the birthing process, respecting different families’ styles
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and personalizing the first moments of life. No less should be done in respecting
families’ different styles of aging and in personalizing and humanizing the later stage of
life.
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Appendix B
Examples of Questions for First Round of Interviews
1. Description of Family
cPmPrises the family? What is the ethnic/religious
affiliation? What level of education? How close/far do
extended family members live from one another?
2. Communication Patterns
Who is closest to whom? Who contacts/visits whom
most/least often? How often and what type of contact?
Who does not speak to whom? How long has this been so?
Who agrees/disagrees about above perceptions?
3. Precipitating Event
What happened? Who informed whom, when, and how? Who is
most concerned, angry, distraught, helpless, calm? How
is the anger, concern, etc. understood? Who thinks what
action should be taken? Who agrees/disagrees?
4. Identification of Significant or Difficult Decisions
Facing Family
What does family identify as needing to be done?
Is family able to discuss issues? Admit need?
Investigate options? With Whom? Who’s in charge?
Most/least concerned? Consulted? Does elder
agree? If not, how is this dealt with? Who
agrees/disagrees?
5. Beliefs and Expectations re Aging
What are the family’s beliefs about aging? Who is
expected to provide what kind of support? How was
it done in past generations? How is present
reality like/different from expectations? Who
agrees/disagrees?
6. Replication of Previous Family Patterns
How are family dynamics like/different from
earlier times? Is anyone surprised by who has
taken charge? By who has offered/failed to offer
assistance? Is there a closest child? A black
sheep? How has parent/child relationship changed
since precipitating event? Who agrees/disagrees?
7. Patterns and Sources of Support, Past and Present
Who has traditionally provided support to whom? What
type? Within family? Outside? Who finds it
easiest/most difficult to ask? How is present
like/different from the past? Who agrees/disagrees?
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8. Sources of Stress
What, aside from the precipitating event, is family most
worried about? Who else in family is cause for concern?
Are there other members with physical, financial, or
interpersonal problems? If so, who is most/least
concerned? What has been most helpful in reducing
anxiety? Who agrees/disagrees?
9. Family’s Developmental History
How has the family negotiated other transitions such as
marriage, birth of first child, leaving home of last
child, retirement, divorce, widowhood? For whom was each
of these most/least difficult? Who provided support?
What was most/least helpful? Are there any unresolved
issues? How like/different from past generation? Who
agrees/disagrees?
10. Family’s Strengths
What do the family members perceive to be the sources of
strength within the family? What resources does the
family believe it has for dealing with difficult times?
Who agrees/disagrees?
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Appendix C
Examples of Questions from Second Round of Interviews
1. Decision-making Process
What, if any, decisions have been made? By whom? In
consultation with whom? Who agrees or disagrees with
decisions? Are they seen as long-term or temporary? By
whom? What has been the role of the elder in the
decision-making process?
2. Family’s Emotional Tone
Are members more/less anxious, resigned, angry, depressed
than during earlier interview? Are there generational
differences?
3. Expectations vs Reality
How is present situation regarding the elder similar to
or different from past generations? How does current
situation compare to what family members expected their
lives to be like at this point?
4. Roles of Family Members
Is there a major burden-bearer? If so, how chosen? How
perceived by others? Who is surprised? Who lends
support? What type? Who is satisfied/dissatisfied?
5. Changes in Family Dynamics
Who visits or contacts whom, how often? Is someone
more/less involved than before? Have conflicts been
reopened? Resolved? Any changes in which topics can be
discussed openly? Who agrees/disagrees?
6. Sources of Stress for Elder, for Caregiver
Who or what is causing most concern? Are there other
stresses such as pressure from job, spouse, children, on
caregiver? If so, how handled? Are there other stresses
such as financial or family concerns for elder? If so,
with whom discussed? How dealt with?
7. Sources of Support for Elder, for Caregiver?
Who or what has been most/least helpful? What bonuses or
sources of pleasure have family members identified?
8. Regrets and Satisfactions
v „
,
What do family members wish they had known earlier / What
do they wish they had done differently? What are they
most pleased about? Who agrees/disagrees?
9. Family’s Expectations for Future
Are members optimistic/pessimistic? Can family openly
discuss possible negative outcomes? What possible events
could exacerbate/alleviate current situation? Who
agrees/disagrees?
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10. Family Members’ Perceptions of Effect of Participation in
Study
Do the members perceive any effect? If so, who believes
the effect has been positive? Who, negative? In what
way? What has been most/least satisfying? What, if
anything, have family members learned?
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Appendix D
Participation Consent Form
I agree to participate in Doris Cohen’s University of Massachusetts doctoral
research on concerns of later-life families. I agree to having her interview me and
members of my family in two series of interviews about three months apart. Each series
will involve an interview with the member(s) of the older generation, an interview with
the adult child(ren) and their families, and an interview with the entire family.
I am aware that it may sometimes be difficult for me to discuss certain issues
and that I have the right to decline to talk about any topic at any time. I have also been
informed that by participating in this study, I may gain some new understanding of the
issues concerning me and my family as well as some information about available
community resources. Furthermore, Doris Cohen has agreed to answer any questions I
might have at any time, regarding my participation in this study.
I have been assured that (1) no participant in this study shall be identified by
name, (2) all identifying information will be removed or disguised, (3) the audio tapes of
the interview will be destroyed upon completion of the study and any video tapes will
become the property of the family.
I understand, moreover, that I may withdraw my participation in this study at
any time and that all materials will, thereupon, be destroyed.

Signature

Date

Witness
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Appendix E
Kev to Genogram Symbols

Male

Female

Deceased

Married

Divorced

Living Together

□

o
la

o
D
■o

7*~

o—o
4

Siblings

Twins
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